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Xo PHILOSOPHY 

lc ADAMS0 GoPo 

Contemporary American philosophy,, Macm0 1930„ $6o00 2 vols0 
Thirty three American philosophers and teachers of philosophy trace 
their own experiences in the adoption or adaptation ef a philosophy,, 

2c DEWEY, JOHN 

Intelligence in the modem world? John Dewey0* philosophy? ed0 by 
Joseph Hatner0 Modern Lihrary0 1939c $l02i 
The pragmatism which under his leadership so strongly marks American 
thought and education,, 

3c GESELL. ARNOLD 

Infant and child in the culture of today? the guidance of development 
in home and nursery schoolc Harper,, 19430 $4o00 
Outlines specific techniques for behavior control and guidance of in¬ 
fants and young children,, Lists and play equipments information books 
and musical records for children,, 

40 KALLEN HOEACB Mo & HOOZ0 SIDNEY, eds0 

American philosophy today and tomorrowo Jurmano 19350 $3075 
Twenty-five representative American viewpoints,, 

50 PERRY c RALPH BARTON 

The thoughts and character of William James0 Little,, 1935„ 
$12, 00 2 volSo 
A convincing portrait set against the background of his contempor¬ 
aries by a friend and former pupilo 

ZX. RELIGION 

60 BATES; ERNEST SUTHERLAND 
American faith0 its religious,, political and economic foundationso 
Norton,, 1940o $4o50 
An interpretation of the religious,, political and economic background 
of the American nation,. The book begins with the Pretestant reformat 
tion in Europe and ends with the American Civil War„ 

7o CLARKo ELMER To 
Small sects in Americao 0okesburyo 19390 $2o00 
A study of 200 small, obscure religious sects in the United States— 
their psychological and historical backgrounds,, and peculiar doctrines 

and practiceSo 

8„ EDDY, SHERWOOD 
A century with youths Association press,, 1944„ $lo50 
A history of the YoMaC„A<, from 1844 to 1944o 

90 HOOK, SIDNEY 
John Dewey„ an intellectual portrait,, Day0 19390 $2o00 
A clear statement of Dewey0 s "central insights* and their implica¬ 
tions showing the influence of the American thinker on the schools „ 
courts and laboratories„ the labor movement and politics of our day0 
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10o JAMES, WILLIAM 

The varieties of r*ligi*u* *xperiene*0 Modem Library^ $095 
A psychological study of personal religion in its various manifest- 
atlenso 

llo SWEET, WILLIAM Wo 
Story of religion in Americao Harper0 19390 $3o50 
From the beginning to the age of big business0 social and political 
influences,, the stand of the church at critical periods0 

IIIo SOCIAL SCIENCES 

10 JSoclal Conditions 

12o BASSO0 HAMILTON 
Mainstream0 Reynal & Hitchcock0 1943* $2o50 
An attempt to defipp the American character by analyzing components, 
such as democracy, aristocracy, with a typical representative of 
each faceto 

130 CALHOUN, ARTHUR Wo 
A social history of the American familyc Barnes & Noble0 19450 
3 vols in lo $7o50 
from colonial times to the present0 

14o FEDERAL WRITERS0 PROJECT 
These are our liveso UniVo of North Carolina Presso 1939c 
$2o00 
The life of a people revealed through the life histories of actual 
Individuals selected to represent important types0 The stories wore 
told by the individuals themselves to members of the federal Writers' 
Project ®f the Works Progress Administration in North Carolina, 
Tennessee and Georgia0 

15o fURNAS, JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN 
How America liveso Helto 19410 $3o00 
The subjects of a series of Ladies Home Journal articles were 16 
families whose income levels ranged from a Mississippi share cropper0s 
to a Chicago millionaire0 s0 

160 GALLOWAY, GEORGE Bo, edo 
Planning for Americao Helto 19410 $4o00 
A survey of American planning techniques, achievements and problem* 
in various field* of endeavor0 

l?o GROVES o ERNEST RUTHERPGRI) 
The American family0 Lippincotto 1934o $3^00 
Places emphasis on mental hygiene, personal relationship within the 
family and education for family life, as well as on the historical 
development of the family and its statu* as a social institution 
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180 GROVES 0 ERNEST RUTHERPORD 

The American woman? the feminine side of a masculine civilization® 
rev® and enl0 ed0 Emerson Books® 1944c $3®50 
An historical survey of colonial and frontier women, tne Southern 
ladyc the woman of the West, all in their slow movement toward sex 
equality® 

19 o LYND0 ROBERT So 

Knowledge for vhato Princeton Univ0 Presso 1939® $2o50 
A study of the place of social science in American culture0 

20o LYND0 ROBERT S® & HELEN M® 

Middletowng a study in contemporary culture0 Harcourto 19290 $5o00 
Middletown is a representative city of 30,000 whose community life 
was studied by field investigators© 

21 o LYND0 ROBERT So & HELEN Mo 
Middletown in transitions a study in a cultural conflict® Harcourto 
19370 $5©00 
Middletown coming out of the depression® 

22® PRESIDENT0 S RESEARCH COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL TRENDS 
Recent social trends in the UoS® McGraw® 1934® $6®00 
A report "by a committee of experts under the chairmanship of Wesley 
C® Mitchell on social tendencies® 

230 THOMPSON, WARREN S« 
Plenty of people® (Science for war and peace series)® Cattell® 
1944® $2® 50 
Essential^, up-to-date facts regarding the population problem that 
faces this world® 

24o TYLER, ALICE P© 
Preedom°s ferment? phases of American social history to i860® Univ® 
of Minn® Press® 1944® $5.00 
Thorough study of the religious movement and efforts toward social re¬ 
form in the America of a century ago® 

35® WEST0 JAMES 
Plainville, U»S®Ao Columbia Univ® Press® 19450 $2®75 
An analysis of everyday life in a typical rural American community® * 
Addressed to anthropologists,, social scientists and general readers 
interested in rural people, It touches also on the related fields 
of psychology, rural economics and folklore® 

2® Democracy 

26® BECKER3 CARL L® 
Modem democracy. Yale Univ© Press® 1941® $2®00 
A survey of the development of democratic Ideals, the divergence be¬ 
tween the ideal and the actual democratic state and the need for solv¬ 
ing the problem of economic insecurity® 
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27, 0 BECKER 3 CARL L0 

Safeguarding civil liberty today. Cornell University Presto 19450 
$2o00 
Lectures given at Cornell University by Carl L0 Becker„ Max Lerner, 
Francis Biddle, and others. 

28. B INGHAM D F.C,, ed. 

Community life in a democracy. National Congress of Parents and 
Teachers. 19420 $1.00 
The whole field of community improvement and of interest to the psy¬ 
chologists, sociologists, educators, social workers,, and all other 
community-minded citizens. 

29 o BROWNo Solx.0 ed. 

We hold these truths? documents of American democracy. Harper. 
1941. $1.50 

Forty-four primary documents involved in the growth of American demo¬ 
cracy—Mayflower compact, Bill of Rights, etc. 

30. COMMA GER, HENRY S. 

Majority rule and minority rights, Oxford. 1943. $1,50 
Sets forth Jefferson8 s idea that the foundation of our democracy rests 
on majority rule. 

31. DOS PAS SOS, JOHN 

The ground we stand on; some examples from the history of a political 
creed. Harcourt. 1941. $3.50 
Convincing evidence that the roots of democracy are deep in America. 

32. FRAENKEL, OSMOND KESSLER 
Our civil liberties. Viking. 1944. $3.00 
A survey of civil liberties in the United States, tracing the defini¬ 
tion, interpretation and safeguarding by law and citing court decisions 
in test cases, 

33c FRIEDRICH, CARL J. 
New belief in the common man. Little. 1942. $3.00 
The author believes that the mass of common men are in the long run 
less likely to be wrong than the individual judgment of any superman, 
or the limited judgment of any self-appointed elite, 

34. HAYES, DORSHA 
The American primer. Alliance, 1941, $1.50 
An eloquent statement of the fundamentals of democracy and the reasons 
Americans have to be proud of their government, 

35. HAYS, ARTHUR GARFIELD 
Democracy works. Random. 1939. $3.00 
An American liberal writes in defense of the American democratic system. 

36. MACLEISH, ARCHIBALD 
The American cause. Duell. 1941. $1,00 
Two papers on democracy which emphasize the need for a belief in the 

principles of freedom. 
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37. MERRIAM, CHARLES Eo 

Ga the agenda of democracy,. Harvard UniVo Press. 1941. $lo50 
Streamlined administrations, a modernized legislative process, and 
social planning are among the points mentioned hy this teacher of 
political sciences, active in public affairs0 

38o MYERS, HENRY ALONZO 

Are men equal?. Putnam. 1945. $2.50 

A philosophical discussion of the nature of equality particularly as 
it relates to America. 

39 o PAINE, THOMAS 

The selected wife, ed. by Howard Past. Duell. 1945. $3.50 
The more interestings, and more important works of Tom Paine, edited 
and interpreted by Howard Past. 

40. SMITH, THOMAS V. 

The democratic tradition in America. Parrar. 1941. $1.50 
Professor Snith0 s thesis is that equality is basic to democracy but 
that to raise the concept to dogma defeats its own purpose. 

41 o TEAL,, ORDWAY 

Hew adventures in democracy. McCraw. 1939. $2.00 
Practical applications of the democratic idea. 

42. TOCQJCJE7ILLS, ALEXIS DE 

Democracy in America. 2v. ed. by Philips Bradley. Knopf. 1945. 
$5.00 
A re-issue of this classic of liberal literature, published in 1835 
by the Prench liberal politician. One of the basic books that has 
molded democratic thinking. 

43. WILSON, WOODROW 
Selections for today, ed. by Arthur B. Tourtellot. Duell. 1945. 
$2.75 
Excerpts from the writing of Woodrow Wilson arranged by subjects 
The American Heritage; The American Spirit; and America0 s Place in 
the World. These public papers and presidential addresses are vigor¬ 
ous expressions of the concepts of democracy and have a direct bearing 
upon America and the world today. 

3. Government 

44. ALLEN, FLORENCE E. 
This constitution of ours. Putnam. 1940. $2.00 
Its significance in the life of the American people today. 

45. BATES, ERNEST S. 
Story of Congress, 1789-1933. Harper. 1936. $3.00 
A selection of material placing Congress under a microscope. 

46. BATES, ERNEST S. 
Story of the Supreme Court. Bobbs. 1936. $3.00 
A popularized review of the origin of the Supreme Court and of the 
more* important cases, decisions, and appointees under each of the 
successive chief justices. 
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47o BEARD, CHARLES A0 

The republico Yiking. 1943* $3o00 
Twenty-one dialogs about the nature0 practices and future of the 
American statec 

48 0 BECKER CARL L* 

The declaration of independence; a study in the history of political 
ideaso Knopf0 1942* $3*00 
A brilliant study of the political philosophy of the Declaration of 
Independence0 

49o BINKLEY, WILFRED E. 

American political parties,, Knopf* 1943c $3*75 
Analyzes the composition of political parties from the founding of 
the Republico 

50o BROGANs DENNIS WILLIAM 

Government of the people,, Harper* 19440 $4.00 
Changes in the American political scene during the past ten years. 
This book was first published in England under the title THE AMERICAS 
POLITICAL ST STEM. 

50a. BROGAN, DENNIS WILLIAM 

The free state* Knopf* 1945* $2*00 
The free state as the best form of government. 

51* BRYCE JAMBS 

The American commonwealth* 2nd ed* Macm. 1922-23. 2 vols* 
$8.00 set 
An authoritative study of the American government* 

52* FEDERALIST 

Federalist,, a commentary on the Constitution of the United States, 
reprinted from the original text of Alexander Hamilton,, John Jay and 
James Madison; edited by H*0. Lodge* Putnam* 1923* $3*50 

Classic and persuasive exposition of the federal principle, writte 
in 1784 to urge ratification of the Constitution. 

53. FINLETTERa THOMAS K. 
Can representative government do the job? Reynal & Hitchcock* 
1945* $2*00 
A former member of the State Department analyzes our representative 
government in the light of the new obligations imposed upon govern¬ 
ment by today0s needs* 

54. FLOHERTY, JOHN J* 
Inside the F.B.I* Lippincott* 1943* $2*00 
How G-men are trained, and how they work, with special emphasis on 
their activity in wartime* 

55* FRANKFURTER,, FELIX 
Mr* Justice Holmes and the Supreme Court* Harvard Univ* Press* 

1938. $1*50 
A series of radio lectures which endeavor to state in terms compre¬ 
hensible to the average American why Holmes0 contribution to 
constitutional law is such an important part of American history* 
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56 o GARRETTE, EYE 

A political handbook for women0 Doubleday. 1944c $2.00 
A phase of voting - from the workings of the Federal and State 
governments to careers for women in politics0 

57o HENDRICK0 BURTON J. 

Bulwark of the republic. new rev. ed0 Little. 19380 $3.00 
A commentary on the men-°judges, presidents, lawyers and laymen—as 
well as the ideas that have made the Constitution. 

58o HOLCOMBE0 ARTHUR No 

The middle classes in American politics,, Harvard Unive Press0 1940o 
$2.50 

Characteristics of the American way in politics and the means of pre¬ 
serving them” also a discussion of the economic bases of national 
politics and the part played by the middle classes in the formation 
of the Constitution 

59 • HUGHES, CHARLES EVANS 

The Supreme Court of the United States? its foundation methods and 
achievementso Columbia Univc Press» 1928. $2.50 
An interpretation 

60o JEFFERSON, THOMAS 

The complete Jefferson; assembled and arranged by Saul K. Padover. 
Duello 19430 $5o00 
Contains his major writings, published and unpublished;, except his 
letters® 

61 o KOHN0 HANS 

Idea of nationalism . Macm0 1944. $7.50 
A study of its origins and backgrounds with special emphasis upon 
the forms it has taken in the more important countries of the world. 

62. MERRIAMs CHARLES E. & GO SNELL, HAROLD P. 
The American party system. 3rd ed0 Macm. 1940. $3.50 
An introduction to the study of political parties in the United 
Stateso 

63. MILTON, GEORGE POET 
The use of presidential power, 1789-1943. Little,, 1944. $3.00 
An engrossing view of American history in terms of the growth of the 
chief executive^ power as opposed to that of Congress. 

64. MUMFORD, LEWIS 

The culture of cities. Harcourt. 1938. $5.00 
The history of cities from medieval times. 

65. OGG, FREDERIC & RAY, PERLEI 0. 
Introduction to American government. 7th ed. rev. Appleton-Century. 

19420 $4.00 
An authoritative text. 

66. POUND, ROSCOE 
Spirit of the common law. Jones. 1921. $2.50 
Growth of the American legal system by the former dean of the Harvard 

law school. 
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67 0 ROOSEVELT9 FRANKLIN D* 
Rendezvous with, destiny* Dryden* 19440 $3*00 
Selected from the nine volume edition of THE PUBLIC PAPERS» 
Part 1 contains 37 addresses of the President;, and Part 20 150 
quotations of view* and opinions expressed by him on various 
subjects* 

68o SMITH0 BRUCE 
Police systems in the Uhited States* Harper0 1940o $4*00 
Federal,, state and local systems described by a leading authority,, 

69o SMITHfl EDWARD C* & ZURCHER, A*J* 
A dictionary of American politics* Barnes & Noble* 1944* $3*00 
Fourteen authorities in the field of American government provide a 
convenient source of information on matters relating to the past 
and present politic* of the U.S* 

70* Up So OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION 
American handbook* Public affairs press0 1945c $3*75 
A compendium of information on life and institutions in the U.S. 
Thirty-eight sections cover briefly and clearly social, economic, 
cultural;, military and government phases* 

710 WILSON, WOODROW 
Wilson0 s ideals? ed* by Saul K* Padover* American Council on 
Public Affairs* 1942* $2*50 
Quotations from the speeches and writings* 

72* ZINK0 HAROLD 
Government and politics in the United States* Macm* 1942* $3.25 
An account of the way government is organized and functions in the 
U*So at all three levels—national, state and local* 

4o Economics and Industry 

73* ADAMS, JAMES TRUSLOW 
Big business in a democracy* Scribner* 1945* $2*75 
A study describing American industrial giants from their beginning 
to the present day* 

74* BERGE, WENDELL 
Cartels? challenge to a free world* American Council on Public 
Affairs* 1944* $3*25 
The head of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice gives 
an overall picture of the evil effects of cartels* 

750 BEARD0 CHARLES A* 
Economic basis of politics* Knopf* 19450 $1*75 
A new edition of a classic treatise on political science* 

76* BERGENGREN, ROY FREDERICK 
I speak for Joe Doakes* Harper* 1945o $2o50 
The benefits of the cooperative movement at home0 including both con¬ 
sumer cooperation and cooperative consumer credit* Also an explana¬ 
tion of the stake of every citizen in a strong organization among 
the nations of the world* 
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77® BOUARI, ERNEST L® 
Economic history of the American people „ new ed® Longmans0 
1942® $3® 50 
A standard text® 

78® BORDEN, NEIL Hc 
Economic effects of advertising® Irwin® 1942® $6o00 
Its role in the current economy hy a professor of advertising at 
Harvard University School of Business® 

79# CHASE, STUART 
Democracy under pressures special interests versus the public wel¬ 
fare® Twentieth Century Fund® 1945® $1®00 
In his indictment of pressure groups„ the author shows how these 
groups are formed, how they operate and their effect on the general 
welfare® 

80® CHASE, STUART 
Men at work® Harcourt® 1945® $2®00 
The well-known economist shows how technical progress can he allied 
with democracy® 

81® COCHRAN, THOMAS C® &.MILLER, W® 
Age of enterprise; a social history of industrial America® Macm® 
1942® $3®50 
Industrial history of the United States written hy two members of the 
history department of New York University® 

82® COWLING, ELLIS 
Cooperatives in America; their past, present and future® Coward® 
1938® $2®00 
Traces, with a minimum of detail, the European background and American 
development of the cooperative movement today® 

83® DAY IS 0 MALVIN E® 
Industrial life insurance in the United States® McGraw® 1944® 
$2® 75 
A comprehensive discussion of the various aspects of the branch of 
life insurance developed specifically to meet the needs of lowers 
income families and the part it plays in the social economy of the 
nation® 

84® DEWEY, DAY IS R® 
Financial history of the United States® 12th ed® Longmans® 1934® 
$3® ou 
Standard historical treatise on the fiscal development of the U®S® 
first published in 1903® 

85® FARRINGTON, SE1WYN K® 
Railroads at war® Coward® 1944® $3075 
The story of how American railroads have accomplished the greatest 
performance in the history of transportation® 

85ao FAULKNER, HoUo 
American economic history® 5th ed® Harper® 1943® $1®00 
Salient aspects of our economic development® 
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86 o FINER* KERMAN 
The ToToAog lessons for international application© International Labour 
Office© 1944o $X©50 
A consideration of the possible application of ToVoA© methods and ex¬ 
perience to the economic development of large regional areas after the 
war© 

87©FOWLER* BERTRAM Bo 
Consumer cooperation in America© Vanguard*, 19360 $2©00 
The story of the beginnings and growth of the consumers0 cooperative 
movement in the U©S© 

88 c GLOVER* JOHN Go & CORNELL,, W©B© * eds0 
The developnent of American industries—their economic significance© 
Prentice© 1941© $5o50 
A record of 39 industries such as paper,, cotton, rubber,, sugar* oil* 
written by leaders in their respective fields© 

89 ©GOLDEN* CLINTON So & RUTTENBERG, H©J© • 
Dynamics of industrial democracy© Harper0 19420 $3o00 
A practical study of collective bargaining illustrated by case studies© 

90©GUSTAFSON* AXEL FERDINAND and others 
Conservation in the United States© 2nd ed© Comstock© 1944© $4©00 
The basic facts of conservation presented for students and general 
readerso 

91 ©HAINES0 WILLIAM 
Men* money and molecules© Doubleday© 1936© $1©50 
Story of the development of the chemical industry in the United States 
and the men who have built it up© 

92qHEXNER ERVIN 
International steel cartel© Univ© of North Carolina Press© 1943© 

$6©00 , , 
Analysis of one of the most powerful of the pre-war international in¬ 
dustrial combines© 

93oHQRN0 STANLEY F© 
This fascinating lumber business© Bobbs© 1943© $3©75 
History of the lumber business in the UoS© which covers the industry 
in general* as well as in particular sections of the country* in its 
economic as well as in its technical aspects© 

94„HUDSON0 MANLEY 0© , „ a 
International tribunals* past and future© Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace and the Brookings Institute© 1944© $2©50 

A summary of past experience and some conclusions as to the application 
of these experiences to the immediate problems with wnich the world is 

or may be faced© 
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950 INFIELD, HENRIK F. 
Cooperative communities at work. Dryden, 1945® $3,00 
An appraisal of major experiments in rural cooperative living, past 
and present,, "by men and women of our own and other countries with an 
eye to postwar conditions, 

96, JOHNSTONo ERIC 
America unlimited, Douhleday, 1944. $2,50 
A prediction of America8 s economic future. 

97, KENNEDY0 EDWARD D, 
The automobile industry, Reynal. 1941, $3,50 
The development of the automobile industry from 1900 to 1940, with 
emphasis on the business and economic aspects. 

98. LANDAUER, CARL 
Theory of national economic planning. Univ. of California Press. 
1944. $2,00 
Presents a closely reasoned argument for a centralized economic system. 
The major concern in this volume is stabilization, _ 

99. LANDIS0 BENSON Y. 
A cooperative economy; a study of democratic economic movements. 
Harper, 1943. $2.00 
Voluntary and public cooperatives in the past, present and future, 
Including discussion of economic democracy and international coopera¬ 
tion, 

100. LEITH, CHARLES K. 
World minerals and world peace. Brookings Institute. 1943. 
$2,00 
An up-to-date statistical summary of the world0 s mineral production 
and resources. 

101. McCarty, h,h. 
The geographic basis of American economic life. Harper. 1940. $3.7E 
Regional descriptions and analyses of the present economic development 
of the U. S. provide an appraisal of the country0 s resources and indust¬ 
ries, 

102. MUNSON, GORHAM 
Aladdin0 s lamp; the wealth of the American people. Creative Age, 
1945. $3.75 
The author believes that credit power is the Aladdin0 s lamp of our re¬ 
public, With this as a premise he works out the ramifications of a 
democratic financial program as it would affect many questions, such 
as racial problems, full employment plans, labor, foreign trade, taxa¬ 
tion and international relations. 

103. PINK0 LOUIS H. 
lieedom from fear. Harper. 1944. $2.50 
An authority in the field of insurance appraises the various social 
security practices and proposals, giving special attention to the 
Beveridge plan and the report of the National Resources Planning Board. 
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104o RATNER, SIDNEY 
American taxation. Norton. 1942o $4.50 
Its history as a social force in a democracy. 

105o RUML, BEARDSLEY 
Tomorrow0s business. Farrar. 19450 $2o50 
Careful analysis of the part business can play in the survival of 
freedom for the individuals the nation and the worldo 

106o SMITH, JOSEPH Ro & PHILLIPS, MoOo 
North Americas its people and the resources, development and prospect 
of the continent as the home of memo 2nd ed0 Harcourt© 1940© 
$4© 75 
A new edition of a book in economic geography first published in 1925 
and now extensively revised in the light of new developments and changes,, 

107. TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND 
How collective bargaining works; a survey of experience in leading 
American industries. Research director, Harry A© Millis. The Fund. 
1942© $4.00 
Pull length sketches of the actual workings of collective bargaining 
in 16 trades and industries and thumbnail summaries covering 13 other 
fields© 

108. VEBLEN, THORSTEIN Bo 
The theory of the leisure class; an economic study in the evolution of 
institutions© Modem library. 1934© $.95 
A commentary that may also be read as simple satire. 

109. WHARTON, JOHN F„ 
The theory and practice of earning a living. Simon & Schuster. 1945. 
$2.50 
American capitalism, its virtues and its dangers. The book is a keen- 
minded, crisp statement of the economic world we live in, in contrast 
to the world the Russians live in. 

5o Education 

110. ADAMS, JAMES T. 
Frontiers of American culture, a study of adult education in a demo¬ 
cracy. Scribner. 1944© $2.50 
Against the background of his knowledge of American civilization, a 
historian interprets the development of adult education in the United 
States© 

111. AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
American universities and colleges. The Council. 1944. $4.00 
A reference volume i&ich gives the salient facts about the accredited 
institutions of higher learning in the United States. 
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1120 BARZUN, JACQUES 

Teacher in America© Little0 19450 $3©00 
^ professor at Columbia University comments on the methods and pur- 
poses of America0 s teachers and offers some stimulating suggestions 
on how to broaden the culture of our democracy by formal and informal 
education 

1130 BEEEDICT0 AGNES E© 
Progress t© freedom, the story of American education0 Putnam0 
19420 $3© 00 
Schools of America, their hampered and primitve beginnings, their 
first liberators, their great men and their gradual development to¬ 
ward a new freedom© 

114o BRANDON, AL0 
Postwar education in American colleges and universities© American 
College Publicity Association c/o Indiana University© 1944c $1©00 

A survey report providing data useful in educational planning and 
pointing up the value of fact finding in public relations0 

115o COCANNOUER JOSEPH A© 
Trampling out the vintage,, Univ0 of Oklahoma press 0 1945© $2 ©75 
A teacher, scientist, humanist and man of the soil presents his ex¬ 
periences in trying to revolutionize the rural schools in the sand 
hills of Oklahoma, the Philippines, China and finally in California© 

116© CONFERENCE ON THE SCIENTIFIC SPIRIT AND DEMOCRATIC FAITH 
Authoritarian attempt to capture education? the papers from the 
second conference,, King°s Crown press0 19450 $2o50 

Articles by scientists, philosophers, educators, religious leaders 
and others who are concerned in the fight against reaction in educa° 
tion and opposed to extreme individualism. Isolationism and social 
irresponsibility,, 

117. CUBBERLEY, ELLWOOD P© 
Public education in the United Stateso rev« & enl© ed0 Houghton,, 
19340 $3o50 
A study and interpretation of American educational historyo 

118. CURTI, MERLE 
The social ideas of American educators,, Scribner© 1935. $3o00 
Analysis of representative leaders; Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, 
Booker T© Washington, William T© Harris, Bishop Spalding, Francis 
Wo Parker, G© Stanley Hall, William James, E©L0 Thorndike, John Dewey 
and others© 

119. DE LIMA, AGNES 
Little red school house© Macm0 1942© $3© 50 
Tells about the experiment in progressive education carried out in 
the Little Red School House in New York during the past twenty years© 

120© DEWEY, JOHN 
Democracy and education© Macm0 1916© $2o50 
A statement, bringing together the author0 s views on education, 
psychology, theory of knowledge, ethics and social theory© 
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121o DOmM3 WALLACE BRETT 
Education for responsible living, Harvard Univ, Press, 1944, 
$3,00 
A challenge to the liberal arte college to fit men better for life in 
a changing world by the former Dean of the Harvard Graduate School of 
business administration*, 

122o BISENHAETC UJTHER P0 
The educational precesso Princeton UnivD Press0 19460 $1,00 
A plan for the educational program of American schools and colleges, 
based completely on liberal education as opposed to purely traditional 
or progressive methods, 

1230 GENERAL EDUCATION IN A FREE SOCIETY; report of the Harvard Committee, 
Harvard Univ0 Press, 1945e $2o00 
This survey9 the result of a two year study of American education by 
a committee of twelve Harvard professors*, outlines a comprehensive 
program for American secondary schools,, 

124o FOERSTERc NORMAN 
The American state university, Univ, of North Carolina press,, 1937, 
$2o50 
Its relation to dmecraey, 

125o 70ERSTEE NORMAN, ed. 
The humanities after the war, Princeton Univ, Press, 1944, $1,50 
Essays by Wendell L, Willkie, Eoscoe Pound, Norman Poerster9 Theodore 
M, Greeneo Abraham Flexner, William Macnelle Dixon, Gordon Keith 
Chalmers on the place of the humanities in higher education, 

126, FOSTER, MRSo J0S1PHIN! & MATTSON, M, 
Nursery-school education, Appleton=Century0 1939, $2,50 
& study of the fux*tion0 procedure, methods, programs and equipment 
of the well-managed nursery school, 

127, HUTCHINS, ROBERT 
Higher learning in America, Yale Univ, Press, 1936, $2,00 
A brilliantly condensed polemic against contemporary higher education 
by the presidmt ef the University of Chicago, 

128, JOHNSON0 ALVIN 
The public library? a people0s university, American Association for 
Adult Education, 1938, $1,00 
A review of the educational significance of the public library, 
particularly as an instrument for adult education, 

129, KOTSCHNIGc WALTER M, 
Slaves need no leaders, Oxfordo 19430 $2075 

An answer to the fascist challenge to education, A plan for educa= 
tional reconstruction with U,S0 support in continental Europe, 

130, LAMBERT 8 CLARE 
Schools outo Harper*, 1944, $2,50 
Child care throu^i play schools. The book explains why community 
planning for children whose parents work is needed and offers specific 
and practical suggestions for establishing play centers that will take 
into account the character of the community to be served. 
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131. MILLKEp JOSEPH H© & BROOKS* DOROTHY V©H© 
The i>©le of higher education in war and after© Harper© 1944 
$2.50 
An appraisal of the effects of the war on higher education in this 
country "by the Associate Commissioner of Education in Hew York State 
wh© also considers proposals of the Regents of the University of the 
State of Hew York© 

132. MURSELL* JAMES Lo 

Education for American democracy© Horton© 1943© $3© 75 
A comprehensive history of the background and patterns of American 
education today© 

133© OVERSTREET 0 HARRY A © & BOHARO, W© 
Town meeting comes to town0 Harper© 19380 $2© 50 
Hew York0s meeting of the airg its immediate audience and its coast 
to coast discussion group© 

134© POWEL* LYDIA 
The art museum comes to the school© Harper© 1944© $2©00 
A discussion of how to forward art education by bringing museums 
and schools into closer working relation© This is a result of a 
survey in five major cities of the U©S© 

135© ROSS* EARLE D© 
Democracy0 s college^ the land-grant movement in the formative stage© 
Iowa State College Press© 1942© $3©00 
The main lines of development of the land-grant college as an import- 
ant phase of the provision of a democratic program of education© 

136© SMITH* PAYSOH 
Education in the 48 states© Govt© Printing Office© 19390 
(U.dSo Advisory Comm© on Education© Staff study #1) $©30 

137© STRUCK, F© THEODORE 
Vocational education for a changing world© Wiley© 1945© $3©50 
A summary of the best of American experience to date in the t&ole 
field of vocational education of less than college grade,, and is 
intended as a guide for teachers and supervisors© 

138. SYRKIN* MARIE 
Your schools 0 your children© Fischer© 1944© $2© 50 
A thoughtful* reflective review of Wwhat0s wrong with our schools* 
based on observations of many years experience in our public school 
system© 

139© THAYER* VIVIAH T© 
American education under fire<> Harper 0 1944© $2©50 
A searching analysis of what is wrong in American education* what 
are the most thorny controversial issues and what are wise eon= 
struetive measures© 

140© WISE* JAMES W© 
The Springfield plan? photographs by Alexander Alland© Viking© 
1945©* $2©50 
A record in pictures and text of a constructive and living plan for 

true democracy which was conceived and acted upon by the people of 
Springfield* Mass» 
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6» foreign Born 

1410 ADAMIC, LOUIS 

From many lands0 Harper0 1940» $3o50 
Stories cf American immigrants from Poland, Czechoslovakia, the 
Balkans, Holland and Fin land 0 

142 o ADDAMS0 JANE 

Twenty years at Hull-Housso Macm0 1910o $2o50 
Survey of the development of social, civic and other activities 
of Chicago0s famous neighborhood houseo 

143 o ALLAND ALEXANDER 

American counterpoint D«y0 1943c $3o00 
Photographs of people of mors than 50 different racial backgrounds 
to whom America is home0 

144o BEARD, ANNIE E0So 

Our foreign-bora citizens? what they have done for America0 rev» 
and enlo ed0 Crowello 19390 $2o50 
Short sketches of men, who though bora in foreign countries, have 
added in one way or another in the upbuilding of the UoS0 Intended 
for boys and girls0 

145o BENEDICT, RUTH 

Race, science and politics0 Modern Age0 19430 $2o50 
A review of the science of race and the history of racism for the 
layman o 

146o BOX, EDWARD 
Americanization of Edward Bek? an autobiography of a Dutch boy fifty 
years afterG 3cribner0 1920c $2075 
Awarded the Pulitser prize 1920=21 "for the best American biography 
teaching patriotic and unselfish service to the people, illustrated 
by an eminent exampito® 

1470 BOWERS, DATID FO0 edo 
Foreign influences in American lifec Princeton Univ0 Press0 19440 
$3o00 
Their cultural impact, assimiliation and manifest effect upon our 
economic, political, artistic, religious and philosophic institute 

ionso 

148o BROWN, FRANCIS Jo & ROUCEK, JoS0 eds0 
One Americao Frentice0 1945c $5o00 
A symposium on the problems of minority groups in American life, 
each chapter the work of an authority in the fieldo 

149o HANSEN, MARCUS Lo 
The immigrant in American history0 Harvard Univ0 Press0 1940„ 

$2o50 
Nine essays on the historical role of the Immigrant in American lifec 
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150o INSTITUTE FOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

Group relations and group antagonism, edQ by RoM0 Maclver® Harper® 
1944® $2o00 

A series of addresses and discussions before the institute by speakers 
who are well-known representatives of groups about which they spoke® 

151 o JORDAN, EMIL LEOPOLD 

Americans, a new history of the people who settled the Americas® 
Norton® 1939® $4o50 
A colorful account of the racial groups that have lived in America, 
the civilization they brought with them and their contribution to 
American c haracter and life® 

152® PUP IN, MICHAEL 

From immigrant to inventor® Scribner® 1923® $1®00 
One of America® s great scientists tells of coming to America as a 
Serbian immigrant, of his early struggles and his work as an inventor® 

153® SMITH, WILLIAM C® 

Americans In the making® Appleton-Century® 1939® $3®75 
A study of the process and assimilation of immigrants in America 
based largely on published and unpublished autobiographies, diaries 

and letters® 

154® WALD- LILLIAN 
House on Henry Street® Holt® 1915® $3®50 
A history of the settlement by its founder® 

7® Foreign Relations 

155® BAILEY, THOMAS A® 
America0s foreign policies? past and present® Headline Books. 
No® 40. Foreign Policy Assn® 1943® $®25 
A brilliantly written summary of the development of the foreign 
policies of the United States® 

156® BAILEY, THOMAS A® 
Diplomatic history of the American people® Text ed® Crofts® 

1940® $4® 25 
Canadian-American relations are more fully treated here than in 
preceding histories, as well as the weight of public opinion on 

diplomatic events® 

157® BEMIS, SoFo 
Diplomatic history of the United States® rev® ed® Holt® 1942® 

$5® 35 
A comprehensive and scholarly history of American diplomacy® 

158® BEMIS, So Fo 
The Latin American policy of the United States0 Harcourto 19430 

An°authority cn American diplomatic history traces the evolution of 
our Latin-American policy from 1776 to the present® 
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159o BISSON, THOMAS ARTHUR 

America0 s Far Eastern policy,, (IoPoRo inquiry series) „ Macm* 
1945o $3o00 

In this study of our Far Eastern policy published under the auspices 
of the Institute of Pacific Relations, Mr0 Bisson has written a 
clear, succinct account of events that led up to Pearl Harbor* 

160o CORWIN, EDWARD So 

The constitution and world organization Princeton Univ0 Press0 
1944c $1*00 

A professor of international law at Princeton urges the American 
people to sacrifice its national sovereignty to promote peace0 

1610 DAVIES, JOSEPH E0 

Mission to Moscowo Simon & Schuster0 19410 $3*00 
A record of confidential dispatches to the State Department, official 
and personal correspondence, current diary and journal entries, in¬ 
cluding notes and comments from 1936 to October 19410 

162o DOCUMENTS ON AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS 

World peace foundation, 1938=1943* 5 vols0 The foundation,, 1944* 
$12*50 

The significant developments0 

163* DULLES, FOSTER RHEA 

The road to Teheran; the story of Russia and America, 1781-1943* 
Princeton Univc Press* 1944* $2*50 
A professor of American history surveys the reaction of the UoS* 
public to ezarist and communist Russia* An unbiased recital of 
events and their implications* 

164* GRISWOLD, ALFRED W* 

Far Eastern policy of the UoS* Harcourt* 1938* (Yale Institute 
of International Studies) $3*75 
The author draws on hitherto unpublished sources* From the Spanish- 
American war to the current hostilities in China, every phase of 
American Far Eastern policy is described and voluminously documented* 

165* HERRING, HUBERT Co 
America and the Americas, an appraisal and a forecast* Claremont 
College, Calif* 1944* $2*00 
A compact summary of relations between the U*S* and Latin American 
countries, appraising the economic and political conditions* By 
the director of the Committee on Cultural Relations with Latin 
America* 

166* JONES, JOSEPH 
A modem foreign policy for the U*S* Macm* 1944* $1*35 
A criticism of the present policies and methods of the Department of 
State and a strong argument for modernization of its organization 
and ideas by a former member of the State Department* 

167* LATANE, JOHN H* 
History of American foreign policy* 2nd ed* Odyssey* 1940* 

$4*50 
Written with a scholarly command of historical facts* 
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168* LIPPMANN0 WALTER 

UoSo foreign policy; shield of the republic* Little,, 1943, $1*50 
A critical study of the foreign policy of the UoS0 in the last fifty 
years with constructive suggestions for improving it0 

169o NEVI NS 0 ALLAN & HACKER, L.M*, edSo 

United States and its place in world affairs,, 1918=1943* Heath0 
19430 $3*25 

A significant symposium surveying the broad field of America and 
world affairs from the first world war onwardo 

170o PERKINS0 DEXTER 

America, and two wars0 Littlec 1944* $2*00 
A history of U*S0 foreign policy from 1898 when we acquired the 
Philippines to the present day0 The author sums up with a positive 
program for maintaining peace after the war is endedo 

171o PERKINS9 DEXTER 

Hands off; a history of the Monroe Doctrine* Little* 1941* $3*50 
A comprehensive and scholarly study of the Monroe DoctrineB including 
its origins0 developments present significance and probable future* 

1720 ROOSEVEI/Tj FRANKLIN Do 

Roosevelt0s foreign policy, 1933=1941* Funk* 19420 $3*75 
A collection of his unedited speeches and messages compiled and 
collated by Douglas Lurton* 

1730 UoSo COORDINATOR OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

Our American neighborso Public Affairs Press* 1945* $3*00 
This material was originally issued as a series of pamphlets during 
19439 and 1944o The text, Illustrations and maps and pictographs 
present information on the history9 economic, social and cultural 
life of the Latin American countries* 

174o WERTENBAKER, CHARLES 
A new doctrine for the Americas0 Viking* 19410 $2*00 
A survey of the relations between the U*S0 and Latin America, deal¬ 
ing especially with recent affairs* 

8° Labor 

175* BEARD, MARI 
Short history of the American labor movement* Macm* 1924* $1*25 
A brief sympathetic account of the growth and development of the 
movement from earliest times in America to 1920o 

176* BROOKS, ROBERT R* 
Unions of their own choosing* Yale Univ* Press* 1939* $3*00 
An account of the National Labor Relations Board and its work* 

1770 CHERNICK, JACK & EELLICKSON, GEORGE C* 
Guaranteed annual wages* Univ* of Minnesota press* 1945* $2*60 
This study of the limited area in which the annual wage setup has 
operated follows through with an analysis of what its wider applica¬ 

tion could mean in terms of economic stabilization* 
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178 0 C0LEMAN3 McALISTER 

Men and coalo Parrar* 19430 $3*00 

A history of coal miners8 unions, with special attention to the 
growth of the United Mine Workers of America0 

179o COMMONS, JOHN Ro & ANDREWS, JOHN B* 

Principles of labor legislation* 4th edo Harper* 1936* $3*25 
A standard work in which the author sketches the historical back¬ 
ground of the various labor problems, such as unemployment, wages, 
hours, safety, social insurance, individual and collective bargain¬ 

ing, and describes the legislative remedies that have been employed* 

180.D0UGIAS, PAUL H* 

Social security in the U*S0 2nd ed* McGraw* 1939* $3*50 
An analysis and appraisal of the federal Social Security Act* 

181* GOMPERS, SAMUEL 

Seventy years of life and labor* Dutton* 1943* $5*00 
A history of the labor movement in the U0S0 as well as an autobio¬ 

graphy* 

182* HARRIS, HERBERT 

American labor* Tale Univ* Press* 1939* $3*75 
The labor movement from 1800 to 1938, centered around the history 

of seven union groups* 

1830 PESCTTA, ROSE 
Bread upon the waters* Dodd* 1944o $3*00 
A study of the American labor movement, especially in the needle 
trades, by a vice-president of the International Ladies0 Garment 

Workers0 Union from 1933 to Pearl Harbor* 

184* STOLBSRG; BENJAMIN 
Tailor3s progress* Doubleday* 1944* $2*75 
The story of the International ladies0 Garment Workers0 Union and 

the men who made it* 

185* STONE, IRVING 
Clarence Darrow for the defenses a biography* Doubleday* 19410 

$3*00 
The biography of a famous criminal lawyer who was an outstanding 

defender of labor* 

9* The Negro 

186* BRAWLET, BENJAMIN 
Short history of the American Negro* 4th rev* ed* Macm* 1939, 

$2*20 
A general survey of the Negro in American life, first published in 

1913* 
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187o BMBREE, EDWIN R. 

Brown America,, Viking. 1931. $2.50 
The story of a new race. 

188o HOLT, RACKHAM, pseudo 

George Washington Carver0 Doubleday. 1943. $3o50 
Biography of the distinguished Negro scientist, one of the pioneers 
in chemurgy and scientific agriculture. 

189 . JOHNSON, JAMES W0 

Along this wayQ Viking. 19330 $3o50 
The urbane autobiography of sophisticated Negro poet and prose 
writer0 

190o LOGAN, RAYFORD W09 ed0 

What the Negro wantso Univ0 of North Carolina Press. 1944. $3.50 
A symposium by 14 nationally prominent NegroesD four conservatives 
five liberal and five radical, presenting their views on what the 
Negro wants, 

19le MOON, BUCKLIN, edo 
Primer for white folks. Doubleday0 1945. $3o00 
An anthology of writing about the Negro„ representative of much of 
the best that has been said and thought and felto 

192. MYRDAL, GUNNAR 
An American dilemma. Harper. 19440 2 vols0 $7.50 
A comprehensive study of the Negro in American society. 

193. OTTLEY, BO I 
New world a-coming; inside Black America. Houghton. 1943. $3.00 
A Negro newspaperman writes an account of what the American Negroes 
are doing and thinking in these war times. 

194. WASHINGTON, BOOKER T. 
Up from slavery. Double day. 1901. $2.00 
The founded of Tuskeegee Institute tells his own story which is that 

of the school as well. 

195. WOODSON, CARTER G. 
The Negro in our history. 7th ed. Associated Pubs. 1941. $4.25 
A mine of information for the student of the Negro problem. 

10. Public Opinion Polls 

196. BLANKENSHIP, ALBERT B. 
Consumer and opinion research. Harper0 19430 $3o00 
The questionaire technique—how surveys are prepared, operated and 

interpreted. 

197# CANTRIL, HADLEY and others 
Gauging public opinion. Princeton Univ. Press. 1944. $3.75 
An examination by research associates in the office of Public Opinion 
Research at Princeton University of methods used in surveying public 

opinion. 
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198„ GALLUP, GEORGE H0 & RAE, SAUL F„ 

The pulse of democracy; the public opinion poll and how it works. 
Simon & Schuster. 1940. $2.50 

The methods used for sampling public opinion*. 

llo Transportation 

199.COHN, DAVID L. 

Combustion on wheels. Houghton. 1944. $2.75 
A lively history of the automobile age. 

200 . DUNBAR, SEYMOUR 

A history of travel in America. Tudor. 1937. $2.95 
An outline of the development in modes of travel from archaic 
vehicles of colonial times to the completion of the first trans¬ 
continental railroad. 

201. HENRY 5 ROBERT S. 

This fascinating railroad business. 2nd rev. ed. Bobbs. 1943. 
$3.75 
Not only a record of the development of trains5 but also the history 
of the business. 

202. HER SHE Y9 BURNET 

The air future; a primer of aeropolitics. war ed. Duell. 1943. 
$2.75 
A survey of the phases of aviation which will become increasingly im¬ 
portant after the war—the types of planes8 the political aspects and 
international complications arising from the establishment of airlines. 

203. HUNGERFQRD, EDWARD 

Transport for war, 1942-1943. Dutton. 1943. $3.00 
Popularly written survey of American transportation problems and 
achievements in wartime. 

204. MILLER9 JOHN ANDERSON 

Fares„ pleased Appleton. 1941. $3.50 
Transportation from the days of the horse-drawn omnibus to contemporary 

buses and subways. 

205. RECK0 FRANKLIN M„ 
The romance of American transportation. Crowell. 1939. $2.50 
History of transportation in the U.S. from 1789 to the present. 

206. SMITH, HENRY L. 
Airways; the history of commercial aviation in the United States. 

Knopf. 1942. $3.50 
Their growth since the 1930“s. Documented, deals with personal and 
financial rivalries, and government regulation. 
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IVo USEFUL ARTS ASP APPLIED SCIENCES 

207o BENEDICT, MURRAY R. 

Farm people and the land after the warQ National Planning Associa- 
tionc (Planning pamphlets No0 28) 0 1944o $.25 
The structure of the farming industry" the kinds and sizes of farms, 
the number of people on the farms9 and the conditions of ownership 
or tenancy of the farms0 

208o BENNETT , HUGH Ho 

Soil conservation. McGraw-Hillo 19390 $6.00 
A comprehensive study of the science and practice of soil conservation. 
The emphasis is on the effects of soil erosion upon the prosperity of 
the country. 

209 o BRANDT, KARL 

The reconstruction of world agriculture. Norton. X9450 $4o00 
A picture of the possible conditions of agriculture when the fight” 

ing stops, and an analysis of food requirements and agricultural ad~ 
justments in the demobilization periodo 

210 o BRUEEE, MARTHA BENSLEY 

Your forestso Lippincotto 19450 $2.50 
How our forests grow0 their variety and uses,, and their future. 

211o FAIRCHILD, DAVID Go 
The world was my garden. Scribner0 19380 $3075 
Autobiography of a well known botanist and plant e^lorer. 

212 o FAUIKNEB- EDWARD Ho 
Plowman-s folly0 Univ. of Oklahoma Press. 19430 $2o00 
A revolutionary theory based on the conviction that deep plowing is 
responsible for many of the problems of the land0 

213. GRAHAM, EDWARD Ho 
Natural principles of land use0 Oxford. 19440 $3.50 
Study of the value of applying biological principles to management 
of farm lands, forests and wild life by the Chief of the Biology 
Division of the Soil Conservation Service0 Useful book for the 
regional planners, farmers and anyone interested in an intelligent 

approach to producing on the lando 

214„ HAYSTEAD, LADD 
Meet the farmers o Putnam. 1944. $2.50 
A survey of the farmer°s social, economic, productive, operational, 
political market and distribution problems, by an author of wide 
experience in investigating farm affairs and farmerso 

215oHOWARD3 ROBERT W. 
Two billion acre farm0 Doubledayc 19450 $2o50 
An informal history of American agriculture including the story of 
maize, tobacco, corn, cotton, wheat, and cattle as well as the 
history of the Grange and farmer0s cooperativeso 
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216e JONES, MACK M. 

Shopwork on the farm0 McGraw-Hill. 19450 $3.00 
The proper repair, upkeep and manufacture of farm electricity, 
“buildings and machinery explained and illustratedo 

217o LORD, RUSSELL R0 
Agrarian revival,, American Assn0 for Adult Education. 
$1.50 
^he origin and status of such movements as the farmer0 s 
bureau organizations0 soil conservation agencies,, ets0 

218o LORD, RUSSELL R0 
Behold our lando Houghton. 19380 $3.00 
The hook explains how land has been wasted and how it can be re= 
coveredo 

219. MOORE, ARTHUR 
The farmer and the rest of us0 Little0 1945e $2.00 
An entertaining story of the American farmer of the com belt with 
his traditions and prejudices, his farm bloc, his hatred of labor 
and his passion for high prices. It is also an analysis of the 
conflicting considerations in agriculture todays 

220. MORELAND, WALLACE S. edQ 
Practical guide to successful farming, prepared by a staff of 36 
agricultural experts and authorities0 Blue Ribbon. 1943c $3.95 

221 o PERKINS, AoEo & WHITAKER, I.R., eds. 
Our natural resources and their conservation0 Wileyc 19360 
$5o00 
A symposium by scienti»ts0 

222o ROBBINS, ROY M. 
Our landed heritage, the public domain, 1776=19360 Princeton Univ0 
PresSo 19420 $5.00 
The story of our land history. 

223o ROCKWELL, FREDERICK F., ed. 
10,000 garden questions answered by 15 experts. Doubleday. 1944. 
$3.95 
Practical guide for the amateur gardener in the form of thousands 
of questions and answers. 

234. SCHAFER, JOSEPH 
The social history of American agriculture. Macm. 1936. $2.75 
History of agriculture in the U.S. and its social significance in 
American life. 

225o VAN DERSAL, WILLIAM R. 
The American land? its history and its uses. Oxford. 1943. $3.75 
Covers agriculture, forestry, effects of erosion and new methods of 
caring for the land. 

226. WARING, P.A. & TELLER, W.M. 
Roots in the earth; the small farmer looks ahead. Harper. 1943. $2.50 
Social and economic problems of farm life, including nature of soil, 
conservation and activities of various farm organizations. 

1939. 

grange, farm 
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227® WILCOX, EARLEY V® 

Modem farmers0 cyclopedia of agriculture® Judd0 1944* $4® 50 
A compendium of farm science and practice on field garden, fruit 
and orchard crops, and the care0 feeding and diseases of farm 
animalso 

228® WILSON, CHARLES MORROW, *d„ 

New crops for the new worldo Macm0 19450 $3® 50 
Sixteen scientists have collaborated in this symposium on crop 
experimentation, propagation, and possibilities for staple production 

20 

229o AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION 

One hundred years of American psychiatiy0 Columbia Univ® Press,, 
1944® $6® 00 

The history of the first hundred years of the American Psychiatric 
Association by 13 leading author it ies—a major contribution to our 
medical history., 

230* AVNBT, HELEN HERSHPIELD 

Voluntary medical insurance in the U0S0| major trends and current pro¬ 
blems,, NoY0 Medical Administration Service, Inc0 1790 Broadway® 
1944c $lo00 
Historical development of voluntary medical care plans, description 
and appraisal of representative plans in the U0S0 and Canada, and a 
survey of plans in New York City® 

231 o BINGER, CARL 

The doctor0 s job® Norton® 19450 $3o00 
The winner of the 1945 Norton medical award explains for the layman 
how the doctor of today can aid his patient by the advances made in 
psychiatry, psychoanalysis, bacteriology and pathology® 

232® CABOT 0 HUGH 
Patient0 s dilemma^ the quest for medical security in America® Reynal® 
1940® $2®50 
A prominent physician discusses standards of medical care and their 
cost, the relation of government to medicine of the future® 

233® CLAPESATTLE, HELEN 
The doctors Mayo® Univ® of Minnesota Press® 1941® $3®75 
A chapter in the medical history of the U0S0 

234® DAVIS, MICHAEL M® 
America organizes medicine® Harper® 1941® $3®00 
The case for adequate medical care, the work of organizations in the 
field of public health, and the question of financial support for 

public health programs and medical care® 

235. PISHBEIN, MORRIS 
Doctors at war® Dutton® 1945® $5®00 
A series of reports on the medical services today, their programs 
and procedures, organization and accomplishments® 
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236 o GALDSTON, IAGO 

Behind the sulfa drugs. Appleton-Century. 1943. $2.00 

Brief history of chemotherapy from the time of Paracelsus to the 
presento 

237o GOLDMAN, FRANZ 

Public medical care0 Columbia Uhiv. Press0 19450 $2.75 
An analysis, interpretation and appraisal of the development of 
public medical care as a social movement,, 

238o GRAY, GEORGE W. 

Advancing front of medicine., Whittlesey,, 19410 $3.00 
A popular presentation of man0 s recent accomplishments in the fight 
against disease,, 

239o HAAGENSEN, CUSHMAN & LLOYD, WTNDHAM 

A hundred years of medicine., Sheridan., 19430 $3.75 
History of the progress of medical science and surgery during the 
last century., 

240o HEISERp VICTOR Go 

An American doctor0s odyssey0 Norton0 1936. $3.50 
Adventures in 45 countries of an American doctor whose chief work has 
been in health education and the eradication of disease* 

2410 HERTZLER, ARTHUR Eo 

Horse and buggy doctor0 Harper0 19380 $2075 
The story of a country doc tor, who in 40 years of practice, has 
seen the change from kitchen surgery" to his own famous clinic. 

242. MAISEL, ALBERT Qp 

Miracles of military medicine. Duell. 19430 $2.75 
Chapters on the new drugs, devices and techniques of modem 
medicine and surgery which are being used to counterbalance the 
weapons of modern warfare. 

243. MAISEL, ALBERT 

The wounded get back. Harcourto 1944. $2.50 
An eye-witness story of how the lives of American soldiers and 
sailors wounded in battle have been saved by medical care. 

244. NORWOOD, WILLIAM F. 

Medical education in the U.S. before the Civil War. Univ. of Pa. 
Press. 1944. $6.00 
Study of the rise and progress of medical instruction and medical 
schools in America from colonial days up to the time of the Civil 
War. 

245o RATCLIFF, JOHN D. 
Modem miracle men. Dodd. 1939. $3.00 
Describes the discovery and use of the iron lung, insulin, sulfa¬ 
nilamide, vitamins, frozen foods and other recent discoveries in 
medicine and agriculture. 

246. RATCLIFF- JOHN D. 
Yellow magic . Random. 1945. $2.00 
The story of penicillin - how the anti-bacterial agent was dis¬ 
covered and developed from the laboratory to its present day 

commercial production._ 
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247. SIGERIST, HENRY E. 

American medicine? tr. by Hildegard Nagel. Norton. 1934. $4.00 

Ifcom the Indian medicine men. Dr. Sdgerist is foremost among students 
of medical history. 

248. SLADEN, PRANK J., ed. 

Psychiatry and the war. C.C. Thomas. 1944. $5.00 
A review of the entire psychiatric field as it has been cultivated 
in America in recent years. 

249. SMILEY, DEAN F. 

Community hygiene. 3rd ed. Macm. 1940. $2.50 
A college textbook first published in 1929. 

250. SMILLIE, WILSON 0. 

Public health administration in the United States. 2nd ed. Mac*. 
1940. $3.75 
Best methods, with some indication of probable future development. 

251. STERN, BERNARD J. 
American medical practice in the perspectives of a century. 1945. 
Commonwealth Fund. $1.50 
A history of American medical education and practice from the early 
years of the 19th century to the present day. 

252. TALIAFERRO, WILLIAM H., ed. 

Medicine and the war. Univ. of Chicago Press. 1944. $2.00 
A historical review of war medicine. 

253. WILDER, L.B. 

The Mayo clinic. Harcourt. 1944. $1.75 
A history. 

254. WINSLOW, CHARLES EDWARD 
The congest of epidemic disease. Princeton Univ. Press. 1943. 

$4.50 
A professor of public health at Yale University gives an interesting 
presentation of superstitions and primitive beliefs on contagion and 

epidemics. 

255. YOST, EDNA & GILBRETH, L.M. 
Normal lives for the disabled. Macm. 1944. $2.50 
Written for the handicapped by two experienced people in the field. 

3. Nutrition 

256.BLACK, JOHN D. 
Food enough. Cattell. 1943. $2.50 
Comprehensive study of our present food situation—the needs of the 
armed forces, allies and civilian population. 
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257. BORSOGK, HENBY 

Vitamins? what they are and how they can benefit yout Viking* 
1940. $2.50 
A readable and authoritative explanation of the effects of vitamins, 
with menus and tables showing the vitamin content of mrious foods. 

258. BROWN, MRS. CORA L0 and others 
America cooks. Norton. 1940. $2.69 
Practical recipes from 48 states. 

259. CUMMINGS, RICHARD 0. 

The American and his food; a history of food habits in the U.S. 
Univ. of Chicago Press. 1940. $2*50 
The development of American food habits from 1789 to 1940* 

260. EDDY, W.H. 
What are the vitamins? Reinhold. 1941. $2.50 
The nature of the vitamins and the important facts science has ac¬ 
cumulated concerning them. 

261. GRAUBARD, MARK 
Man°s food, its rhyme or reason. Macm. 1943* $2.50 
The author seeks to start a new movement for proper nutrition in this 
country, and eventually to extend it to the rest of the world so that 
people of the earth will no longer suffer from want or malnutrition. 

262. SCHULTZ, THEODORE W. 
Pood for the world. Univ. of Chicago press. 1945. $3.75 
Twenty-two experts in economics, nutrition, population and agricul¬ 
ture show how better food conditions for all countries can be 
achieved. 

263 . SHERMAN, HENRY C. 
Essentials of nutrition* Macm. 1940. $3o50 
The relations of food to the health and efficiency of normal people 
are stressed* 

264. SHERMAN, HENRY C. 
Science of nutrition. Columbia Univ. Press. 1943, $2.75 
Problems of nutrition as they affect the health and well being of 
the peoples of the world* 

4c ■iMEBPufclQA 

265. BATES, R.S* 
Scientific societies in the U.S. Wiley. 1945* $3,50 
A history of the evolution of the American scientific societies 
during the last 25P years. a 

266. BEEBE, WILLIAM 
The book of naturalists. Knopf « 1944. $3.50 
Dro Beebe has selected outstanding examples in the field of natural 
history from Aristotle to our contemporaries, thus presenting a sur¬ 
vey of the growth of man" 6 knowledge of nature through the centuries. 
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267* BLACK, ARCHIBALD 
Story of bridges. McGraw=>Hill* 1936* $2.50 
Pictures and descriptions of American bridges,, 

268, B0RTHt, CHRISTY 
Masters of mass production, BobbSc 1945* $3*50 
Biographical sketches of past and present leaders in American 
mass production and the story of the progress industry has made 
in that line0 especially during the present war« 

269 o BOWDITCHj, NATHANIEL 
American practical navigator* U.S, Hydrographic Office, 1938, 
$2,70 
Pirst published in 18029 this has remained the standard American 
work on navigation, 

270* BURLING-AMS, ROGER 
Engines of democracy^ inventions and society in mature America. 
Scribner, 1940o $3C75 
The impact of inventions since 1865* 

271. BURLINGAME, ROGER 
March of the iron mens a social history through invention. 1938, 
Scribner. $3075 
Place of invention in the shaping of our democracy. 

272o CARLISLE, NORMAN Vo & LATHAM, PRANK B„0 eds. 
Miracles ahead?, better living in the postwar world. Macm, 1944. 
$2*75 
The revolutionary changes in our mode of living which may c ome as 
the result of experiments and discoveries now being made. 

v m 

273. CLARK, VICTOR So 
History of manufactures in the United States * rev. ed.. 3 vols. 
McGraw-Hill. 1929* $15.00 
A history of the development and organization of manufactures* 

2740 CREWS, ALBERT 
Radio production directing., Houghton. 1945, $3.50 
Information for those who direct radio programs including the qual¬ 
ifications of a good director0 the tools of broadcasting and an 
explanation of the general procedures involved in the preparation 
and presentation of programs* 

275. DU B0ISD J„H<. 
Plastics. American Technical Society* rev* edc 1943, $3.75 
A simplified presentation of the manufacture and use of the important 
plastics materials and products with tables of their properties and 
the basic design information required by the engineers and designers. 

276. DUPFUSs, RoLo 
The valley and its people? a portrait of the T.V.A.. Knopf. 1944t 
$2*75 
A record of our first experiment in rehabilitating by public enter¬ 
prise told in text and photographs* 

\ 
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277 o DUJJLAP, ORRIN E0 
Radio0s 100 men of science* Harper, 1944, $3C50 
In chronological order, these are “brief biographies of the men whose 
contribution have effected in radio a radical change or entire 
change0 

278. DUTTON, WILLIAM 
DuPont; one hundred and forty years0 Scribner, 1942, $3C75 
A biography of the DuPont Corporation, 

279 o FLEDDEHQS, McL0, corap. 
Technology and livelihood, Russell Sage Foundation* 19440 $1„25 
Analyzing the future employment and labor requirements in mineral 
industries, agriculture(J construction, transportation, communications, 
etc* 

280o GRAY, GEORGS Wo 
Science at war. Harper, 1943, $3-00 
Popular discussion of scientific discoveries, such as radar, penicillin, 
and plastics, that are playing a part in the war, 

281* HAWLEY, G3SSNER GOODRICH 
Seeing the invisible* Knopf0 1945, $2o50 
A description in terms comprehensible to the layman of the applications 
of the electron microscope to industrial problems and medical research 

282, HAYNES, WILLIAM 
The chemical fronto Knopf, 1943* $3,00 
Descriptions of the role chemicals play in the war, explosives, synthe¬ 
tic rubber, poison gases, plastics, plasma, etc* 

2830 HAYNES, WILLIAM 
This chemical age* Knopf. 1942* $3*50 
A book for the layman on the miracles of modern chemistry in the field 
of synthetics and plastics* 

284o HUBBELL, RICHARD 
Television programming and production* Farrar; 1945* $3*00. 
The practical as well as theoretical foundation of television by the 
head of the Crosley Radio Corp„ 

285* HUDSON, RALPH G* 
An introduction to electronics* Macm* 1945, $3.00 
An explanation of the science of electronics, and a description of 
its applications in the fields of radio9 television, photography, 
navigation and medicine* 

286v JAITE, BERNARD 
Men of science in America, Simon & Schuster* 1944* $3*50 
The role of science in the growth of our country* The story is told 
in terms of the lives and achievements of the scientists themselves* 

287. KAEMPFPSRT, WALDEMAR 
Science today said tomorrow* 2nd seriesc Viking* 1945, $2.75 
The advance of research and invention under the impetus of war* A 
revised edition of a hook first published in 1939, 
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288® LANDIS, WALTER So 
Your servant, the molecule® Macm* 1944* $3o00 
A semi-technical discussion of the chemistry of common things? foods, 
fertilizers*, clothing*, paper, soap, petroleum8 rubber, resins, 
plastics, explosives, paints, dyes, vitamins, cosmetics, colloids/ 
etc* 

289o LAZARSEELDs PAUL P0 & STANTON, PRANK N*, eds0 
Radio research, 1943-430 Essential Books, 1944* $5,.00 
Studies of radio programs and audience reaction A section on the 
OoWaI0 radio program, on G-ermanand British wartime programs* 

290® LEDERER, EUGENE Ho 
Port terminal operation Cornell Univ* PressG 1945* $5*00 
A comprehensive and practical manual designed to assist and train 
workers engaged in the handling and stowage of ships® cargo„ 

291, LEE, ROBERT E» 
Television? the revolutionary industry* Essential Books*' 1944, 
$2*50 
In non-technical language, the author deals with the problems facing 
the television industry of the future* 

292® LEY, WILLY 
Rockets* Viking* 1944* $3,50 
The future of travel beyond the stratosphere, giving an idea of the 
problems and what progress may be expected* 

293* LEYSON, BURR W* 
Plastics in the world of tomorrow* Dutton, 1944,. $2*50 
A general survey of pre-war plastics with special attention to the 
possibilities of careers in the field* Ages 15 and up* 

294* LILIENTHAL, DAVID E* 
T*VoA0“ democracy on the march* Harper* 1944* $2,50 
The chairman of the ToVoA„ interprets the project in terms of what 
it has done for the people in its area and for its influence on the 
nation as a idiolec 

295® LINTON, RALPH, ed* 
The science of man in the world crisis* Columbia Univ^ Press® 
1945* $4o00 
The book deals objectively with the problem of race? analyzes 
culture processes and culture change? discusses the present state 
of world resources, the distribution of populations, colonial 
administration, the handling of minority groups, and trends in 
nationalism and internationalism* 

29 6© LOU GEE, EARL Po 
Plastics from farm and forest® Plastics Industries Tech* Inst* 
1943* $2® 50 ^ _ 
This book deals not with the chemistry or technology of plastics, 
but with the farm and forest products from which plastics are made. 
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2970 LUCKIESH, MATTHEW 

Torch of civilizations the story of man°s conquest of darkness* \ 
Putnamo 1940c $3.00 
History of artificial light and the importance of its place in 
civilization 

298* MABEE, CARLETON 

American Leonardos a life of Samuel F*BP Morse* Knopf0 1943, 
$5o00 
Best known for his association with the success of the telegraphy 
Morse also earned recognition in three other careers—that of 
artist, businessman and political 

299* MACK, GERSTLE 

Land divided* Knopf* 1944* $6*00 
A history of the Panama Canal and other isthmian canal projects from 
the voyages of Columbus to the completion of the carnal* 

300o MANCHESTER, HARLAND 
New world of machines o Random* 1945 > $3 00 
Advancing science on many fronts which touch intimately the lives of 
every one of us = radar, television, lighting and communications, 
transportation, hi^i-octane gas, the helicopter, artifical rubber, 
plastics, novel techniques in farming, etc* . 

301 * MORRIS, CHARLES L0 
Pioneering the helicopter* McGraw, 1945* $2*75 
A non-teehnical account of the development of the Sikorsky helicopter* 

302o MOULTON, FOREST RAY & SCHIFFERES, JUSTUS J*, eds* 
The autobiography of science. Doubleday. 1945, $5*00 
An anthology of primary sources, as scientists throughout all scienti¬ 
fic history, are quoted in their own words, to make a composite 
picture of the development of science through the ages* 

303* PORTERFIELD, JOHN & REYNOLDS, KAY, edsc 
We present television* Norton0 1940* $3. 50 
An introduction to television, telling how it works* 

304, PRITCHETT, C.H* 
Tennessee Valley Authority* Univ. of North Carolina Press* 1943c 
$3.50 
The history of tea years of T0V*A„9 giving background, development 
of a great power project and its character as a government-owned 
agency* 

305o RICKARD, THOMAS A* 
A history of American mining* McGraw* 1932 . $3 00 
Includes the story of America0 s expansion and development* 

306* BOBERTS, HENRY W* 
Aviation radio* Morrow* 1945* $5*00 
A detailed and illustrated discussion of the fundamental principles 
of primary and advanced radio facilities, radio navigation and the 
design and installation of radio apparatus* 
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307o RUKEYSER, MURIEL 
Willard Gibbs, American genius, Doubleday 1942. $3,50 
Biography of a 19th century professor whose work in mathematical 
physics has had an important influence on modern science and in¬ 
dustry, 

308c RUSK, ROGERS D0 
Forward with science, Knopf, 1943, $3*50 
Popular essays on several scientific matters which are still essent=> 
ially novelties, such as the neutron0 the electron microscope, radio¬ 
activity, atom smashing, atomic energy, and cosmic rays., 

309a SAMUELS, M.M, 
Power unleashed* Dorsey-House0 1943* $3*50 
The story of electricity and power* A readable "book for the layman wh< 
wants information about electrical and other energy used in American 
homes and Industries„ 

310. SASSO, JOHN 
Plastics for industrial use*. McGraw-Hill* 1942* $2,50 
An engineering handbook for materials and methodso 

311* SCIENCE YEAR B0QK9 ed0 by John Ratcliff0 
Double day* 1945, $2->50 
An annual made up of reprints of magazine articles on latest develop¬ 
ments in the field of science* 

312* SHAPLEY, HARLOW and others 
A treasury of science* Harper, 1943, $3,95 
An anthology of scientific writing, giving the layman his best 
chance of making direct contact with the best scientific minds of 
our time* 

313, SIMONDS, HERBERT R* 
Industrial plastics* 2nd ed* Pitman* 1941* $4,50 
General information for manufacturers and technical men* 

314., SOLOMON, ARTHUR K* 
Why smash atoms? Harvard Univ* Press* 1943* $2*50 
An authoritative history of the work in this field during the past 
twenty years* 

315* STEINMAN, D*B0 
The builders of the bridge* Harcourt, 1945* $3,50 
The story of John Roebling and his son who built the Brooklyn 
Bridge* The author is one of the foremost bridge engineers of our 
day,, 

316* STILL, ALFRED 
Soul of ambers the background of electrical science* Farrar* 
1944. $2*50 
The theories, research, experiments and accomplishments in the 
field of electricity summarized for the student of science* 
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317 o STOKLEY, JAMES 

Science remakes our world* Washburn* 1942* $3*50 
non-technical account of what science is creating in the labora- 

tories in this country to influence our daily liviig* 

318 „ TANNEHILL, IVAN R* 

Hurricanes, their nature and history, particularly those of the West 
Indies and the southern coasts of the U0So Princeton Univ* Press* 
19440 $3o00 

An account in popular language of the scientific observations and 
theories concerning tropical stormse It deals with their place of 
origin, their movements, etcQ A chronological listing of over 600 
storms covers four and a half centurieso 

319o WARD, HAROLD, ed0 

New worlds in sciences an anthology„ McBride* 1941c $3*50 
An anthology of contemporary science consisting of non-technical 
writings of 33 scientists, 

320* WEIL, BENJAMIN H* & ANHORN, V = J* 
Plastic horizons, Cattell* 1944, $2o50 
Story of the unfolding of a plastic age. Historical background, 
basic raw materials, chemistry, outline of industry, production 
and statistics., 

321o WILLIAMSON, SCOTT GRAHAM 
The American craftsman, Crown, 1940, $3o00 
Glass, pottery, silver, iron-work, welding illustrated with some 
text* 

322o WILSON, CHARLES M, 
Trees and test tubes. Holt, 1943c $3,50 
An account of the rubber industry from its beginnings to the post- 
Pearl Harbor days. Includes stories of both natural and substitute 
rubber, 

323* ZIM, HERBERT So 
Sockets and jets0 Harcourtc 1945, $3*00 
A popular and non-technical account of the development of rockets 
and jet-propelled devices, from earliest times up to the present 
day. - 

V. PINE ARTS 

lo Art in America 

324, AMERICAN PAINTING TODAY 
American Federation of Arts» 1940c $4*50 
Heproduetions of 259 American paintings, most of them done within 
the last ten years0 together with a discussion of American art and 
artists* 
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325o BENTONc THOMAS H0 

Artist in America. Halcyon. 1939. $1 49 

While cast in the form of autobiography, much of the book deals with 
the America he discovered, turned his back on Europe and set out t© 
get acquainted with his native land. 

326o BIDDLE, GEORGE 

Artist at war. Viking, 1944,. $3,50 

He describes the human incongruities*, the daily episodes of the 
common soldier0 which to him spell out the meaning of war, 

3270 BOSWELL, PEYTON 

Modern American painting. Doddc 1939, $5,00 

Reproductions in color of 86 paintirgs by American artist^ selected 
from the series of contemporary American artists published in Bipe; 

328c CAHILL, HOLGER & BARR, AOH,0 eds. 

Art in America. Reynalo 1935© $3.50 
A complete survey. 

329„ CAIRNS, HUNTINGTON & WALKER, JOHN, eds0 

Masterpieces of painting from the National Gallery of Art. 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DoC© Random© 1945© 
$6o50 

Eighty-five large reproductions in color0 representing the course 
of western painting down to the time of Cezanne. Each painting has 
a page of text chosen from the literature of art criticism. 

330. CHENEY, MARTHA Co 

Modern art in America0 McGraw0 1939a $4o00 
A scholarly, well-illustrated essay, 

331. CRANE, AIMEE 
Art in the armed forceso Scribner* 1944. $5*00 
Color and black and white reproductions of representative paintings 
by soldiers* sailors* marines9 waves* waes and merchant seamen, 

332o CRAVEN, THOMAS, edo 
A treasury of American prints. Simon & Schuster*, 1939. 

$3© 95 
A selection of 100 etchiigs and lithographs by foremost living 

American artistso 

333 o GARWOOD3 DARRELL 
Artist in Iowa; the life of Grant Wood. Norton© 1944., $3o50 
A sympathetic biography of a modem American artist whose paintings 
in reproduction are to be found in homes all over the U,SC 

334. GOODRICH, LLOYD 
Winslow Homer© Macm© 1944© $7,.50 
A friendly biography of a great American artist, showing the develop¬ 
ment of his painting as his subject matter and technique changed, 

335c I SHAM, SAMUEL 
History of American painting- new ed, Macm© 1942.. $3 .95 
Written from the painter°s point of view,/ A record 6f American 
painting from the early days up to the present© 
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336o JANIS, SIDNEY 

Abstract and surrealist art in America0 Reynalo 19440 $6o50 
The development of this new art from its European origin to the 
present0 traced by means of reproductions of one hundred paintings 
and brief interpretationso 

337o LA FOLLETTE, SUZANNE 

Art in America, from colonial times to the present daye Harper,> 
1929o $5o00 
A discriminating critique of painting,, sculpture, architecture and 
the applied arts, against a background of social and economic 
changeo 

338o MAGAZINE OF ART 

Painters and sculptors of modern America0 Crowello 1942o $5o00 
Papers on the life and work of twenty-eight American artists, in 
which each artist writes of himself0 

339 o MATHERP FRANK Jo and others 

American spirit in arto Yale Univc Press (Pageant of America 
volo 12) 1927o $5o50 
Divided into short chapters followed by numerous illustrations, with 
explanatory comment and biographical and critical notes0 

340o MELLQJJIST, JEROME 

Snergence of an American art0 Scribner0 19420 $3075 
Against a background history of American art and the men who contri¬ 
buted to its developmenta the story is told of modern American art 
from Whistler to the present dayQ 

341 o NEW YORK MUSEUM OF MODERN ART 

Romantic painting in Americao The Museum0 19430 $2o50 
The fifth of a series of books designed to present the movements, 
trends or divisions of modem art0 

342o PAGANO, GRACE, ed0 

Contemporary American painting; Encyclopedia Britannica collection0 

Duello 19450 $5o00 
116 artists are represented in this collection of 20thoentury 
American paintingo Accompanying the plates which illustrate the 
work of each artist, is a statement regarding his or her work and 

intent ion0 

3430 PORTER, JAMES Ac 
Modern Negro art0 Dryden0 19430 $3025 
Begins in pre-civil war days and gives much space to new artists0 

344o ST0 GAUDENS, HOMER 
The American artist and his times<> Doddo 194l0 $5o00 

An informal survey of American arto 

345 0 WALKER, JOHN & JAMES, MAC GILL, eds0 

Great American paintings from Smibert to Bellows, 1729-1924o 

Oxfordo 19430 $5o00 
Two staff members of the National Gallery cast a selective eye over 

two centuries of American paintingo 
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346o WEIIENKAMPF, FRANK 

American graphic arto new edQ Macm0 1924c $4o00 
An authoritative survey of the history of etchiig, steel and wood 
engraving, mezzotint, aquatint, lithography, caricature and book= 
plate drawingo 

3470 ZIGROSSER, CARL 

The artist in America; twenty-four closers of contemporary print 
makersc Knopfo 1942o $5o00 

An American authority on prints and print-makers emphasizes human 
values and interpretations in his revealing portraitsc 

2o Architecture. Housing and City Planning 

348o ADAMS8 THOMAS 
Outline of town and city planning0 Hussell Sage Foundation 
1935* $3o00 

A connected outline of city planning in different countries and 
periods0 both as anart and as a movement of policy, with conditions 
and problems in America kept constantly in view0 

349o ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 
Book of low cost housesc Simon & Schuster0 1940o $lo00 
An analyses of the low cost house, containing about 275 photographs 

350o ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 
A brief history of prefabrication The Architectural Forumc 
$lo00 
Reprints of six articles appearing in the Architectural Forum, 
December 1942, January, February, March, April and June 19430 

351 o ARONOVICI, CAROL 

Housing the masseso Wileyo 19390 $3o50 
A discussion of housing for the poorer classeso 

352 o CHURCHILL, HENRY So 
The city is the peoples Reynalo 1945c $3o00 
The author points the way to happier, healthier communities, in 
this book on housing and city plannings 

353 o ED SELL - GEORGE Ho 
The American architecture of today o Scribnerc 19280 $6o00 
Profusely illustrated with emphasis on the influence of the great 
expositionso Includes domestic, ecclesiastic, acadanic and com= 

mercial architecture* 

354o FORD, JAMES & FORD, KoMo 
Modem house in America0 Architectural Books 1940o $5,00 

3550 HAMLIN, TALBOT F* 
The American spirit in architecture (pageant of America vol»13) 

Yale University Press0 1926u $5o50 
The book is especially noteworthy for the illustrationso 
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356. HAMLIN3 TALBOT P0 

Greek revival architecture in America, Oxford. 1944. $7o50 
An account of important trends in American architecture and 
American life prior to the Civil War, 

357. HILBERSEIKER, L, 

The new city; elements of planning, Paul Theobald Pub. (5 North 
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois) 1944, $5,95 
A book on city planning, relating the task of planning to the 
fundamental social ills of today. The author, a professor of City 
Planning, Ill. Inst0 of Tech,, conceives the new settlement as a 
city in the landscape composed of small units and surrounded by 
parks and fields, and the forests of the region, 

358. HITCHCOCK, HENRY Rc 

In the nature of materials; the buildings of Prank Lloyd Wright, 
Duello 1942, $5.00 

A study of the work in architecture- of Prank Lloyd Wright. 

359. INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS0 ASSOCIATION 

Planning for postwar municipal services. The Assn, 1945. $2o00 
An analysis of problems and trends with suggestions for developing 
local policies, 

360. MUMFORD, LEWIS 

City development, Harcourt. 1945, $2,00 

These essays have been selected as most representative of Mumford°s 
work in the field of urbanism during the last quarter century, 

361. MUMPORD, LEWIS 

Sticks and stones; a study of American architecture and civilization, 
Norton. 1934. $2.00 
A survey of U,SC architecture at various stages of history, showing 
how a nation0s architecture may serve as an index to its civilization, 

362. NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON HOUSING 
Neighborhood design and control. The Committee, (512 Fifth Avenue, 
New York) 1944, $1,00 
An analysis of the problems of planned subdivisions;Henry S, Churchill, 

planning consultant* 

363. NEW YORK MUSEUM OP MODERN ART 
Built in the U.S.-A* The Museum, 1944. $3,00 
Examples of modern architecture profusely illustrated, 

364. ROSENMAN, DOROTHY 
A million homes a year. Harcourt0 1945* $3,50 
The chairman of the National Committee on Housing discusses modern 
housing for every income—the problem and the possibilities. 

365. SAARINEN, ELIEL 
The city; its growth, its decay, its future. Reinhold, 1943. 

$3.50 
A solid contribution to our indispensable policy of postwar reconstruc¬ 
tion by an architect who has had an honorable career in Finland and 

America, 
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366, STRAUS, NATHAN 

The seven myths of housing, Knopf, 1944. $2,75 

Primarily a "book on slum clearance and public housing for the popula¬ 
tion in the lowest income brackets* 

367o SULLIVAN, LOUIS Hc 

Autobiography of an idea. Press of America. Institute of Architects 
1924, $3, ,00 

The idea was architecture;, the architect, one whose name inevitably 
suggests skyscrapers, points out freak periods along with main trends 

368o TALLMADGE* THOMAS Eo 

Story of architecture in America, Norton, 1936, $4,00 

Prom the 17th century timber house to skyscrapers. Points out freak 
periods along with main trends. 

369 o TWENTIETH CENTUEY FUND, HOUSING- COMMITTEE 

American housing,, problems and prospects. The fundc 1944, $3*00 
A general survey of housing in the U.S, and conditions affecting the 
housebuilding industry as the war broke, 

370, WAIJCER, ROBERT A, 

The planning function in urban government, Univ0 of Chicago Press, 
1941 o $3,00 

City planning and zoning as a governmental function beyond mere 
physical or decorative planning, 

371, WILLIAMS, PAUL Rc 

The small home of tomorrow, Murray & Gees Hollywood, Calif. 

1945o $3o00 
Forty floor plans of modern homes ranging from $3000 to $10,000„ 
Outlined in detail are the kitchen of tomorrow and the bathroom of 

. tomorrow, A brief text accompanies each floor plan 

372o WILLS, ROYAL BARRY 

Houses for good livingo Architectural Book, 1940, $4,00 

3730 WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD 
On architecture* selected writings* 1894-1940, Buell, 1941, 

$3,50 

3. Bculptuie 

374, TAFT* LORADO 
History of American sculpture, new rev. edc with a supplementary 

chapter by Adeline Adams, Macm, 1930, $3,00 
A distinguished sculptor0s comprehensive work which has become 

classic, 

375o WHEELER, MONROE 
Painters and sculptors of modern America* Crowell, 1942, $5,00 
Eighteen leading painters and ten leading sculptors tell of their 
lives* works and aims. Includes 120 reproductions in half-tones and 

color. 
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376 0 CRAVEN, THOMAS, ed„ 

Cartoon cavalcade* Simon & Schuster0 1943* $3.,95 
American humor and satire in cartoons from 1883 to the presento 

3770 MURRELL, WILLIAM 

A history of American graphic humor0 Whitney Museum of American 
Arto vol« 1, 1747=1865 Macmc 1934* $5*00 volc 20 1865= 
1938o Macmo 19380 $6,50 
*h© course of pictorial satire0 

378„ NEVINS, ALLAN & WEITENKAMPP0 PRAM 

A century of political cartoons0 Scribner* 1944, $3*50 
Caricature in the United States from 1800 to 1900 with 100 re= 
production of cartoons, 

379, THURBER, JAMES 

Men, women and dogs, Harcourt* 1943, $3*00 
Drawings selected from Thurber°s work in the New Yorker over a 
period of years. They epitomize Mr0 Thurberfls ideas on the war 
between the sexes*, with a few inclusions on the subject of dogSo 

50 Ib&tQffl-fipfoE 

38Q, PRIEDMAN, JOSEPH SOLOMON 

History of color photography0 American Photographic Pub, 1945w 
$10,00 
History of the technical development of color photography by a 
research ehemisto Special stress is laid on new developments since 
1925v 

3810 NEWHALL, BEAUMONT 

Photographyc 2nd ed. Museum of Modem Art, 1938u $3,00 
A short critical history, 

382. TAPT, ROBERT 
Photography and the American scene; a social history 1839=1889„ 
Maem, 1938* $10f00 
The first complete history of the UoSo camera from its beginnings in 
1839 t© the development of the film camera in 1888 and its effect on 
our social life0 

383, UoS, CAMERA 
1940; ed0 by T0J, Maloney, Random, 1939, $2,95 
This 1940 volume of an excellent annual (started in 1936) includes a 
chronological review of 100 years of American photography*, by 
Edward Steiehen; photography of western scenes by Edward Weston and 
a section of Negro pictures, 300 photographs and 15 are in color* 

384* UUS* CAMERA 
1944, the Uc S0A0 at war.-, Photographs selected by Edward Steiehen; 
edk by TaJ* Maloney* Duello 1943* $4o50 
Devoted to pictures relating to the war0 obtained chiefly from official 

Army and Navy, 0oWoIO9 and news service photographs. 
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385o APELj. WILL 
Harvard dictionary of music® 1944® $6*00 
Up-to-date concise information on all aspects of music, including 
49 articles on the music of various racial or national groups—each 
article followed by a cou^lete bibliography of books and periodicals 
literature on the subject® 

386o CABMERpCABL. 
America singsG Knopf® 1942® $3e00 
A collection of tall tales of American heroes and of the folk or 
work songs which Americans have sung and danced to for many years® 

387® DGWKES, EDWARD 

Adventures in symphonic rausic0 Farrar® 1944* $2®50 
An informal analysis of over 200 frequently-heard compositions 
interspersed with anecdotes about the composers8 lives and the 
development of the symphonic form® 

3880 DOWNES, OLIN & SIEGMEISTER, E® 

Treasury of American song® Howell® 1940® $5®00 
One hundred fifty songs with music for voice and piano® 

389® EWEN, DAVID 
Men of popular music® Ziff-Davis® 1944® $2®75 
The evolution of popular music in America told through the careers, 
achievements and personalities of seme dozen men who gave it shape 

and form® 

390® EWEN, DAVID 
Music comes to America® Crowell® 1942® $3®00 
A history of American music from about 1850o 

391® GOFF IN t, ROBERT 
Jazzg from the Congo to the Metropolitan® Doubleday* 1944® $2*50 
This traces the emergence of the American contribution to music® 

392® GRANT, MARGARET & HETTINGER, H® 
America8 s symphony orchestras and how they are supported* Norton® 

1940® $3o00^ 
A brief histoiy of symphony orchestras in the U.S® with detailed 
analysis, including many statistics of their finances® 

393® HOBSON, WILDER 
American jazz rausiCo Norton® 1939® $2®50 
Ragtime, jazz and swings their origins, techniques and practioners® 

394® HOWARD, JOHN T® 
Our American musics 300 years of it® 2nd eni® and rev. ed® Crowell® 

1939® $3®50 
For those who wish to know what has happened in America in the field 

of native music® 

395® HOWARD, JOHN T® & MENDEL, ARTHUR 
Our contemporary composers^ American music in the 20th century® 

Crowell® 1941® $3® 50 
A continuation of OUR AMERICAN MUSIC. Good reading and for reference® 
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396o HOWLED, JOHN To 

Stephen Foster, America0s troubador* Tudor* 19430 $1098 
A full, factual, comprehensive biography, based on family letters 
and document So 

3970 KOLODIN, IRVING 

The Metropolitan Opera, 1883=1939* Oxford* 1940o $3o75 
A history through the 1939 season0 

398o JOHNSON, JAMES W* & JOHNSON, J*R0 

Books of American Negro spirituals0 2 vols* in 1* Viking* 1940 
$2095 

Includes BOOK OP AMERICAN NEGRO SPIBITUALS (1925) and the SECOND 

BOOK OP NEGEO SPIEITUALS (1926) c Words and music for 120 spirituals* 

399*REIS, CIAIBE 

Composers in America0 Macm* 19380 $3C50 

Biographical sketches of 200 living composers, with lists of their 
compositions and performances of them* 

400 o SANDBURG. CARL, ed* 

The American songbag* Harcourto 19270 $2069 

Two hundred eighty four songs and ballads of pioneers, sailors, 
lumber jacks, Irish immigrants, Negroes, southern mountaineers, 
hoboes, which together sing the variety of American life throughout 
its history0 

401o THOMSON, VIRGIL 

The musical scene* Knopf© 1945* $3o00 
^elected essays and reviews which appeared in the New York Herald 
Tribune between October 9, 1940 and July 23, 1944, giving a com- 
posit picture of New York°s musical life, as well as an honest and 
frank evaluation of its music* 

7* ffhe,„IheatJ3£ 

402o CARTER, JEAN & OGDEN, J* 
Everyman0 s drama* American Association for Adult Education* 

1938o $1*00 
A study of the non-commercial theater in the United States* 

4030 CLURMAN, HAROLD 
The fervent years* Knopf* 1945* $3*50 
The story of the brief career of the Group Theatre revealing the 

influence it exerted not only upon the actors, playwrights, stage- 
managers and directors involved, but upon the whole theatrical 

world© 

404* GILBERT, DOUGLAS 
American vaudevilles its life and times* McGraWo 1940o $3*50 
Por students of American theatrical history—an incredible footnote 

of great value* 
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405 o NATHAN, GEORGS JEAN 

Encyclopedia of the theaterc Knopf0 1940o $3*00 

The American stage of today, with some consideration of its past, 
its overseas ramifications, and its projjable future0 

So 

406 * MARTIN, JOHN J„ 

America dancing; the background and personalities of the modem 
dance o Dodgec 1936,- $3o00 
By the dance critic of the New York Times* 

407 o TERRY0 WALTER 

Invitation to dance* A0S* Barnes* 1942* $2o00 
A brief review of the American dance as an art* 

9 o MflYiss 

408* FEILD, ROBERT D* 

The art of Walt Disneyc Macm* 19420 $3*50 
Presented as a new art form, outlining techniques and describing 
how creative ideas are developed* 

409* JACOBS, LEWIS 

The rise of the American film; a critical history, Harcourt* 
1939* $4*50 

The author traces the film from its commercial beginnings in 1896 
to the present, investigating and evaluating it as an industry, an 
artistic medium and as a social force* 

410* ROSEEN, LEO C* (Leonard Q* Ross, pseudo) 

Hollywood; the movie colony; the movie makers* Harcourt^ 1941* 
$4o00 
Consists of two parts? The movie colony, its life, practices and 
values; and the movie makers—the producers, actors, directors, 
writers* Objective appraisal, style occasionally lush* 

411o SELDES, GILBERT 
The movies come from America* Scribner* 1937* $3*00 
Brief critical history of American movies* 

412* TAYLOR, DEEMS and others 
A pictorial history of the movies* Simon & Schuster* 1943* 

$3*95 
Pictorial history of the moving picture industry in America, composed 

of movie stills and brief paragraphs of text* 

413* THORP, MARGARET 
America at the movies* Yale Univ* Press* 1939* $2*75 
Sociological aspects of the movies—how many Americans go to the 

movies and why; what kind of movies are popular; the influence of 

✓ movies on women0 s clothes, house furnishings, manners; the place 

of propaganda and censorship* 
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lOo Recreation 

414o BUTLER, GEORGE D* 

Introduction to community recreation,, McGraw-Hill, 1940, $3,50 
Subjects included are the significance of recreation, leadership, 
facilities and programs, administration problems,, 

4150 DULLES0 POSTER RHEA. 

America learns to play* Appleton-Century* 1940o $4,00 
A history of popular recreation, 1607=*1940, 

4160 ENCYCLOPEDIA OP SPORTS 

A0S0 Baraeso rev0 ed0 1944, $3o00 
Revised edition of a book that is now the accepted sports authority 
in the United States,, 

417* HUGHES, WILLIAM L* & WILLIAMS, J*P* 

Sports, their organization and administration Barnes* 1944, 
$4,00 

Concrete suggestions and directions for the conduct of sports in 
various institutions at different age levels* 

418, KIERAN, JOHN 
The American sporting scene* Macm* 1941, $5,00 
Pleasant reminiscences of a well known sports writer of the New 
York Times illustrated with drawings and color plates* 

419 0 SCHWENDENER, NORMA 
A history of physical education in the United States* Barnes. 

1942, $2*00 
An entertaining and useful book. 

VI, LITERATURE 

lo History and Criticism 

420* ADAMS, J. DONALD 
Shape of books to come* Vikingo 19440 $2*50 
Books published in America during the last 25 years and an examina¬ 

tion of the creative temper of this period* 

421* ALCOTT, AMOS 
Journals, selected and ed* by Odell Shepherd* Little. 1938, 

$5,00 
A chapter in the cultural autobiography of America* 

422* BROOKS, VAN WYCK 
Literature of New England* Garden City* 1944* $2*98 
Literary history of high literary merit which includes individual 
portraiture, acute summaries of the historical place of single 

authors and literary groups like that of Brooks Parm„ 
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423 o BROOKS , VAN WYCK 
The world of Washington Irving© Dutton© 19440 $3*75 
Begins with 18000 Other volumes in the literary history will 

cover the South and Wes to This one covers Jefferson, Auduhon, 

Irving, Cooper, Bryant, William G© Simms, N©P0 Willis and Poe0 

424c BROWNELL, WILLIAM Co 
American prose masters© Scribner© 19230 $2©00 
Professor Brownell considers Cooper, Hawthorne, Emerson, Poe, 
Lowell and Henry James© 

425* CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OP AMERICAN LITERATURE 

edo by W0P© Trent and others© 1 vol0 Macmc 1943© $2©95 
The most important history of American literature* 

4260 HART, JAMES D© 

Oxford companion to American literature* Oxford* 1941© $5*00 
short biographies and bibliographies of American authors, summa^ 
ies and descriptions of the important American novels, stories, 
essays, poems and plays, and other matters related to writing in 

America0 

427* HAZARD, PAUL 

Books- children and men© Horn Book (Boston)* 1944* $3*00 
A bo ok on literature for children with the engaging thesis that 
young people3s bookshelves are the measure of a nation0s awareness 
of the rights of the individual* This is a translation of a book 
which appeared originally in Prance in 1932* The author was 
visiting professor of Prench at Columbia University* 

428* HICKS, GRANVILLE 
The great tradition© rev© ecL Macm© 1935© $2©00 
A study of American literature tracing its slow emancipation from 
dependence upon past traditions and foreign culture to a broader 
realism concerned with the activities and interests of the American 

people© 

429© KAZIN, ALFRED 
On native grounds? an interpretation of modem American prose 

literature© Reynal© 1942© $3U75 
Beginning with William Dean Howells and coming down to the present, 

the author shows the development of the American spirit through 

American literature© 

430© MATTHIESSON, FRANCIS OTTO 
American renaissance; art and expression in the age of Emerson and 

Whitman© Oxford© 1941© $5©00 
A scholarly study of Emerson,Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, their 

conception of literature0 s function and nature, and the degree to 

which they applied their own theories© 

431c MILLETT, FRED B, 
Contemporary American authors© Harcourt© 1940 
A critical survey and 219 bio-bibliographies© 

$2 ©85 
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432 „ MENCKEN, HENRY L0 

The American language; an inquiry into the development of English in 
the UoS0 4th rev. and enl© ed0 Knopf0 1936© $5.00 
A hook to read for sheer enjoyment and to trace the origins of 
distinctly American twists of the English idiom, 

433o MENCKEN5 HENET L* 

The American language; supplement 1; an inquiry into the development 
of English in the UcS. Knopf, 1945* $5e00 
The first of a two-volume supplement to the 4th edition (1936) of 
THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE. 

434o MOTT, r.Lo 
•American journalism, 1690-1940. Macmc $4.25 text edB 
A history of newspapers in the United States through 250 years, A 
tremendous hook and will doubtless remain the standard hook in the 
field for a long time, 

435o PAERINGTON, VERNON Lc 
Main currents in American thoughts, 3 vols in 1, Hare our to 
19390 $3,45 
A literary history of the U0S0 which stresses the development of 
successive climates of opinion, 

436o SMITH, BERNARDc edB 
The democratic spirit; a collection of American writings from the 
earliest times to the present day, Knopf„ 19410 $3V75 
Prom the Mayflower pact to Carl Sandburg. 

437, SMITH, BERNARD 
Forces in American criticism; a study in the history of American 
literary thought0 Harcourt. 1939e $3o00 
Literary critics and the relations between American literature and 
American life* 

438, WILSON, EDMUND 0 ed© 
The shock of recognition; the development of literature in the TJoS0 
recorded by the men who made it, Doubleday© 1943* $5o00 
Collection of literary documents presenting a chronicle of the pro¬ 
gress of literature in the U,S0 1845~1938o 

2o General Anthologies 

439 o FOERSTER NORMAN, edo 
American poetry and proseo rev. and enl, edo Houghtonc 1934© 
$4.50 
A selection displaying the new conception of a developing continent 

440© FREDERICK; JOHN To, edc 
Out of the Midwesto McGraw-Hill, 1944* $3*50 
An anthology of prose and poetry featuring the Midwestern section of 
the UcSo 

441, HAZARD, LUCY L*, ed. 
In search of America* Crowello 1930© $3075 
An anthology selected less for literary v alue than for the light the 
selections shed on American life* 
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442. LEWISOHN, LUDWIG, comp. 

Creative America? an anthology. Harper,, 1933* $4o00 
Selections from American prose and poetry from colonial times to 
the presents, 

443a OXFORD ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE 
ed, by W*R* Benet and N*H* Pearson,, Oxford* 1938„ $4*50 
An anthology of American prose and poetry from 1608 to 1938* 

444'• VAN DOREN, CARL 
Patriotic anthology,, Doubleday* 1941* $3*00 
A collection of prose and poetry dealing with various aspects of the 
history of the U.S* Arranged chronologically according to subject 
matter. 

3c Drama 

445o KRUTCHy JOSEPH 
American drama since 1918; an informal history. Random. 19390 
$2,50 
A connected account and some critical evaluation of playwriting in 
America since the World War I* 

446* MANTLE, BURNS 
Contemporary American playwrights. Dodd* 1938. $2*50 
Brief biographical sketches and criticism of the work of America® s 
foremost dramatists* 

447* QUINN, ARTHUR 
History of the American drama, from the Civil war to the present day. 
2 vols in I* Crofts* 1936. $5.00 
A well balanced account of the American drama* 

448* ANDERSON, MAXWELL 
Eleven verse plays, 1929-1939* Harcourt* 1940* $3*75 
By the first among American poetic dramatists* 

449. CERF, BENNETT A* & CARTMELL, VAN, eds* 
Sixteen famous American plays. Garden City. 19410 $1*98 

450o CORDELL, KATHRYN & WILLIAM H0, eds. 
The Pulitzer prize plays* enl* ed„ Random* 1940* $4*00 
All the plays which have received the Pulitzer award except The Old 
Maid. 

451 * CORWIN, NORMAN 
Thirteen* Holt* 1942* $2*75 
Radio plays by an expert radio dramatist* 

452* FREE COMPANY PRESENTS*eo 
A collection of plays about the meaning of America, with an introd- 

* uction by James Boyd* Dodd,. 1941* $2*00 
Plays by ranking playwrights that have been successfully acted over 
the Columbia Broadcasting System* Written for radio, they read 
graphically* Their common theme is the Bill of Rights. 
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453c GASSNER, JOHN, edo 

Twenty "best plays of the modem American theater0 Crown. 1939. 
$3.00 
Complete text with an evaluation of each playwright. 

454o HELLMA.N; LILLIAN 
Four playso Random. 1942. $2o50 
Contentsg Tie children0s hour? Days to come; The little foxes; and 
Watch on the Rhine0 

455o KAUFMAN, GEORGE So & HART MOSS 
Six plays o Random o 1942c $2.75 
Contentsg Once in a lifetime; Merrily we roll along; You can't 
take it with you; The American way; The man who came to dinner* 
George Washington slept here. 

456© KOCH, FREDERICK H.c edc 
American folk piayso Appleton-Century. 1939. $4.00 
Twenty short plays with settings in 17 states. Like their settings, 
the mood varies from farce and comedy to romance and tragedy. 

457o KOZLENKO, WILLIAM, edo 
American scenesc Day. 1941. $2o50 
Twelve one-act plays about regional life in the United States. 

458. KOZLENKO, WILLIAM, ed0 
Best short plays of the social theater. Random. 1939. $2.50 
Ten plays of protest against special injustice by young playwrights, 
most of them talented, all of them world-minded. 

459. MANTLE BURNS & SHERWOOD, GARRISON P., eds. 
Best plays of 1899=1909. Dodd. 1944. $5.00 

460. MAYORGA, MARGARET, edo 
Plays of democracyD Dodd0 19440 $2.50 

4610 OBOLER0 ARCH 
Fourteen radio plays. Random0 1940. $2.00 
Mr. Oboler ranks with the best in the radio writing field, writes 
and directs the weekly Everyman0 s Theater programs from which the 
plays were chosen. 

462. OBOLER, ARCH & LONGSTREET: STEPHEN, eds. 
Free world theater. Random. 19440 $2075 
Nineteen new radio plays with an introduction by Thomas Mann. 

463. ODETS, CLIFFORD 
Six plays. Random0 19390 $2o50 
Contentsg Waiting for lefty; Awake and sing; Till the day I die; 
Paradise lost; Golden boy; Rocket to the moon. 

464. 0°NEILL, EUGENE G. 
Nine plays. Random. 1940. $7.50 
Contentsg The Emperor Jones; The hairy ape; All God's chillun got 
wings; Desire under the elms; Marco Millions; The great god Brown 
Iazarus laughed; Strange interlude; Mourning becomes Electra; 
Homecoming; The united; The haunted. 
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465o qunor, Arthur hos edQ 

Representative American plays from 1767 to the present day0 6th 
revo and enl* edc Appleton-Century. 1938e $5*00 
An excellent and useful compilation 

4o 2ssays 

4660 EMERSON; RALPH W* 

Complete essays and other writings; ed0 by Brooks Atkinson. 
Modern Lihraryo 1940o $.95 

467o FOERSTER, NORMAN. 0do 
American critical essays* Oxford* 1930. $.95 
Covers the 19th and 20th centuries* 

468. LOWELL9 JAMES R0 
Selected literary essays* Houghton* 1914* $1.00 
Literary essays that affirm Lowell0s classic position in American 
letters* 

469 o REPPLIER, AGNES 
Eight decades; essays and episodes* Houston* 1937. $3*00 
Fastidious essaysg witty and erudite* 

470* WHITE, ELWYN 3* 
One man: s meat* Harper* 1942* $2o50 
Forty-five thoughtfuls witty essays on a variety of themes. 

5. Humor 

471* BLAIR WALTER 
Horse sense in American humor from Benjamin Franklin to Ogden Nash. 
Univ* of Chicago Press* 1942* $2.75 
A short history of American humor* 

472. CUPPY, WILLIAM C. 
How to become extinct* Farrar* 1941* $2.00 
Essays discussing with bewildering detail the activities and habits 
of life as fish, snakes0 sloths and insects* 

473* BAY, CLARENCE 
Life with father and mother. 3 vols. in 1* Knopf. 1943* 
$2*75 
Omnibus volume containing the three booksg God and my father; Life 
with father; and Life with mother* 

474. FRENCH, JOSEPH L.s ed* 
Sixty years of American humor* Littleo 19240 $2.50 
The best of American humor from Mark Twain to Benchley* 

475* HOLMES, OLIVER W* 
Autocrat of the breakfast table* Macm. 1928* $1.25 
A series of witty, genial essays originally contributed to the 
Atlantic Monthly in the mid=>19th century* 
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476o IEVING8 WASHINGTON 
The sketch-book* 2 vols* in 10 Putnam* 1925c $2*50 
Includes Sip Van Winkle and The legend of sleepy hollow, wMrsh are 
among the finest pieces of American fiction 

477o NASH, OGDEN 

The face is familiar0 Little* 1940o $2C76 
A selection of the best verse from six previous hooks with over 30 
new poems© 

478o ROSTEN, LEO Co 

Education of Hyman Kaplan* Harcourt0 1937 „ $2*00 
Sketches from the New Yorker recording the progress of Mr0 Kaplan, 
a student in the American Night Preparatory School for Adults* 

479 o HODHKEp CONSTANCE Mo 

American humors a study of the national character Harcourto 
19310 $3o50 
The comic spirit and the part it has played in forming a national 
character 

480o THQHBER, JAMBS 
Fables for our time* and famous poems0 Harper0 19400 $2*50 
A collection of Thurher fahles illustrated with Thurher drawings* 

4810 THURBER, JAMES 
The Thurher carnival, Harper* 1945* $2*75 
A Thurher omnibus containing some stories not collected before in 
hook form* 

482o WELLS, CAROLYN compo 
The hook of humorous verse* Blue Ribbon* 1936* $1*98 
A collection of the work of the best nonsense poets* 

483* WHITE, ELWYN B* & WHITE KoSoA*, eds* 
A subtreasury of American humor* Coward* 1941* $3*75 
An anthology of humorous pieces gathered from American writers from 
Benjamin Franklin to the present* 

6* Poetry 

484* AIKEN, CONRAD, comp* 
American poetry9 1671-1928* Modem Library* 19290 
Includes specimens of American poetry from 1671-1928* 

$*95 

485* BARROWS9 MARJORIE, ed* 
Pulitzer prize poems* Random* 1941* $2,50 
Selections from every book of poetry that has won the Pulitzer 
prize from 1922 to 1941* 

486* BENET3 STEPHEN VINCENT 
Selected works* 2 vols* Farrar* 1942* $5*00 
The author0s selection of his works consists of volume 1, his 
poetry0 and volume 2 his prose* 
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48?0 BENET, WILLIAM ROSE & COUSINS, NORMAN, edso 
^he poetry of freedom© Random© 19450 $3© 00 
Representative poetry from all periods and countries centering on 
the theme of liberty and numbering more than 600 poems0 

488o BROWN, STERLING- ALLAN and others, eds0 
Negro caravan^ writings by American Negroes*. D*yd«i© 19420 
$4© 25 
An anthology covering the period from 1760 to the present*. 

489o BRYANT, WILLIAM CULLEN 

Poetical worfcs0 Apple ton-Century© 1906© $2©25 
A dignity worthy of one who dwelt close to nature„ 

490„ CARMAN, BLISS, ed© 
The Oxford book of American verse0 Oxford*. 1927« $3© 50 
Best for its choice among the older poets© 

491© COFFIN, ROBERT P©T© 
Collected poems© Macm© 1939© *3„00 

492© CULLEN, COUNTEE, ed© 
Caroling dusk© Harper© 1927© ♦2.30 
An anthology of verse by Negro poets© 

493© DAVENPORT9 RUSSELL 
My country, a poem of America© Simon & Schuster© 1944© $1©50 
A poem of the virtues and evils of American life, in which a soldier* i 
death on the battlefield, as revealed to his family and friends, leads 
the poet to hope for the brotherhood of man© 

494© DICKINSON, EMILY 
Poems, ed© by Martha D© Bianchi and Alfred L© Sampson© new ed© 
Little© 1937© $3©50 
Poems, most of them very short, largely modern in tone and technique 
though written by an outwardly puritan spinster© 

495© DUNBAR, PAUL LAURENCE 
Complete poems© new ed© Dodd© 1945© $3©00 
New one volume edition of all the work of the Negro poet© 

496© ELIOTD THOMAS S© 
Collected poems, 1909=1935© Hareourto 1936© $2o50 

497© FROST, ROBERT 
Collected poems© new rev© ed© Blue Ribbon© 1939© $1©69 
A collection of poems full of sensitive appreciation of the beauty 
inherent in the emotions and things of everyday life© 

498© JEFFERS, ROBINSON 
Selected poetry© Random© 1938© $3©50 
Highly dramatic poetry involving strong emotions© 

499© KREYMBORO, ALFRED 
The selected poems, 1912=19440 Dutton© 19450 $5o00 
Some 300 poems, some never before published, reflecting the move¬ 
ment of American poetry across the past three decades© 
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500o LINDSAY, VACHEL 

Selected poems0 Macm0 19310 $1025 
The author wrote much of his verse to he chanted, read aloud, or 
as accompaniment to dancing or pantomine0 

501o LONGFELLOW, HENRY W0 

Complete poetical vorks0 Houghton0 1900o $3o75 
A popular 19th century poeto 

502o LOWELL, JAMES HJSSELL 

Complete poetical works0 Houghton0 $3o50 

503o MACLEISH, ARCHIBALD 
Poems, 1924=19330 Houghtonc 19330 $3o00 
A poet who is keenly aware of modem problems, writes with subtle 
and profound craftsmanship0 

504o MASTERS, EDGAR LEE 
Spoon River anthology., Macm0 1925c $2025 
A series of character sketches which reveal the life of a village 
community in the Middle West0 They are in the form of epitaphs 
in a kind of "free verse0" 

505o MILLAY, EDNA STo VINCENT 
Collected lyricSo Harper0 1943c $5o00 
The lyrics previously published in several volumes are here ar¬ 
ranged in the order of their publication 

506o MILLAY, EDNA ST0 VINCENT 
Collected sonnetso Harper0 19410 $3o00 
The author is at her technical and emotional best in her sonnetso 

507o ROBINSON, EDWIN A„ 
Collected poems0 rev0 ecL Macm0 1937<, $3o00 
Known for his form, restraint and the compression of thought and 
considered one of our most intellectual poets0 

508 o SANDBURG, CARL 
Smoke and steely Slabs of the sunburnt west? Good morning, America; 
poems0 Hareourto 19420 $3o50 
The poet of Chicago, the prairies and the proletariate 

509 o TEASDALE, SARA 
Collected poemsc Macm„ 19370 $2075 
Miss Teasdale wrote perfect lyrics on the themes of love, beauty 
and deatho 

510o UNTERMEYSR, LOUIS, ed0 
Modem American poetry 0 6 th rev0 edo Hare our to 1942e $3C75 
A critical anthology« 

511e VAN DOREN, MARK, edc 
American poets, 1630=1930o Littleo 1940o $1075 
Significant poems by 57 poets who the editor believes possesses 
genuine distinction.. 
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512 o WHITMAN, WALT 

Leases of grasio Modem Library0 1940o $1025 
Terses of a free soaring spirito 

5130 WHITTIER, JOHN Go 

Complete poetical workso Houghton0 1904o $3075 
. Til© most representative of the New England poets, and pre= 

eminently the singer of the anti slavery movement 0 

514o WYLIE, ELINOR H0 
Collected poems0 Knopf0 19320 $3o50 
Fastidious, expert and sometimes passionate poems by a master of 
prose as wellc 

515o BLAIR, WALTER 
Tall tale American Coward0 19440 $2o50 
A legendary history of our humorous heroes0 Stories of outstand¬ 
ing legendary figures as they appeared in the course of UoSo 
history0 

516o BOTKIN, BENJAMIN Ao9 ed0 
A treasury of American folklore0 Crowno 19440 $3o00 
A 900-page anthology of stories, legends, tall tales, traditions, 
ballads, and songs of the American people0 

517o BURNETT0 WHIT- ed0 
The seas of 6od° great stories of the human spirito Lippincotto 
19440 $3o00 
An anthology of 49 stories by modem American and European writers 
that reveal the fundamental spiritual longings and needs of men 
regardless of formal religions or creedso 

5180 BURRELL JOHN A0 & CERE, BoAo0 edso 
The bedside book of famous American stories0 new enl0 edQ Random 
1939c $3o00 
A collection of 6? short stories by American writers0 

519 o FOLEY, MARTHA,, ©do 
The best American short stories, and the yearbook of the American 
short storyD 2 vols0 in lo Houghtono 1943o $2075 
Some 30 short stories originally published in the New Yorker, 
Harper2 s Bazaar, Yale Review and otherso 

520o NEW YORKER (Periodical) 
Short stories from the New Yorker0 Simon & Schuster0 1940o 

$3o00 
A collection of 68 ©f the best stories published in the New Yorker 
between February 1925 and September 19400 
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521 o OBRIEN, EDWARD J0# edo 

Fifty best American short stories, 1915-1939© Houghton© 19390 
$3o50 
^ cross section of the rich and varied field of the American short 
story during a quarter century,, 

522o Oo HENRI MEMORIAL AWARD PRIZE STORIES 
edo by Herschel Brickell© Doubleday0 1944e $2 ©50 
The 26th annual volume of this anthology0 

5230 PATTEE, PEED Lo 
The development of the American short story0 Harper0 1923, 
$2o50 
An historical survey© 

5240 STERN, PHILIP VAN DOREN0 ed0 
Midnight reader© Holto 1942© $2075 
Great stories of haunting and horror0 

80 Literary Biography and Reminiscence 

525o ADAMS, SAMUEL H© 
A0 Woollcott, his life and his world© Reynalo 19450 $3© 50 
A friendly biography based on personal acquaintance and interviews© 

526© GANBT, HENRI S© 
Thoreauo Houghton© 1939© $3© 75 
An interpretative study of the life and personality and work of the 
famous American recluse0 naturalist and writer© 

527© CANBT, HENRI S© 
Walt Whitman, an American© Houghton© 1943© $3©75 
Mr© Canby focuses attention primarily on Whitman0 s mind, not on the 
external events of his career, and he identifies Whitman0 s mentality 
with the negative capacity of the bom artist© 

528© CROSS, WILBUR L© 
Connecticut lankee© Tale Univ© Press© 1943© $5©00 
The autobiography of the former dean of the graduate school at Tale 
University© 

529© GARLAND, HAMLIN 
A son of the middle border© Maem© 1928© $2© 50 
Biography of a pioneer0 s son to his 32nd year© Continued by his 
A DAUGHTER OP THE MIDDLE BORDER0 Grosset© 1929© $1©009 which 
describes his mother0 s life and his own middle age© 

530© PAINE, ALBERT B© 
Mark Twain? a biography, personal and literary life of Samuel 
Langhome Clemens© 4 volso in lo Harper0 19370 $2©00 
The authorized biography written by one who knew him intimately© 

531© <$JINN, ARTHUR H© 
Edgar Allen Poe? a critical biography© Appleton© 1941© $5©00 
A scholarly b iography of America0 s most misunderstood poet© 
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532o SHEPARD, ODELL 
Pedlar0 s progress, the life of Bronson Alcotto Little,, 19370 

$3® 75 
Presented here as an idealist and a philosopher,, 

5330 THOREAU, HENRY Do 
The heart of Thoreau0s journals, ed® by Odell Shepardo Houghton0 
19 2? 0 $3® 00 
First of the nature writers, Thoreau was an original thinker on 
economic, political and aesthetic questions„ Of the Concord 
Transcendentalists, he was the most individual,, 

534© THOREAU, HENRY Do 
Walden o Macm0 19370 $1„50 
A daily journal written during the two years and two months which 
the author spent on the shores of Walden Pond, in Concord, Mass® 
Probably his best known work0 

VIIo HISTORY 

lo The American Indian 

535c. RADIN, PAUL 
The story of the American Indiano Liverighto 1934c $2® 50 
Garden City reprinto 19370 $1®39 
Written by one of the leading authorities on Indian culture, this 
history of the American Indian in the Western Hemisphere is in the 
nature of an interpretation,, 

536o TERRILL, Ao HYATT 
Our Indianso Putnam0 19350 $2® 50 
A survey of sons 200 American Indian tribes® 

537o WISSLER, CLARE 
Indians of the United Stateso Pour centuries of their history and 
eulture0 (American Museum of Natural History science series)® 
Doubleday o 19400 $3„75 
A wise, learned sympathic book on the American Indian0 

2o History 

538o ADAMS, JAMES THUSI0W and others, eds® 
Album of American history,, 2 vols® $15o00o Scribner® 
Vol Colonial periodo 1944; v®2, 1783=1853,, 1945® 
A social history of places and people important in America s past® 

539® ADAMS, JAMES T!RUSI£Ws ed® 
Atlas of American history® 
147 maps, especially drawn 
country® 

Scribnero 1943® $10®00 
to develop a panoramic history of our 
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540o ADAMS, JAMES TRUSLOW 

Dictionary of American history* 5 volsc Scribner0 1940* 
$60*00 

6425 separate articles dealing with specific aspects of American 
history, alphabetically arrangedo 

541 o ADAMS, JAMES TRUSLOW 

Epic ©f America* Little0 1933* $2o50 

About the best one volume survey0 Goes beyond the usual facts and 
figures of history t© paint a character sketch of a people in search 
°f aa American dream of a better, richer and happier life for all 
our citizens of every rank*® 

542o ALLEN, FREDERICK L* 
Only yesterdayo Harper0 19310 $3*00 
An informal history of the 1920° s0 

5430 BEARD, CHARLES A0 & MARY R0 
Basis history of the United States0 Garden City, 1944c $069 
A comprehensive survey of our national history, illuminating our 
social, political, economic, industrial, and intellectual factors 
of colonization0 

544o BEARD, CHARLES Ac 
^he presidents in American history* Messner* 19350 $2C00 
Critical, historical, sketches of the Presidents of the United 
States from Washington to Franklin D* Roosevelto 

545oBEARD, CHARLES A* & MARY R* 
Rise of American civilization* 4 vols0 
volo 1 & 2 in one volume Macm0 
volo 3 America in midpassage 0 Macm0 
volo 4 The American spirit0 Macm* 
A study of the economic and social forces 
American nation0 

546o BENET, STEPHEN To 
America0 Farrarc 1944o $1*50 
A short, readable interpretation of the founding and growth of the 

UoSo 

547o BONSAL, STEPHEN 
When the IVench were herec Doubleday0 19450 $3o00 
An account of the part played by the French forces in the American 
Revolution, drawn from unpublished reports and letterso 

548o BOWERS, CLAUDE Go 
Jefferson and Hamilton^ the struggle for democracy in America0 

Houghtono 19350 $4o00 
A lively account of ideals in conflict that made permanent marks on 

American history0 

549c BOWERS, CLAUDE Go 
Jefferson in powers the death struggle of the Federalists0 Houghton* 

19360 $4*00 
A sequel to Jefferson and Hamilton - Jefferson in the presidency* 
Both books have the colorful social life of the period as background* 

1934* $3o50 
1939o $3*50 
1942o $5*00 
which have shaped the 
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550o BOWERS, CLAUDE Go 

The young Jefferson, 1743-17890 Houghton „ 19450 $3075 
The third and final volume of this Biography of Jefferson is de¬ 
voted to the origins of his social and political theories in his 
formative years0 

551 o 30VERSo CLAUDE Go 

Th* tragi© eraD Houghton0 1929c $5o00 
The revolution after Lincoln0 

5520 BOYD, JULUN Poc, ©do 

The drafting of the Declaration of Independence0 Princeton UnivQ 
Presso 19450 $3 0 50 
Trad® edition of the Brochure issued By the LiBraiy of Congress in 
1943o In 32 gravure plates are reproduced all the known drafts and 
copies of the Declaration written By Jefferson, with earlier American 
manuscripts from which the Declaration0 s principal ideas were derivedo 

5530 COMMAGER, HENRY STEELE, edo 

Documents of American history© 2nd edc Crofts0 1940o $4o00 
Text, with notes of most of the Basic writing which underlie our 
history0 

554o COMMAGER, HENRY STEELE & NEVINS, ALLAN, eds0 
^he heritage of America? readings in American history0 Littlec 
1942o $3o50 
Selections showing the course of American history© 

555o CRAVEN, AVERY 

Democracy in American life? a historical viewD Univ0 of Chicago 
Presso 1942o $lo00 
Professor Craven Believes that freedom rather than democracy was our 
first tradition© 

5560 DE VOTO0 BERNARD 
Year of decision, 18460 Littleo 1942c $3o50 
An important contribution to the history of westward expansion in 
the U o S o 

557o FREEMAN, DOUGLAS So 

Lee0s lieutenants© 3 vols0 ScriBner0 1942c $15o00 
A detailed treatment of the military history of the Civil War as 
seen through the performance of the Confederate officers© 

558o FULLER, MAJOR GENo JOHN F©C0 
Decisive Battles of the UoS0A0 Harper0 19420 $4o00 
An analysis of America0s past Battles, thus affording Background 
for the present world conflicto 

5590 GOODE, JOHN PAUL 
Goode0s school atlas0 Rand McNally„ 19390 $4o40 
A good small atlas9 physical, economic and political for American 
schools and colleges0 rev0 and enlo edo 

560o HAAS, W ILL I AM H0 0 ed0 
American empire? a study of the outlying territories of the United 
State So UniVo of Chicago Press*. 1940o $4o00 
A well summarized history, geography, economy and sociology of the 
territorieso 
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5610 HICKS, JOHN Do 

A short history of American dtoocracy0 H©ugh$@no 1943c $4o00 
A study of ©Id world contributions to the American my of life and 
to the new systems that have emergedo 

562o HOCKETT 8 HOMER CAREY 

Political and social growth of the American people^ 1492=18650 
3rd edo Macm0 1940o $3025 

A companion volume to A0M0 Schlesinger°s POLITICAL AND SOCIAL GROWTH 
OP THE AMERICAN PEOPLE , 1865=1940 0 

563„ HOPFMAN, SYLVAN & GRATTAN0 CoHo, eds0 
News of the nationo Garden CityQ 1944> $3049 
An unusual presentation of U0S0 history from 1492 throu^bi December 
1941, in the form of 41 issues of a newspaper0 

564o KARIG, COMMDRo WALTER & KELLEY, LIEUTo WELBOURN 
Battle report - Pearl Harbor to Coral Sea<> Parrar0 1944e $3o60 
The first six months of the naval war in the Pacific from official 
sources of the Americans, British, Dutch, Australians and 0hineseo 

5650 LORD, CLIPPORD Lo & LORD, EoHo 
Historical atlas of the U0S0 Holt0 19440 $3o00 
Historical atlas in which major political, social and economic 
developments in the U0S0 are presented in a series of over 300 maps0 

566o MORISON, SAMUEL E0 & COMMAGER, HoSo 
Growth of the American republic0 2 vols<> Oxfordo 19420 
$3o50 eacho 
A revision of a work originally based on Morison0s Oxford history 
of the United States (1927) and one of the most interesting 
histories to readD 

567o NEVINS, ALLAN & COMMAGER, HENRY S„ 
Americas the story of a free peopleo Littleo 19420 $3o00 
Short narrative history of the American peeple for the reader who 
wants a panoramic viewo Also published under the title POCKET 
HISTORY OP THE UNITED STATES0 

5680 PARKMAN, PRANCIS 
The Oregon trail0 Littleo $3o00 
One of the classics of western narrativeso The journey was under¬ 
taken to gain first-hand knowledge of the Indian character and 
village customs of the frontier life0 

569o PETERSON, Co STEWART 
The American pioneer in forty-eight stateso William-Prederick pr0 
NoYo 19450 $3o25 
Brief histories of the pioneer periods of each of the 48 stateso 

570o RAUCH, BASIL 
The history of the New Dealo Creative Press. 19440 ?2o50 
A history of the New Deal, its ideals aaA attainments in all phases 
of government during the first two periods of experimentation and 
developmento 
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571, o SCHLESIHGER, ARTHUR M. & TOX, D*R*. eda* 
A history of American life* 12 vole* Macm* 1927* $4*00 
eacho 

On the tiiole, the best large scale American history so far, 
written hy social historians, each expert in his fieldo 

572o SCHLESINGER, ARTHUR Mo 

Political and social growth of the American people, 1865=1940* 
Macm* 1941* $3025 
^ new edition of POLITICAL AND SOCIAL GROWTH OF THE UoS0 1852= 
1933* 

573o TUENER, FREDERICK J* 

The frontier in American historyo Hollo 1920o $3*25 
Its gradual move westward and its permanent influence on national 
lifeo 

574, VAN DOREN, CARL 
Secret history of the American revolution0 Vikingo 19410 
$3*75 
The fifth column of the American revolulien0 

575o WALLACE, HENRI AGARD 
Democracy reborn, selected from public paperto Reynalo 19440 
$3*00 
The selected speeches and articles from March 100 1933 to May 
15, 1944o 

576o WILLI SON, GEORGE To 
Saints and strangers0 Reynalo 1945* $3*75 
A history of the Pilgrim Pathers, shorn of the trappings of 
school textbook and replacing these with a sturdy record of a 
small group that managed to keep their identity a^ilnst fearful 
oddso 

3c American Life and Thought 

577o ADAMIC, LOUIS 
My America, 1928=19380 Harper0 19380 $3*75 
An autobiographical discovery of the American pattern by a Yugoslav 
Americano 

578o ADAMS, JAMES TRUSLOW 
The American; the making of a new man* Scribner* 19430 $3*00 
A study of the evolution of the American temperament, considering 
the effects of politics, religion, the frontier foreign affairs, 
economics in the making of the present day American* 

579* AUDUBON, JOHN JAMES 
Audubon0s America? the narratives and experiences of John James 
Audubon; edD by Donald C0 Peattie, illustrated with facsimilies of 
Andubon°s prints and paintings* Houghton* 1940* $6*00 

The American scene in the early 1800° s, containing descriptions 
of wilderness trips and wild life, of which some tf the birds are 
now virtually extinct* Beautifully illustrated in color* 
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580o BATES, ERNEST So & SCHIFF, HERMAN So 

Pageant of the stateso Bandom0 19380 $2o00 
Pictorial maps of the 48 states with short articles on their 
historical background,, 

581o BROGAN, DENNIS Wo 
The American character,, Knopfo 1944o $2o60o 
A telling analysis of national character as it has been evolved 
through the historical experience of the countryw 

582„ BROGAN, DENNIS Wo 
UoSoA0 Oxford^ 1941o $lo00 
Brief effective outline of the country, the people and institutions0 

583„ CURTI, MERLE 
The growth of American thou^ito Harper0 19430 $5o00 
An account of the growth of the thought of all the American 
people from Jamestown to Pearl Harbor, as shaped by the various 
factors and forces—geographical, economic, social and personal— 
of American history,. 

584o DOS PASSOS, JOHN 
State of the nation,, Houghton0 1944„ $3o00 
What the people in this country are doing, how they are doing it 
and what they think about ito 

585© GABRIEL, RALPH Ho 
The course of American democratic thought; an intellectual history 
since 1815c Ronaldo 19400 $4o00 
Especially the influence of intellectual trends upon current inter¬ 
pretations of democracy and social reform 

586o HOFFMAN, M0Do, ed0 
Life in America,, Harper,, 19410 $1048 
Selections from contemporary writings,. 

587c LANGDON, WILLIAM Co 
Everyday things in American life, 1607—17760 Scribner,, 1937<> 
$3o00 
A profusely illustrated account of how Colonial Americans livedo 

588 o LANGDON, WILLIAM Co 
Everyday things in American life, 1776»18760 Scribner0 1941o 
$3o00 
The second volume of a history of the development of "everyday 
things" covers the years 1776-1876o 

589o LEECH, MARGARET 
Reveille in Washington, 1860-1865o Harper,, 19410 $3o50 
A history of social and political life in the nation0s capital 
during the Civil war yearso 

590o ODUM, HOWARD Wo & MOORE, HARRY Eo 
American regionalism0 Holt0 19380 $5o00 
A cultural-historical approach to national integration 
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5910 PEATTIE, DONALD Co 

Journey into America, Houghton, 1943, $3*00 
An informal reinterpretation of the American spirit hy means of 
legends9 anecdotes of historical personalities and local history, 

592, PERRY, RALPH BARTON 

Puritanism and democracy. Vanguard, 1944, $5,00 
An important contribution to the literature of American culture0 
The author„ a well-known professor of philosophy at Harvard, 
believes that puritanism and democracy are the two ideals which 
have contributed most to America11 s heritage, and are its chief 
source of spiritual vitality today and for the future, 

593, ROLLINS, PHILIP A, 
The cowboy, rev, and enl, ed, Scribner, 1934, $3,50 
An unconventional history of civilization on the old time cattle 
range, 

594, ROURKE, CONSTANCE M, 
Roots of American culture, Harcourt, 19420 $3,00 
The author identifies and illuminates the modes of early American 
theatricals9 early American music, Sheker buildings and furniture, 
Negro songs and stories, 

595, TRAIN, ARTHUR K0 
Story of everyday things. Harper, 1941, $3,00 
A handbook of information as to way of life during more than 300 
years (17th to 19th century) of American being, 

596, WECTER, DIXON 
Saga of American society; a record of social aspiration,, Scribner0 
1607-1937, $4,00 
The leaders and activities of the best social circles beginning 
with the Virginia planters and the New England Puritans, 

597, WOODWARD, W,Eo 
The way our people lived, Dutton, 1944, $3,95 
Eleven fictional episodes picture the lives of Americans in various 
sections of the country in periods ranging from 1652 to 1908, The 
habits, customss manners and ways of life of the common man are 
interestingly presented. 

4, American Regions 

598, CASH,.W,J, 
The mind of the South, Knopf, 19410 $3,75 
An admirable attempt, by a southerner,, to explain the South of 
today in the light of its history, 

599, CHAMBERLAIN, SAMUEL 
Ever New England; photographs with an introduction by Donald 
Moffat, Hastings, 1944, $3,50 
The 286 full-page photographs of New England scenes and buildings, 
which make up this book, appeared first in the photographer0s New 

calendars from 1940 to 1944, 
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600* CHAMBERLAIN, SAMUEL, ed. 

Pair is our lando Hastings. 1942* $5,00 
Photographs and etchings featuring the American lando 

601. CLAEK, THOMAS Do 

Pills, petticoatg and plowsj the southern country store* Bobbs. 
1944, $3,50 

Study of the country store and its influence on life in the 
southern U. Sr, from the end of the Civil War to 1915* 

602o DANA, RICHARD H„ 

Two years before the mast* Houghton, $2o00 
Adventures, hardships, brutalities, enjoyments and suffering 
actually experienced on a sailing vessel from Boston around Cape 
Horn to California in the 183015 s* 

603o DANIELS, JONATHAN 
A southerner discovers the South,. Macm* 1938, $3.00 
Observations on the economic and social conditions of the South* 

604o GRAY, JAMES 
Pine, stream and prairie. Knopf. 1945. $3.50 
This profile of Wisconsin and Minnesota explores the region in 
its physical, industrial, cultural, economic and political develop¬ 
ments, through its pattern of living, the parade of its history 
and the pageant of its people. 

605o HATCHER, HARLAN 
The Great Lakes. Oxcford. 1944. $3.50 
Its history from the glacial age to the huge war activity of today 
as well as the story of the adventure, daring and enterprise that 
went into the development of this country* 

606o MELBO, IRVING Rc 
Our country0 s national parks. 2 vols. Bobbs. 1941. $5o00 
Information on historical backgrounds, scientific data and scenic 
descriptions of America0 s 26 national parks* 

607o PEATTIE, RODERICK 0 ed. 
The friendly mountains* Vanguard. 1942* $3.50 
The first book in ^American Mountain" series. This includes the 
Adirondacks, the Green and the White Mts. and the Taconics, It 
is the combined work of authorities in various fields. 

608 * PEATTLE, RODERICK3 ed. 
The Great Smokies and the Blue Ridge. 

$3.75 
The story of the southern Appalachians. 

American Mountain series, 

609. STEWART, GEORGE Ro 
Names on the land* Random. 1945* $3.00 
With a wealth of historical and anecdotal detail, the author 
traces the origins and evolution of the principal place-names in 

the United States from 1513 to the presentv 

Vanguard,, 1943. 

The second volume in the 
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American folkways - edited by Erskine Caldwell. Duell* $3„00 each 
610 a Blue Ridge country - by Jean Thomas 1942 
611c Deep Delta country - by Harnett Tc Kane 1944 
612c- Desert country . - by Edwin Cole 1941 
6130 Par North country - by Thomas R0 Williamson 1944 
614e Golden gate country - by Gertrude F„ Atherton 1945 
6150 High Border country - by Eric Thane 1942 
6160 Mormon country - by Wallace Stegner 1942 
617o Ozark country - by Otto Ernest Rayburn 1942 
618» Palmetto country - by Stetson Kennedy 1943 
619. Pinon country - by Haniel Long 1941 
620c Short grass country - by W<,So Campbell 1941 
6210 Town meeting country - by Clarence Webster 1945 

The American Lakes Series 0 Bobbs-Merrillc $3.>50 each 

622o lake Erie C3 by Harlan Hatcher 1945 

623^ Lake Huron by Pred Landon 1944 

624 Lake Michigan aa by Milo Me C&iaife 1944 

625o Lake Ontario <=> by Arthur Pound 1945 

626 o Lake Superior - by Grace Lc Nute 1944 

^■Tftrp Of America Series. - edited “by Stephen Vincent Benet and Carl Carmer.. 
Farrar & Rinehart0 $2*50 each 

627o The Allegheny 
628 o The Arkansas 
629, The Brandywine 
630o The Charles 
631 c> The Chicago 
632o The Delaware 
6330 The Hudson 
6340 The Humboldt 
635. The Illinois 
636. The James 
637o The Kaw 
638o Kennebec0 cradle of 

Americans 
639o The Kentucky 
640o Lower Mississippi 
641o Upper Mississippi 
642o The Missouri 
643c Powder River 
644. Rivers of the Eastern 

Shore 
645c The Sacramento 
6460 The Sto Johns 
647© The St* Lawrence 
648o The Sangamon 
649o Suwannee River 
650» Twin Rivers 
651o The Wabash 
652. The Wisconsin 

by Po Way 
by CoBo Davis 
by Ho So Canby 
by A0Bo Tourtellot 
by Harry Hansen 
by HoEo Wildes 
by Carl Carmer 
by Dale Lc Morgan 
by Ju Gray 
by BoRo Riles 
by PoBc Streeter 

by RoPoTc Coffin 
by ToD0 Clark 
by Holding Carter 
by Wo Havighurst 
by Stanley Vestal 
by MoSo Burt 

by Hulbert Pootner 

by Jo Dana 
by Cabell0 Branch & Hanna 
by Henry Beston 
by Edgar Lee Masters 
CoHo Matschat 
by Harry Emerson Wildes 
by WoSo Wilson 
August Derleth 
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WRITERS' PROGRAM 

Amegicaa guide series 

653e Alabama State Guide <=> RoRo Smith 1941 $2P75 
6540 Arizona <= Hastings House 1940 $2o50 
655o Arkansas - Hastings House 1941 $2„50 
656o California - Hastings House 1939 $3o00 
657o Colorado - Hastings House 1941 $2*50 
658„ Connecticut - Houghton 1938 $3o00 
659o Delaware - Viking 1938 $2 <,50 
660c Florida - Oxford 1937 $2,50 
6610 Georgia - UniVo of Georgia Br<> 1940 $2,50 
662o Idaho - Caxton 1937 $30 50 
663„ Illinois - McClurg 1939 $3.00 
6640 Indiana - Oxford 1941 $2„ 75 
6650 Iowa - Viking 1938 $2o50 
666u Kansas Viking 1939 $2, 50 
667 o Kentucky - Harcourt 1939 $2*50 
668o Louisiana - Hastings House 1941 $3,00 
669o Maine - Houghton 1937 $3o00 
670o Maryland - Oxford 1940 $2o?5 
671v Massachusetts - Houghton 1937 $3o00 
672/, Michigan - Oxford 1941 $2,75 
673o Minnesota - Viking 1938 $2o50 
674* Mississippi - Viking 1938 $2,50 
675o Missouri - Buell 1940 $2,75 
676o Montana - Viking 1939 $2,50 
677c Nebraska - Viking 1939 $2*50 
678.. Nevada - Binfords & Mort 1940 $2*50 
679 c New Hampshire - Houghton 1938 $3o00 
680,. New Jersey - Viking 1939 $2c50 
681o New Mexico - Hastings House 1940 $2o50 
682o New York - Oxford 1940 $3., 00 
6830 North Carolina - UniVc of NoCc Press 1939 $2,50 
684. North Dakota - Knight Printing Co» 1938 $1.25 
6850 Ohio - Oxford 1940 $2o75 
686c Oklahoma - UniVo of Oklahoma Pr0 1941 $2o50 
6873 Oregon - Binfords & Mort 1940 $2,50 
688c Pennsylvania - Oxford 1940 $3,00 
689o Rhode Island - Houghton 1937 $3o00 
690o South Carolina - Oxford 1940 $2.75 
6910 South Dakota - State Publishing Co0 1938 $2*00 
692c Tennessee - Viking 1939 $2„50 

693o Texas - Hastings House 1940 $3,00 

694o Utah - Hastings House 1941 $2*50 

695o Vermont - Houghton 1937 $3«00 

6960 Virginia - Oxford 1940 $3,00 

6970 Washington - Binfords & Mort 1941 $2o50 

698« West Virginia - Oxford 1941 $2,75 

6990 Wisconsin - Buell 1941 $2o75 

700; Wyoming - Oxford 1941 $2,75 

Lty Guides 

701o New Orleans Houghton 1938 $2o50 

702o San Francisco - Hastings House 1941 $2,>50 

703c Washington, D0C0 - Hastings House 1942 $3,50 

704o New York City - Random 1939 $3*00 

705. Copper camp (Butte, 
Mont) 

Hastings House 1943 $2C75 
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VIIIo BIOGRAPHY 

706o ADAMS, HENRY 

Education of Henry Adams 0 Modem Library„ 1931„ $*95 
The autobiography of a deeply profound spirit* 

7070 BAKER, RAY STANKARD 

American chronicle, the autobiography of Ray Stannard Baker* 
Scribner, 1945,. $3*50 

In this chronicle of a full and successful life, Baker has also 
included the story of his alter ego, David Grayson, the pseudonym 
under which he wrote his popular series of essays * 

708* BAKER, RAY STANNARD 

Woodrow Wilson; life and letters* 1927-1939* 8 vols* Doubleday* 
1939w Yolo 1-4 and 6-8 $5*00; Vol. 5 $4a00 
The standard biography* 

709* BAKELESS, JOHN 

Master of the wilderness, Daniel Boone© Morrow* 1939* $3,50 
Documented biography of the explorer, trapper, Indian fighter, who 
grew legendary even in his lifetime* 

710r, BARBOUR, THOMAS 
Naturalist at large* Little* 1943* $3*50 
Autobiography of an American naturalist reflecting the many facets 
of his e^eperiences in science, adventure and friendliness,, 

7110 BEVERIDGE, ALBERT 
The life of John Marshall« 2 volso Houghton* $5*95 
The life of a great Chief Justice of the U0S„, reflecting the 
history as it was enacted during the years 1755-1835* 

7120 BOWEN, CATHERINE Do 
Yankee from Olympus; Justice Holmes and his family* Little* 

1944c $3*00 
The biography of a great jurist in his relation with his father and 
friends, showing his fierce integrity of spirij, and his salty, 
tolerant, practical wisdom^ 

713^ BRADFORD, GAMALIEL 
Lee, the American* rev* and enlc ed0 Houghton* 1927* $1*00 
Skillful portraiture of a very great man, done with great care, 

714* CARNEGIE, ANDREW 
Autobiography* Houghton-, 1920* $1*50 
A frank and sincere recital of the early struggle and later successes 

of the well known millionaire and philanthropist* 

7150 CHINARD, GILBERT 
Thomas Jefferson* Little* 1939* $5*00 
A biography that has penetrated into the very essence of Jefferson9 s 

thinking* 
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716© CODY, WILLIAM F© 

Autobiography of Buffalo Bill0 Farrar© 1920o $1©00 

Adventurous days in the old West epitomizing the transition of the 
West from wilderness to civilized life within a single lifetime., 

717o DANIELS, JOSEPHUS 

The Wilson era* years of peace, 1910-1917* Univ0 of North 
Carolira Pressc 1944© $4©00 

The third volume of memoirs by Wilson11 s Secretary of the Navy* 

718© DODD, WILLIAM E0 

Ambassador Dodd^s diary, 1933-19380 Hare our to 1941c $3„50 
This diary of the authors years as German ambassador to Germany 
is valuable for its frank unvarnished record of this momentous 
period© 

719o DODD, WILLIAM E0 

Woodrow Wilson and his work© rev© ed© Snith© 1932© $3© 50 
Best one volume biograpisr© 

720o FORBES, ESTHER 

Paul Severe and the world he lived in© Houghton© 1942© $3© 75 
Not only a biography of Paul Revere, diligent patriot, silversmith, 
soldier, but also a picture of his time, a panorama of 18th century 
Boston and its life0 

72Xo FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN 
Autobiography, including selections from other writingSo Modem 
Libraryo 19320 $095 

722o FREEMAN, DOUGLAS So 
Robert E© Lee° a biography© 4 vols© Scribner,, 1934=45© 
$3© 75 each volume© 
The official biography of Robert E0 Lee, based on exhaustive re¬ 
search which won the Pulitzer prize in 1935© 

7230 FUESS, CLAUDE Mo 
Daniel Webster© 2 vols© Little© 1930o $10©00 
Balanced, scholarly biography based upon historical records© 

7240 HOLMES o OLIVER Wo 
Mind and faith of Justice Holmes, his speeches, essays, letters 
and judicial opinions, selected and ed© by Max Lerner© Little© 
1943. $4.00 
Presents Justice Holmes not primarily as a legal technician but as 
a humanist thinker and a human figure© 

725© JAMES0 MARQUIS 
Andrew Jackson, the border captain© Bobbs© 1933© $4©50 
jProm 1767 to 1821, when Jackson believed he had retired from 

public life© 

726© JAMES, MARQUIS 
Andrew Jackson, portrait of a president© Bobbs© 1937© $5©00 
Opens with the campaign of 1824 and provides a background for events 
which led to the Civil War© Both volumes are sound history interest¬ 

ingly written© 
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727o JAMES, MARQJtJIS 

The raven- a biography of Sam Houston,, Blue Ribbon© 1929& 
$lo00 

The founder of Houston, Texas, was one of the most dramatic person= 
alities in American history and the extremes of his life today seem 
incredible© 

7280 JOHNSON, GERALD W0 

■American heroes and hero-worship© Harper0 19430 $3„00 
Essays on men in American history who were made famous by public 
opinion and others who were popularly misjudged© 

729o, KELLY, ERED C© 

, The Wright Brothers0 Hare our to 1943*, $3©50 
A biography authorized by Orville Wright* 

730o LaEARGE, OLIVER 

Raw materialo Houghtono 1945© $2© 50 
A frank chronicle of the author0 s evolution into scientist and 
liberal© 

731o LINCOLN, ABRAHAM 

The life and writings of Abraham Lincolnj ed0 by Philip Van Doran 
Stem© Modem Library© 1942© $1045 
The selection consists of representative letters, addresses, and 
public papers of biographical and historical interest© 

732© MACKENZIE, CATHERINE D© 

Alexander Graham Bell© Grosset© 1928© $1©00 
A simply written book, well documented and unbiased© The author 
was Dr© Bell°s secretary for ten years© 

733© MAYNARD, THEODORE 

Orestes Brownson© Macm© 1943© $3©00 
The biography of one of New England0 s first transcendentalists, 
and a well informed commentary on various aspects of New England 
in the 19th century© 

734© MONAGHAN, JAY 
Diplomat in carpet slippers© Bobbs© 1945© $4©00 
Abraham Lincoln deals with foreign affairs© 

735© MORGAN, ARTHUR E© 
Edward Bellamy© Columbia Univ© Press© 1944© $5©00 
Eirst full-length biography based on unpublished documents of one 
of the most influential writers of our times© 

736© MORISON, SAMUEL ELIOT 
Admiral of the ocean sea? a life of Christopher Columbus© Little© 

1942© $3©50 
A brilliant, common sense biography by a seagoing Harvard scholar 
who presents the discoverer as a man with grave shortcomings as a 
colonizer, but in whose heart was a determined vision of achieve¬ 
ment and on whose lips were the words of God© 
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737o KEVINS, ALLAN 

John Do Rockefeller^ the heroic age of American enterpriseo 2 vols© 
Scribner© 1940o $7©50 
A careful, two volume biography of a great industrialist which con¬ 
centrates on his career and on the history of the 19th century 

industry rather than on his personality., 

738© RYE, RUSSELL Bc 

George Bancrofts Brahmin rebel0 Knopf© 1944© $3©50 
The biography of a major American historian© 

7390 PEATTXEr, DONALD 
The road of a naturalist© Houghton© 1941© $3©00 
Autobiographical chapters in which the author discusses the 
beauties of nature and the charm of the botanical and zoological 
life© 

740© PECK, MARY GRAY 
Carrie Chapman Cattj HeWc Wilson© 1944© $3©00 
The life of one of the outstanding feminists© 

741© PERRY, BLISS 
And gladly teach, reminiscences© Houghton© 1935© $3©00 
A distinguished critic, and teacher writes urbanely of his 
academic and editorial years, full of the good talk that made him 
a great teacher© 

PRINGLE, HENRY P© 
• Life and times of William Howard Taft© Farrar. 1939© $7©50 

2 volso 
A full biography of Taft, based on the Taft papers© 

PRINGLE, HENRY P© 
Theodore Roosevelts a biography© Harcourt© 1932© $3©50 
A documented and impartial consideration of Roosevelt11 s character 

and career© 

RICH, EVERETT 
William Allen White© Farrar© 1941© $3©00 
The influence of a small town editor on American thought© 

742© 

743© 

744© 

745© NIIS, JACOB 
Making of an American© new ed© Macm© 1924© $2©50 
Autobiography of the reporter, philanthropist and reformer© 

746© 
ROOSEVELT, THEODORE 

Autobiography© Scribner 
Except for a few chapters. 

© 1920© $2©50 
the narrative is one of public life 

Westward the women© Knopf© 1944© $2©75 
Stories of the women of all classes from missionaries and doctors 
to captives and dollar-a-dance girls, who helped to build the 

American Pacific northwest© 
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748 o SANDBURG, CARL 

Abraham Lincoln? the prairie years0 2 vols© Harcourt© 19390 
$4075 set© 

By temperament and experiences Sandburg seems to be Lincoln6 s 
ideal biographer0 Without adding much that is new, this biography 
on an heroic scale shares the epic quality of its subject© 

749 c SANDBURG, CARL 

Abraham Lincoln? the war years0 4 vols0 Harcourt0 1939* 
$20o00 
The story of Lincoln0 s life from his inauguration to his death 
and funeral 18650 

750o SCHRIFTGIESSER, KARL 
The gentleman from Massachusetts? Henry Cabot Lodgec Little* 
1944© $3o00 
The biography of the man, who perhaps more than any other0 was 
responsible for the defeat of the League of Nations in the American 
Congresso 

751c SHEEAN, VINCENT 
Personal history© Doubleday0 1935© $3 ©00 
The autobiography of a young newspaperman 

7520 SIMONES, WILLIAM A© 
Edison? his life, his work0 his genius0 Bobbs© 1934© $3©50 
An intinjate study of an inquiring mindo 

753© STEFFENS, LINCOLN 
Autobiography© Hare our t© 1931© $3 ©75 
A warm-hearted ace reporter°s use of cold laboratory method in 
journalism© Particularly his probing of civic corruption hastened 
reform though he himself proclaimed the fallacy of reform as such© 

754© STEPHENSON, N©W0 & DUNN, W©H© 
George Washington© 2 vols© Oxford© 1940© $10o00 
Narrative biography of the first president of the United States© 

755© STONE, IE7ING 
They als® ran© Doubleday© 1943© $3©50 
Short biographies of 19 defeated candidates for the presidency, 
plus an estimate of what their worth to the nation might have been 

if they had been elected© 

756© THERE WERE GIANTS IN THE LAND 
Farrar© 1942© $2©00 
Twenty-eight historic Americans as seen by 28 contemporary Americans© 

757 VAN DOREN, CARL 
Benjamin Franklin© Viking© 1938© $5©00 
Probably the definite biography of the man often called the first 
American© Franklin0 s autobiography is here completed on his cwn 

scale and in his own words© 
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758o 7ILLABD, OSWALD Go 
Fighting years? memories of a liberal editors Harcourt, 1939, 
$3,75 

No one who was in the thick of things during the days of McKinley 9 
the first Roosevelt9 Taft* Wilson9 Harding9 Coolidge and Hbover0 
has written a braver9 finer story, 

759o WADE, MASON 
Margaret Fuller, Viking, 1940, $3,50 
The life of the female intellectual wonder of her age* 

760o WILLIAMS, BLANCHE Co 
Clara Barton? daughter of destiny* Lippincotto 1941, $3o50 
The first complete biography of the woman who Is best known for 
her organization and direction of the American Bed Cross0 

7610 WILSOND FORBEST 
Crusador in crinoline? the life of Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
Lippincotto 1941* $4o50 
The story of Harriet Beecher Stowe in a balanced9 brilliantly 
written study, 

762o WILTSE0 CHARLES Mo 
John Co Calhoun nationalist, 1782=1828, Bobbs0 1944© $3,75 
The life and times of the great defender of states rights, 

763e WOLFE: LINNIE M, 
Son of the wilderness, Knopf, 1945, $3,50 
The life of John Muir0 American naturalist9 botanist9 geologist,, 
mountaineer and mechanical genius, 

764, ZINSSER, HANS 
Ag I remember him, Little0 1940, $2,75 
Biography of a physician, one RoS„ reputed to be a great friend of 
the author but probably the author himself. 

IXo WORLD WAR II 

765, ALDEN5 CARROLL S, & WESTCOTT, F, 
The United States Navy? a history, Lippincotto 1943, $4,00 
The story of the development of the Navy from 1775 to the present, 

766, BRODIE, BERNARD 
Guide to naval strategy, 3rd ed, Princeton Univ, Press« 1944(. 

$2 >75 
Originally published in 1942, For all those interested in the first 
line of our offense and defense in the Pacific,, by a well-known nava-> 

writero 

767° navy in world war II. Day. 1943. $3 75 
An account of the service of the U.S. Havy beginning with Pearl 

Harbor* A continuation of WAR AT SEA0 
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768* DENISON, ARCHIBALD Co 
America0 s maritime history0 Putnam* 1944* $2*50 
A history of ocean transportation, especially of the U0S0 It also 
shows in a small way how the Navy, Coast Guard and Merchant Marine 
are able to perform their Interrelated tasks° 

7690 EWEECj EABL Co 
^he United States Army0 Little0 19410 $1025 
Brief, timely and with many full-color illustrations0 

770o INGRAHAM. REG 
Pirst fleet? story of the U*S0 Coast Guard at war* Bobbs* 1944c 
$3o00 
A history of the oldest naval service and an account of its funct¬ 
ions in peace and war, highlighting the variety of its activities* 

7710 METCALF, CLYDE Ho 
A history of the United States Marine Corps0 Putnam* 1939* 
$4o50 
Comprehensive history of the U*Sc Marine Corps from the time of 
the Revolution to the present* 

772o MORI SON, ELTON E* 
Admiral Sims and the modern American navy* Houghton* 1942* 
$5o00 
An appreciative "biography of a famous American naval officer of the 
early 20th century * 

?730 PRATT, FLETCHER 
The Navy, a history? the story of a service in action* Doubleday* 
19380 $4*00 
From 1775 to the world war* Aaalgwia of the fspecifically American 
elements" of our naval tradition* About half the book treats of 
the early navy under Mil* 

7740 PULESTON, WILLIAM D* 
Annapolis? gateway to the quarterdeck* Appleton* 1942* $3*00 
Story of the U0S* Naval academy at Annapolis, Md* 

775* SPROUT, HAROLD H* & SPROUT, MARGARET 
Rise of American naval power, 1776-1918* Princeton University 
Press* 19390 $3075 
A history of our naval policy* 

776* U*S* ARMY AIR FORCES 
Official guide to the Army Air Forces* Simon & Schuster* 1944* 
$20 50 a _ 
Reference book composed of inform*, tion on the UoS0 Army Air Forces 
organization, training of personnel, planes, equipment, air bases, 
maintenance and supplies* Biographical sketches of 31 generals* 

777* WAUGH, ELIZABETH D* 
West Polnto Macuio 1944* $2*50 
History of the Uhited States military academy* 
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2. Atlases. 

778. BROWN 9 ERNEST FRANCIS 
War in maps? an atlas of the New York Times maps. Orford. 1944. 
$1*50 
A presentation in maps from the eve of World War II to the present. 

779. FISHER, IRVING 
World maps and globes. Essential books. 1944. $2.50 
An invaluable aid to those who wish to study seriously the geo¬ 
graphical problems of global war and peace. 

780. HARRISON, RICHARD E* 
Look at the world? the Fortune atlas for world strategy. Knopf. 
1944. $3.50 
An atlas of maps for the air age, mostly in color,, presenting per¬ 
spective views of North America, Europe and North Africa, Asia and 
Oceania,, Many of these maps were first published in Fortune. 

781. McINNIS, EDGAR W. 
The war. vols, 1-5. Orford, 1941-1945„ $2,50 each volume 
Series on the present war. Text0 maps,, documentary appendices, 
texts of documents and chronological tables. 

782. PADLLIN, CHARLES 0. 
Atlas of the historical geography of the U.S. American Geographical 
Society. 1932. $15,00 
An excellent historical atlas. 

783. RENNER, GEORGE THOMAS, ed. 
Global geography. Crowell. 1944. $5.00 
Thirty Americans interpret the relationship of peoples, nations and 
current events in their appropriate environmental settings. 

784. A WAR ATLAS FOR AMERICANS, prepared with the assistance of the O.W. I. 
Simon & Schuster, 1944. $1.00 
Maps to help us face postwar problems realistically. 

3. General Aspects of the .Wag 

785. DAVIS, FORREST & LINDLEY, E.K. 
How war came. Simon & Schuster. 1942. $2.50 
Papers on American foreign relations from the spring of 1940 to 

Pearl Harbor. 

786. ENSQR0 ROBERT C.K. 
A miniature history of the war. Oxford. 
A brief history of the second World War, 

1945. $1.50 
from September 1939 

August 1944. 

to 

787. GREETB WILLIAM CABELL 
World words. Columbia Univ. Press. 1944. $3*^) 
A revised and enlarged edition of Professor Greet*s WAR WORDS, 
authoritative guide to the pronunciation of names in the news. 

An 
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7880 HAINES, CHARLES Go & HOFFMAN, Ho Jo 
Origins and background of the second World War0 Oxford* 19430 
$4*25 
A summary of the political conditions and events which led up to 
the outbreak of World War II0 The time covered is from about 1900 
to 19410 

789o LERNER, MAX 
Public journalo Viking* 19450 $3*00 
Selected comments on main issues of our time from the editorial 
pages of PMo 

790© MARSHALL, GENERAL GEORGE Co 
Report on the Army* July 1, 1939 to June 30, 1943* Infantry 
Journalo 19430 $* 25 

7910 MAULDIN, BILL 
Up front* Hoito 1945c $3o00 
One hundred seventy cartoons, supplemented by a text of some 40,000 
words, picture for the civilian vAiat it means to be "up front." 

792o MENEFEE, SELDEN 
Assignment U0S*A* Reynal0 19430 $3*00 
A record of a visit during the period of January to .tone 1943 to 
eighty-four different points in forty-one states, giving a picture 
of America at warc 

793* MILLER, FBANCIS To 
History of world war II* Winstone 1945c $5*00 
A one-volume history of the war on which the author and his staff 
have been working since the war began* 

7940 NEWSWEEK, editors of 
The generals and the admirals* Devin- Adair * 1945* $4o50 
A volume of short biographies of 30 noted generals and admirals of 
World War II, each illustrated with a full-page portrait drawing 
by T0H0 Chamberlain* 

795* OUR ARM! AT WAR with an introduction by George 0* Marshall* 
Harper* 1944* $3*00 
Story of American campaigns in the second world war, told in War 
Department photographs* 

796* PRATT, FLETCHER 
The Navyu s war0 Harper* 1944* $2*75 
The author had access to official Navy Department documents in re¬ 
constructing the story of some of our greatest sea battles since 
Pearl Harbor* 

797* SHIRER, WILLIAM L* 
Berlin diary* Knopf* 1941* $3*00 
The journal of a foreign correspondent from January 11, 1934 to 

December, 1940* 
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7980 SMITH0 HOWARD K* 

Last train from Berlin, Knopf * 1942c $2,75 
This study of the state of the Nazi home front as a result of the 
Russo-German War, deals in particular with conditions in the winter 
of 1941 >42, and the nation” s attitude toward the Nazi party and 
Hitler* 

799 0 SNOW, EDGAR 

People on our side* Random, 1944c $3.50 
Correspondent for the Saturday Evening Post tells of his experiences 
in Russia, China and India*, 

800* STETTINIUS, EDWARD Rv 
Lend lease, weapon for victory* Macm, 1944* $3o00 
The story of lend lease, how it came into Being and how it works, and 
of the significance of our aid to our Allies and of their aid to us* 

801,> STIMSON, HENRI L, 
Prelude to invasion Public Affairs Press* 1944* $3*25 
Reports on the progress of the war from December 1941 to June 1944„ 
The account is based upon official reports by Henry L„ Stimson, Secy, 
of War* 

802o TAYLOR, A*Mos comp* 
Language of world war II* H,.WC Wilson* 1944^ $1,25 
Slogans, captions, quotations and all the terms which have come into 
play since the war began* 

803* UoSoAt at war; U,S* Camera, 1944-46, ed* by T„J* Maloney 
Photographs seated by Edward Steichenc 2v>, Duel! 1943-44* 
$4,50 each, 
A memorable photographic record of two years11 fighting all over the 
world9 including a collection of 150 photographs selected by Edward 
Steichen, covering the history of the Navy from Pearl Harbor to the 
present* 

804c VAN SINDEREN. ADRIAN 
Pour years* Coward-McCamu 19440 $2*75 
Brief, month-by-month account of the war,, including political and 
military events from September 1939 through September 1943c 

805* VOICES OP HISTORY, 1941-1945. 4 vols« Phoenix. 1942«1945w 
$3, 50 each volume 
A collection of important speeches made by important statesmen during 
these years;. 

806* WHITE0 WALTER Pc 
A rising wind.* Doubleday0 1945* $2,00 
The author reports on the recent trip to the European theatre of 
war, made t© investigate the status of American Negro troops, and 
comes t© some conclusions about the serious international crisis in 
race relations* 

807,. YANK, editors of 
The best from Yank. Dutton, 1945,. $3,50 
An anthology of pictures3 combat storiess cartoons and special 
features from Yank,, the Army weekly„ 
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808o BROWN, JOHN MASON 

To all hand*3o McGraw-Hill* 1943* $2075 
The pieces that comprise the hook were written to he spoken as 
daily broadcasts to the 1500 soldiers and sailors aboard the flag- 
ship of the anphlbious force that formed part of the Sicilian in- 
vasionQ 

809o CORWIN, NORMAN 

On a note of triumph* Simon & Schuster0 1945* $lo50 
A broadcast delivered over C„BoSo on V-E Day hailing victory in 
Europe0 

810o EBENSTEIN, WILLIAM 
The German recordo Parrar* 19450 $3o00 
A sobering study of the German tradition,, as manifested in her 
history and culture, proving once again how eradicable the so- 
called Prussian pattern may be0 

8110 FRASER, LINDLEY M0 
Germany between two warsc Oxford Ttoiv* Press* 1945* $2*50 
A study of propaganda and war-guilt,, Professor Praser refutes the 
main articles of the National Socialist teachings on the origins 
of the war and shows how propaganda was a part of Hitler” s prepara¬ 
tion 

812o PRIED, JOHN H0Se 
The exploitation of foreign labour by Germany<> International 
labour Offic«o 1945, $1=50 
The organization, recruitment, distribution,, living and working 
conditions, and other aspects of exploitation of foreign workers 
■in Germany or under German control* 

8130 INGERSOLL, RALPH 
The battle is the pay-off0 Hareourto 1943e $2,00 
The battle of El Guettar in Tunisia as it appeared to an American 
soldier who t ook part in it„ 

814o NATHAN, OTTO & PRIED, MILTON 
Nazi economic system^ German mobilization for war* Duke Unive 
Press* 19440 $4o00 
How Germany prepared former in the years 1933=1939—an analysis 
based on careful documentation from German sources by a high 
official of the German ministry of economics before Hitler came to 
power in 19330 

8150 PYLE, ERNIE 
Here is your war* Holto 19430 $3o00 
Ernie Pyle°s newspaper reports from North Africa have been enthus¬ 
iastically read the country overc Here they are in the full-length 
form in which they were first filed, plus several thousand words of 
additional material 
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816c PYLE, ERNIE 
Brave menc Holt* 1944* $5*00 
Based largely upon his dispatches from Sicily, Anzio, England 
and France, it conveys the scope of the European war fronts, the 
variety of services involved, the men and their officers* 

817o STo JOHN ROBERT 
From the land of silent people* Doubleday 0 1943> $3*00 
An American Associated Press correspondent describes his exper¬ 
iences during the Nazi campaign in the Balkans* 

818o UoSo ARMT AIR FORCES 
Targets Germany. Simon & Schuster* 1943* $2C00 
The official account of the Eighth Bomber Command0s first year 
over Europe, authorized by the Army Air Forces, its exploits, 
history, operation and tales of combat and individual heroism* 

819* WHITE, MARGARET BOURKE 
They call it Purple Heart Valley,, Simon & Schuster* 1944* 
$2075 
A combat chronicle of the war in Italy* In 70,000 words of text 
and 112 photographs, she describes day by day life with our G„IJ* 
on the Mediterranean firing line* 

50 The Pacific 

820... ABEND, HALLETT 
Pacific charter; our destiny in Asia, Doubleday* 1943, 
$2o50 
The author contends that we must make a concrete declaration of 
our peace aims in the Pacific, and that there must be no soft 
peaceo 

821* BELDEN, JACK 
Retreat with Stilwell* Knopf. 1943* $3*00 
A history of the battle for Burma, told by the American correspondent 
who entered Burma with Chiang Kai-shek0 s annies and saw every phase 
of the struggle against the Japanese invaders* 

8220 BIAS, HUGH 
Government by assassination* Knopf* 1942* $3o00 
Japan0 s drift toward war in an analysis of the influence of the 
militarists on Japanese politics, 0 

823* CARDS, CLAYTON D. & MCNICHOLS, CHARLES L. 
Japan; its resources and industries* Harper* 19440 $2,50 
A survey of the resources of Japan - human resources, agriculture, 
animal industries, mining, transportation, finance, foreign trade 
and mnufacture. 

824* DANIEL, HAWTHORNE 
Islands of the Pacific* Putnam. 1943* $2*50 
Describes briefly over 500 single islands and groups with comments 
on the economic importance of many* 
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825o DYESS* WILLIAM EDWIN 
Dyess story* Putnam. 1944,, $2,00 
The eye witness account of the death march from Bataan and of ex¬ 
periences in Japanese prison camps* 

826 o EMBREE* JOHN F* 
The Japanese nation* Farrar* 1945* $3*00 
The nature of the Japanese social structured-government0 education* 
religion* family* national attitudes and ‘behavior* 

8270 FLEISHER,, WILFRID 
What to do with Japan* Doubleday* 1945* $2o00 
A concise* informed discussion of the question of imperial Japan 
in a democratic postwar world* 

828* GREW* JOSEPH Co 
Report from Tokyo,. Simon & Schuster0 1942* $lo50 
A collection ef speeches and statements all stressing the point that 
Japan is seriously Lent on universal conquest and the establishment 
of a universal slave state* 

829, GREW* JOSEPH C 
Ten years in Japan? a c ontemporary record drawn from his diaries 
and private and official papers* 1932-1942* Simon & Schuster® 
1944, $3o?5 
A history of the author0 s ten year effort to preserve the peace,, 

830o HARRINGTON, FRED HARVEY 
God0 mammon and the Japanese® Univ, of Wisconsin Press* 1944* 
$3,75 
A sober* scholarly study of American relations with Korea as re¬ 
flected in the activities of Dr0 Horace No Allen* an American 
missionary,, 

831, KERSEY JOHN 
Into the valley? a skirmish of the marines, Knopf* 1943* 
$2,00 
A vivid account of one small incident on Guadalcanal bringing home 
to the reader, the feel* sounds and sight of modem war,, 

832* IND* ALLISON 
Bataan the judgement seat* Macm0 1944* $3o50 
A detailed diary of an intelligence officer* Army Air Corps* giving 
a record of the saga of the Philippine command of the UoS0 Army Air 
Force* May 1941 to May 19420 

833* JENSEN* OLIVER Oo 
Carrier war0 Simon & Schuster, 1945o $*50 
A first-hand account of America0 s new big aircraft carriers—the 
biography of Task Force 58, from the start of the great Pacific 
offensive to the present® 

834* KEESINGo FELIX Mo 
Native peonies of the Pacific wrld, Macra,, 1945* $3,00 
An over-all picture of the origin, history* present life* customs 
and beliefs* language* government, etc,* of the Pacific Island 
peopleSo Well illustrated* 
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835. LAMOTT, WILLIS C© 

Hippon; the crime and punishment of Japan. Day© 1944© $2.50 
The author has had lived for 19 years in Japan, exposes her^the 
modem Japanese mind and how it was createdo 

8360 LASKER., BHJNO 

Asia on the move© Holto 1945© $3o00 

^Pfach to the significance of migrations in the Jar 
Eastp the historical Backgrounds„ varying causes and the indications 
of postwar prospeets0 Issued under the auspices of the American 
Council of Pacific Relations,, American 

837o LASKER, BRUNO 

Peoples of southeast Asia© Knopf* 1944© $3o00 
Prepared under the auspices of the American Council of the Institute 
of Pacific Relations,, this hook discusses the economic and social 
conditions in the past and the part they will play in the postwar 
reconstruction., F 

838„ LAWSON, TED W0 

thirty seconds over Tokyo, Random,, 1943* $2©00 
A first hand account of the Doolittle raid over Tokyo in 1942., 

839© MAKI0 JOHN M© 

Japanese militarism; Its cause and cure* Knopf* 19450 $3o00 
A detailed investigation of the key concepts of the Japanese 
people hy an American of Japanese descent.. 

840c MILLERp MAX 
Daybreak for our carrier* Whittlesey House* 1944* $2© 50 
Vivid text and photographs present a revealing view of every aspect 
of life aboard one of our great aircraft carriers during a dangerous 
mission in the Pacific* 

841* OSBORN., FAIRPULD- ed* 
The Pacific world; its vast distances, its lands and the life upon 
them and its people0 Norton* 1944© $3*00 
An overfall picture of the ccean islands,, the plants and animals, 
the people,, stars,, climate and winds* 

842* ROB SON & R©W, 
The Pacific Island handbooks 1944* Macm© 1945© $4o50 
^or each island the following topics are covered^ administration,, 
anthropology,, history of the territory, population communication, 
missionaries,, economics,, industry,, health. Ihe war and its chrono¬ 
logy and effects,, native labor and labor conditions* 

843* ROMULO; CARLOS 
I saw the fall of the Philippines© Doubleday© 1943© $3.00 
A moving story of the battle of the Philippines by a native 
Tillpinoo 

844* St, JOHN,, JOSEPH To 
Leyte calling* Vanguard* 1945© $2©00 
The story of a young American soldier who escaped when the Japanese 
conquered the Philippines and lived with the natives on Leyte and 
Mindanao for more than two years* 
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845o SCOTT, ROBERT LEE . 

God is my eo~pilot<> Scribner® 1943® $2*50 

chL^u^rchi^i811 •toeric“ puot in “d«*« 

846o SHERROD, ROBERT LEE 

!“**?•,*5; S!,0Fof a batUe° Duell» lg44» $30oo 
Detaiied first hand report of the U„S„ Marine invasion of Tarawa 
atoll in November 19430 larawa 

847„ TAYLOR, GEORGE E0 

America in the new PacifiCo Macm0 1942* $lc75 
“ij*1? of the reasons for our war with Japan and a study of 

the differing philosophies of East and West* ^ 

848o TIMPKRLEY , HlROLD Jg 

Japan- a world problemo Dayc 1942c $1*75 

iJSlSS 2S5T* “• “1J **■ "»*•■“» 
849o TOLISCHJS, OTTO D* 

Through Japanese eyes0 Reynal* 1945® $2*00 
Jrom the speeches and writings of Japanese militarist** statesmen 
and intellectuals, the author has selected excerpts which give a 

true picture of the Japanese ideology which dominated their national 
life and led to the present war0 

850& TOLISCHUS, OTTO DAVID 
Tokyo record® Reynale 1943c $3*00 
A chronological record of events from January 24, 1941 to August 
25, 1942, by a Tokyo correspondent of the New York Times* 

8510 TREGASKIS, RICHARD WILLIAM 
Guadalcanal diary0 Blue Bibbon* 1943* $1„00 
^he diary begins on Sunday, July 26, 1942, on a transport bound 
for a destination still unknown It tells of the fierce preparation 
by naval guns that proceded the landings on Guadalcanal on August 
7th, and of the landing itselfo 

8520 WALLACE, HENRY A, 
Our job in the Pacifice Institute of Pacific Affairs* 19440 
$o25 
Mr0 Wallace maintains that the U0S0 must take the lead ^n bringing 
defeated Japan and all the colonial people of the Pacific into the 
ranks of a wfree Asia” after the war, and must, for its own sake, 
cooperate with the nations of Asia in a program to raise living 
standards throughout the Orient0 

8530 WARD, ROBERT So 
Asia for the Asiatics? Uaiv® of Chicago Press* 19450 $3e00 
A factual description,of Japanese techniques of occupation* 

8540 WHITE, OSMAR 
Green armour0 Norton© 1945® $3® 00 
A first-hand account of the horrors of warfare in the New Guinea 
jungles, the help given by the natives and a vivid description of 
the arild, yet beautiful, country 0 
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855, WHITE, WILLIAM L, 
They were expendable, Harcourt, 1942c $2.00 
A record of Motor Torpedo Boat Squadron 3 in the ill-fated Philippine 
campaign-. 

856c WOLEEETo IRA 

American guerrilla in the Philippines, Simon & Schuster,, 1945 
$2,50 
The story of the guerrillas who fought heroically and unceasingly 
in the Jap-occupied Philippines told by Ira Wolfert through the 
experiences of Lt* I0D Richardson* 

60 .Peace and Postwar Plaining 

857, AMERICAN ACADEMY OP POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 
A challenge to peacemakers, ed, by Joseph S, Roucek (The annals 
volo 232 9 March 1944) The Academy. 1944„ ‘ $2,00 
Twenty-four articles classified under the heads,0 backgrounds8 
Nationalistic ideology and goals* Central-eastern Europe and 
World War II0 Peace planning and reconstruction, 

8580 AMERICAN ACADEMY OP POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Postwar jobs for veterans, ed. by Paul Webblnk, (The annals 
volo 238, March 1945) „ The Academy, 1945- $2,50 
Twenty-two articles on various aspects of the adjustment of 
veterans are grouped under four headsg Dimensions of the problems 
Government measures to assist the veterans Special problems in the 
reabsorption of veteranss The need for a positive policy. 

859o BAILEY, IffiOMAS ANDREW 
Woodrow Wilson and the lost peace* Haem. 1944., $3,00 
A critical analysis of the part played by the U,So in the making 
of the world settlement of 1919, with particular attention to 
Wilson and to American public opinion,, pointing out some mistakes 
that were made then and which ought not to be duplicated now* 

860. BAILEY, THOMAS ANDREW 
Woodrow Wilson and the great betrayal, Macm* 1945, $3o00 
Like the companion study WOODROW WILSON AND THE LOST PEACE, it 
reinterprets the basic facts that doomed our membership in the 
League of Nations, Emphasizing the role public opinion played in 
keeping America out of the League, the author makes a plea for a 
wiser interpretation of today0 s issues in the light of Wilson0 s 
failure So 

Univ* of North Carolina Press, 1944c 
861 r- BARTLETT, BUHL JACOB 

League to enforce peace* 
$2 <>50 
A careful analysis of the development in this country of the 
sentiment for a league to enforce peace* 

862 BARUCH, BERNARD M* & HANCOCK, JOHN 
War and postwar adjustment policies* American Council on Public 
Affairso 19440 $1^00 
The text of the Baruch-Hancock report as submitted to Director of 
War Mobilization, Byrnes, February 15, 1944, and related document8r. 
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863. BASCH, ANTONIN 4 

A price for peace,, Columbia Univ. Press. 1945. $2.60 
A Czechoslovakian economist analyses the causes of the disruption 
of European economy and presents a plan for developing healthy 
markets for European products. Plea for economic cooperation on 
an international basis. 

864. BECKER, CARL L. 
How new will the better world bef Knopf. 1944. $2.60 
A discussion of postwar reconstruction. 

865o BINGHAM, ALFRED M. 
Practice of idealism. Duell. 1944. $2.00 
A discussion of the problems to be faced in the postwar world and 
how they can be solved. 

866. BLOCH, HENRY SIMON & HOSELITZ, B. 
Economics of military occupation, selected problems. Foundation 
Press. 1944. $1.25 
Currency regulation, banking, production control, taxation and price 
control in a country occupied by invading military forces. 

867. BONSAI, STEPHEN 
Unfinished business. Doubleday. 1944. $3.00 
Pertinent source material on the Versailles treaty and the drafting 
of the League covenant by Woodrow Wilson®s confidential interpreter 
at the Peace Conferenced 

868. BOULDING, KENNETH E. 
The economics of peace. Prentice. 1945. $3.75 
A program for forestalling and solving postwar economic problems, 
following the economic theories advanced by Keyes in England and 
Hansen in America. 

869. BRUNER, JEROME S. 
Mandate from the people. Duell. 1944. $2.75 
Summaries of recent polls conducted by several polling organizations 
reveal public sentiment on international issues relating to the 
peace, and on the postwar home front. 

870. CALLANDER, HARO ID 
A preface to peace. Knopf. 1944. $3.00 
A plea for the abandonment of American isolationism and for an 
alliance with Britain and Russia as the practical means of avoiding 
future wars. 

871. CARR, EDWARD H. 
Conditions of peace. Macm. 19420 $2.50 
A book which looks toward an interim period of reconstruction before 
any peace terms are to be signed. 

872. CHASE, STUART 
Goals for America. Twentieth Century Fund. 1942. $1.00 
A summary of our available resources and an estimate of what we will 
need to provide decent minimum living standards for all our people 

after the war. 
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873© CHEENE, LEO Do 
The rest of your life© Doubleday© 1944o $2© 75 
The author outlines many rosy possibilities for the postwar world 
and with them probabilities which have a definitely gloomy casto 

874o CLEVELAND, REGINALD Mo & NEVILLE, L0 
The coming air age0 Whittlesey Houseo 1944c $2075 
Practical prophetics, as the authors examine in considerable detail 
the aircraft and the economics of the coming air ageQ 

875© CONDLIFFB, JOHN Bo 
Agenda for a postwar worldo Nortone 1942* $2©50 
Industrial and agricultural adjustments, social security, 1 end- 
lease settlements, reparations and other economic aspects of the 
immediate postwar situation 

8760 DALLIN- DAVID J0 
The big three; the United States, Britain, Russia0 Yale Uhivc 
Presso 19450 $2©75 
An appraisal of the elements of dynamic power and their balance in 
the postwar world; the dangers of conflict and the chance for a 
functional peace© 

877© DAVIS, HARRIET Bo 0 ed© 
Pioneers in world order© Columbia,, 19440 $2©75 
An American appraisal of the League of Nations by 17 Americans, 
each distinguished in American public life and associated profess¬ 
ionally with the League for some years© 

878© DuBOIS, VoEo BUBGHARDT 
Color and democracy^ colonies and peace© Harcourto 1945© 
$2o00 
A challenge to postwar peace plans from the point of view of the 
750 million colored peoples in white empires throughout the world 
who have no spokesmen under the Dumbarton Oaks plan© 

879© FEISp HERBERT 
The sinews of peace© Harper0 19440 $2©50 
The author, economic adviser in the State Department for thirteen 
years, discusses what our policy should be regarding the basic 
economic issues of that peace© 

880© FINE, SHERWOOD _ _ « 
Public spending and postwar economic policy© Columbia Univ© 
Press© 19440 $2©50 
An evaluation of the New Deal fiscal policy and a program for 
economic security in the postwar world© 

881© FLEMING, DENNA FRANK _ a 
The United States and the World Court© Doubleday© 1945© 

Tta°i5-year fight for and final defeat of American participation 
in the international peace structure after World War I, by a 
competent authority© 
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Oxfordo 1944, 

8820 PRAENKEL0 ERNST 

Military occupation and the role of law® 
$3® 50 

An analysis of the occupation government in the Rhineland 1918= 
19230 This should prove valuable for an understanding of the 
problems that will confront the occupation regime in Germany at 
the close of the present var0 

883o GALLOHAT, GSOEGE Bo 

Postwar planning 3n the United. Stateso Twentieth Century Kind,, 
19420 $®60 
Analyzes the plans and publications of the 100 or more agencies 
in this country which are planning for the period after the war® 

8840 GLUECKe, SHELDON 

War criminals? their prosecution and punishmente Knopf0 1944o 
$3® 00 
An approach to the issues of international and municipal law, of 
military and non-military law, of domestic and foreign public 
policy, of criminology and penology9 and of social psychology and 
social ethics involved in a program for the treatment of war 
criminals o 

8850 GOTTSCHAIE, MAX & DUKER, ABRAHAM Go 
Jews in the postwar worldo Dryden® 1945e $3® 00 
An extroardinarily objective and scholarly approach to the whole 
Palestinian question-^past, present and future® 

886o GUTKIND, E®A® 
Creative demobilization0 Oxfordo 19440 $6o00 2 vols0 
A survey of the principles which must guide planning on a 
national scale® Covers agricultural and industrial aspects0 

887o HAW, GEORGE NIKOLANS 
International monetary cooperation® Univc of North Carolina 
Presso 19450 $4® 00 
The author holds that international monetary cooperation can best 
be accomplished by projecting into the international field the 
principles of central banking® 

888e HANSEN, ALVIN Ho 
America0 s role in the world economy® Norton0 1945c $2® 50 
The international machinery in the economic and financial fields 
that will be needed for a world political organization is the 
theme of this timely book® 

889o HARRIS, SEYMOUR E®, ed® 
Postwar economic problemso McGraw® 1943e $3®50 
Various theories and divergent opinions about the economics of 
the postwar world expressed by 23 contributors® 

890® HART, RICHARD 
Marching home0 Arco® 1944® $1®89 
A war and postwar handbook for service men and families® 

891,, HEMLEBEN, SYLVESTER JOHN 
Plans for world peace through six centuries® Univ® of Chicago 
Press® 19430 $2® 50 

Historical background and development of the idea of organization 
for peace® 
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8920 HOFFMAN* BOSS J0So 

Durable peace0 Oxford® 1944® $lc75 
A study in American national policy* and an analysis of the 
problems which will face the postwar worldo 

893® HOOVEB* HERBERT & GIBSON* HUGH 

The basis of lasting peace0 Van Nostrand® 19450 $1®00 
Seven specific suggestions for the improvement of the Dumbarton 
Oaks proposals* together with the recommendation regarding American 
procedures* and some final advice on the timing of the setting up 
of the new Charter.) 

8940 HUSZAR* GEORGE BD de * ed0 

New perspectives of peaceQ Univ® of Chicago Press« 1944® 
$2o50 
A series of lectures on making and keeping the peace given at 
the University of Chicago by eleven faculty members in terms of 
their specialties., 

8950 LATTIMQRE* OWEN 

Solution in Asia® Little* 19450 $2®00 
A statement of the main issues of the Asiatic dilemma and a blue¬ 
print for the future., 

8960 LIPPMANN* WALTER 
UoSc war aims,. Little® 1944® $1®S0 
Mro Lippmann takes issue with those who demand a postwar Federa¬ 
tion as a governing body and presents his own conviction that 
security lies in achieving international order through coordina¬ 
tion of groups of national states® 

897® LORWIN* LEWIS L® 
Postwar plans of the United Nations® Twentieth Century Fundo 
1943® $2® 90 
Survey of the postwar plans* made or being made* for the internal 
development of the thirty-three United Nations® 

898® LOBWIN* LEWIS L® 
Time for planning® Harper® 1945® $3®00 
Social-economic theory and program for the 20th century® A 
compilation of essays* articles and pamphlet material re-edited 
which show that business and government can work together for 

full employment and peace® 

899® MALLEBY* 0®T® 
Economic union and durable peace® Harper® 1943® $2®00 
Illuminating and thought-provoking® The author°s theory of economic 
union is based on the Hull reciprocal trade agreement program and 
the present initiative of our government as stated in point 4 of 

the Atlantic Charter® 

900® MILLSPAUGH* ARTHUB C® ^ 
Peace plans and American choices? the pros and cons of world 
order® Brookings Institute® 1942® $lo00 
Description of various peace plans with argument for and against 

each of them® 
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901o MOCK* JAMES R0 & THURBER* E0 

f^OO* °n de”0bUi2ati0n° Univ” of Oklahoma Press. 1944. 

°f Ti”e" With “ V «» 

902. MOULTON, HAROLD G. & MARLIO,, LOUIS 

The control of Germany and Japan. 
1944. $2.00 

A comprehensive analysis of the task of preventing Germany and 
Japan from rearming after this war is over. 

Brookings Institution, 

903o MTHAN9 ROBERT R0 

Mobilizing for abundance,, McGraw„ 19440 $2000 

A plea for postwar economy based upon the principle of abundance 

904o PEPPER* NATHANIEL 

America0 s place in the world,, Viking„ 1945„ $2,75 

Believing that the political alternatives that face America in the 
postwar world are militant imperialism, power alliances or inter¬ 
national cooperation under law* the author advocates participation 
in an international organization and indicates the first steps for 

905o PEFEER9 NATHANIEL 

Basis for peace in the Par Baste Harper0 1942o $2o50 
This book argues the thesis that with respect to the Par East the 
UoSo is confronted with the necessary choice of either preventing 
future wars or fighting in them0 

906o PREPACKS TO PEACE 

A symposiume Simon & Schuster0 1943„ $3„50 
Views on peace and reconstruction by Wendell Willkie, Herbert 
Hoover, Hugh Gibson* Henry Wallace and Sumner WelleSo 

907o RODIN* HARRY R„ 

Armistice 19180 Yale Uhiv„ Press*. 19440 $5„00 
The official history of the armistice* proving conclusively that 
the Armistice was sought by the Germans and was not a stab in the 
back a Important documentary evidence for the peace to come„ 

908o SCHNAPPER0 MORRIS BARTEL 9 ed0 

United Nations agreements0 American Council on Public Affairs0 
19440 $3075 
A comprehensive collection of agreements drawn up between various 
members of the United Nations0 

909 o SHOT WELL* JAMES T„ 

The great decision,. Macm0 1944o $3o00 
An informed and realistic book surveying the problems of adminis¬ 
tration of the United Nations for war and peace,, 

910. SPYKMANp NICHOLAS JOHN 
The geography of the peace,. Ear court „ 1944„ $2„75 
The author0 s thesis is that world planning for peace must be world 
geography,, 
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911o STEWART, MAXWELL 

Buildi-ng for peBXJ® at home and ahroado Harper* 1943c $2o50 

*or Affairs Committee presents a sober, realistic 
sxrnrey of domestic and international peace prohlemso Jobs at home 
peace abroad are the central themes* 

912c, TOLLEY, HOWARD R0 

The farmer citizen at war,, Macm, 1943, $2,50 

ftirreys the effects of the past ten years of government planning: 

responsibility toward winning the war, points 
out neys to achieve postwar agricultural stability,, 

913, VISSON, ANDRE 

®he coming struggle for peace, Yiking, 1944, $3,00 

“?n"par\isaa di80uBsion of the political and ethnic 
^ complex rivalries, both internal and between 

nations, which must be considered when the war is over* 

914c WALLACE, HENRY A* 

Ihe century of the common manQ Reynalo 1943e $lo50 
fifteen telling addresses on world problemso 

9150 WAXLACE0 HEHRY Ao 

The price of free world victory* Fischer* 1942* $*75 
The Vice President0s famous "century of the common man" speech 
which has been generally accepted as an enunciation of the war 
aims of the United Nations* 

916c WALLACE, HENRY Ao 

Sixty million jobs* Simon & SchusterD 1945e $lo00 
Discusses in detail the possibilities of full employment in America— 
government responsibilities in foreign trade, social security 
public health, housing and education* 

917o WELLES, SUMNER, ed* 

An intelligent American0 s guide to the peaceo Dryden* 1945c 
$3*75 

A discussion of 86 independent nations and major dependent peoples 
and their stakes in the postwar worldo 

9180 WELLES, SUMNER 

The time for decision* Harper* 1944* $3*00 
Mr0 Welles urges the vital need for immediately setting up effective 
machinery for settling international problems, and proposes a 
specific plan for world organization* 

919* WELLES, SUMNER 

World of the four freedoms* Columbia Uhiv* Press* 1943* 
$1*75 

A collection of speeches by the Undersecretary of State, delivered 
during the last three years* 

920* WHITTON, JOHN B* 

The second chance* Princeton Univ* Press* 1944* $2*50 
A symposium on America and the peace attempting to clarify some of 
the issues and to state as realistically as possible what America 
should do to get rid of war andlhe threat of war* The authors are 
all members of the Princeton group for the study of postwar internat¬ 
ional problems* 
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921 o WILLIAMS, JOHN Ho 

Postwar monetary plans and other essays0 
hook dealing with the problems of economic 

domestic and international aspectSo 

Knopf0 1944® $2o50 
stability in both its 

9220 WILLKIE, WENDELL L© 

One worldo Simon & Schustere 1943© $2© 00 
A plea for unity and understanding among all the peoples of the 
globe© 

9230 WINNER, EDITH & LLOYD, GEORGIA 

Searchlight on peace plans© Dutton0 1944© $5©00 
Some 200 specific proposals to unite nations dating from 1306 to 
1944© 

924© ZURCHER, ARNOLD J0 & PAGE, RICHMOND* eds© 

America0s place in the world economya N©Y0 University© 
Institute on postwar reconstruction© 1945© $3o00 
Postwar problems on the economic and social front are discussed 
by competent authorities in their respective fields© 

7© &fihab.UitaUQn 

9250 CARTWRIGHTp MORSE A0 

Marching home0 Teachers College© 1944c $©25 
Educational and social adjustments after the war© 

926© DOUGHERTY, NoF© 

Occupational planning for tomorrow© Smith© 1944© $2©75 
A discussion of the training and promotion of leaders in industry© 

927© NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

Psychology for the returning serviceman; prepared by a Committee 
of the Council; ed© by Irvin L© Child and Marjorie Van de Water© 
Infantry Journal© 1945© $©25 

928© NEUSCHUTZp LOUISE 

Jobs for the physically handicapped© Ackerman© 1944© $3©00 
A discussion for both civilian and war wounded© Specific suggest** 
ions for the vocational readjustment of the physically handicapped- 
cardiac cases, deaf, blind and others, 

929© PINTITER0 RUDOLF and others 

The psychology of the physically handicapped© Crofts© 1941© 
$3© 00 
A text for professional workers in schools, hospitals, psychological 
clinics, guidance bureaus, rehabilitation centers and convalescent 
homes© 

930© PRATT 0 GEORGE K© 
Soldier to civilian; problems of readjustment. McGraw© 1944© 

$2 ©50 
An eminent psychiatrist deals in simple language with the problems 
of readjustment faced by all returning service men© 
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9310 SHARON, HENRIETTA. Bo 

It°s good to be alive© Doddo 1945,, $2©50 

A human interest account of the wounded men in our Army and Navy 

hospitals in words and drawings© It is a record of the excellent 
rehabilitation work being done for these men as well as a warning 
that there is much that civilians can do when our men leave the 
hospital© 

x. nonos 

lo American Classics 

9320 QPINN, ARTHUR H0 

Aaalcan fiction; an historical and critical survey© Apoleton- 
Gentury© 1936© $5©00 
Covers both novel and short story0 

933© VAN DOREN0 CARL 

Kie American novel, 1789-1939© rev© and enl© ed© Macm© 1940© 
$3© 00 

A history of the progress of native fiction© 

934© CABLE, GEORGE WASHINGTON 

Ole Creole days© Scribner© 1879© $2©50 
A sympathetic description of people and places combined with a 
gentle pathos and <jaiet humor© 

935© CHURCHILL, WINSTON 

Crisis© Macm© 1901© $2©50 

The Civil War days in the Mississippi valley© 

936© CHURCHILL, WINSTON 

Richard Carvel© Macm© 1899© $2©50 
Romance of the Revolutionary period in autobiographical form© 

937© CLEMENS, SAMUEL L, (Mark Twain, pseudo) 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Ulus© 
by Norman Rockwell©, Heritage reprints© 2v© $3,50 

938© COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE 
The last of the Mohicans© Putnam© 1826© $2©50 
The second of the LEATHER-*STOCKING TALES and dealing with the 
French and Indian War in 1757© 

939© CRANE, STEPHEN 

Red badge of courage© Appleton-Century© 1895© $2©50 
A realistic description of experiences of a private in the Civil 
War© 

940© DELAND, MARGARET 
Old Chester tales© Harper© 1898© $2©50 
Short stories of a small town in Pennsylvania© 
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941o FREEMAN, MARY E0 (Wilkins) 

Best short stories of Mary E* Wilkins, Harper* 1927* $2o00 
Terse, realistic stories of penurious life in a Massachusetts 
village* 

942, GARLAND, HAMLIN 

Main-travelled roads0 Harper0 1899* $1,50 
Six stories of the Mississippi valley* 

9430 HALE, EDWARD EVERETT 

Man without a country, Random* 1863* $1*00 
Stirring patriotic story0 

944c HARRIS, JOEL Co 

Uncle Remus, his songs and his sayings, Appleton-Century0 $2,00 
Folk-tales of the Southern Negro told to a little hoy hy an old 
darky0 . 

945* HARTE, BRET 

Luck of Roaring Camp and other stories0 Macm0 1870, $1*00 
Famous stories of California in the gold rush* 

9460 HAWTHORNEo NATHANIEL 
Complete novels end selected tales. Modem Library* 1937* 
$lo45 
By one of America”s great literary artists* 

9470 HOWELLS, WILLIAM DEAN 
Rise of Silas Lapham* Houghton* 1884* $2*50 
A novel with an ordinary American business man for a hero, 

9480 JACKSON, HELEN Mo 
Ramona, Little • 18840 $2*50 
A romance of southern California, 

9490 JAMES, HENRY 
Great short novels of Henry James* Dial* $4*00 

950. JEWETT, SARAH 0o 
Best storieso 2 vols0 Houghton0 1925<> $4o00 

Stories of New England life0 

951* McFEE, WILLIAM 
Casuals of the sea. Modem Library* 1916* $*95 
Story of a brother and a sister who drift rather aimlessly through 

life, 

9520 MELVILLE, HERMAN 
Moby Dick* Modem Library* $*95 
Good and evil projected on a heroic scale* 

9530 

953a o 

POE, EDGAR A* 
Complete tales and poems* Modem Library* 1938* $1*25 
Tales that have probably influenced more foreign writers than 

any other American author0 

STOWE, HARRIET BEECHER 
Uncle Tom°s cabin* Houghton* 1869* 
Plantation life before the Civil War* 

$2*00 
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954o WHARTON„ EDITH 

Ethan Prome* Scrihner0 191I0 $1*76 
A grim triangle tragedy of New England* 

955c WILSON9 HARRY L0 

Haggles of Red Gap* Grosset* 1914* $*75 
An English manservant among the nouveau riche of Red Gap, Wash¬ 
ington „ 

9560 WISTERd OWEN 

The Virginian^ a horseman of the plains* Grosset* 1902o 
$1*00 
An eastern tenderfoot in Wyoming* 

2c Hftdera Pietion 

957o ALLEN, HERVEY 

Anthony Adverse* Farrar0 1933* $2*00 
An adventurer who in Napoleon0 s time sees the world so passion¬ 
ately and eventfully that the record of it takes up 1200 pages* 

958* ANDERSONSHERWOOD 

Winesburg9 Ohio* Modern Library* 1919* $*95 
Tales of Ohio small town life by a writer of maxked influences on 
other writers* 

959* BAKER0 DOROTHY 
Young man with a horn0 Houston* 1938* $2*50 
The first significant novel depicting the world of jazz music* 

960* BARNES, MARGARET A* 
Years of grace* Grosset* 1939* $1*00 
A novel about two generations, contrasting the quiet years of 
grace of the 19th century with the post war confusion of the 

1920s in Chicago * 

961* BEMBLMANS, LUDWIG 
The blue Danube* Viking* 1945* $3*00 
A nostalgic story of some little people under Nazi rule* 

962* BENET, STEPHEN VINCENT 
Devil and Daniel Webster,. Farrar* 1937* $1*00 
A short story which embodies a New England legend* 

963* BENET, STEPHEN VINCENT 
Twenty five short stories* Sun Dial* 1943* $1*49 
An anthology including the best of Mr* Benet°s shorter prose 

work* 

964* BIERCE, AMBROSE 
In the midst of life* Modern Library* 1927* $*95 
Tales of soldiers and civilians reminiscent of Poe* 
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965o BOYD9 JAMES 

BrumSo Scribner* 1925* $2o50 

Publication of this Revolutionary story marked the modem trend 
toward accuracy and less sentimentality in historical fiction0 

966c BOYD, JAMES 

Marching on0 Scribner0 1927* $2*50 

A story of the south during the Civil War as reflected in the ex¬ 
periences of a Southern boy in the army and later in a Northern 
prison0 

967o BROMFIELD, LOUIS 

The green bay treec Grosseto 1924* $lo00 
A scathing denunciation of modern political, business0 and social 
ethic So 

968« BROWN, HARRY 

A walk in the sunQ Knopf 0 19440 $2o00 

Picture of an American platoon, which lands at an unspecified 
beach in Italy, proceeds inland six miles and attacks a German- 
held farmhouse0 

969 o BULOSAX CARLOS 

The laughter of my father0 Harcourto 19440 $2o00 
The exploits of a fabulous father, told against a Philippine set- 
tingo 

970o CALDWELL, ERSKINE 

Storieso Duello 1944® $2*50 
Twenty-four representative storiesc 

9710 CARR0LL9 GIADYS 

As the earth turnso Grosseto 1935* $1*00 
On a Maine farm, winter work gives way to spring planting followed 
by summer reaping and harvesting in the fall, sb the earth turns, 

972C CATHERr, WILLA 

My Antonia o Hough tone 1918c> $2o50 
The courage of Bohemian peasant life on the Nebraska prairies 
beautifully and simply toldo 

973o CHASE 9 MARI ELLEN 
Mary Peterso Macm* 19340 $lo00 
A life steadied and broadened by a heritage from the seaf 

9740 CHASE, MARY ELLEN 

Windswepto Macm0 1941c $2n75 
The American way at its wisest and besto 

975t> DAYENPORT9 MARCU 
Valley of decision* Scribner0 1942„ $2*50 
Three generations of a Pittsburgh steel dynastyc 

976o DAVIS, HAROLD Lc 
Honey in the horn* Grosseto 19370 $lo00 
Oregon homesteading in which history and fable combine* 
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977o DOS PASSOSp JOHN 

UoSoAo 3 Vo in 1» Modern Library* $1*45 
A cross section of American life from 1900 through the postwar 
boomr weaving together the careers of representative individuals 
ranging from migrant laborers to those in high society0 

978* DEE I SEE 0 THEODOEE 

An American tragedy*, 2 v„ in 1„ 1925* Garden City* $*98 
A typical American youth and the unconquerable forces of environ¬ 
ment and heredity* 

979* EDMONDS0 WALTER 

Drums along the Mohawk* Little* 1936* $2*75 
A frontier settlement invaded by the American Bevolution* 

980. EHRLICH, LEONARD 

God0s angry man* Simon &Schuster* 1932* $2*50 
Powerful story of John Brown, martyred for his belief in himself 
as the instrument of God, called to abolish slavery. 

981* PAST, HOWARD 

Citizen Tom Paine* Duell* 1943* $2*75 

The author has produced a vivid picture of Paine0s mode of writing, 
idiosyncrasies, and character* 

982. PEEBER, 

Saratoga trunk* Doubleday„ 1941. $2*50 
Life in New Orleans and Saratoga in the 1880s. 

983. PEEBER, 

So big* Grosset* 1924* $1*00 
The story of a mother whose courage brings her the satisfaction 
of a life richly lived, and of her materialistic son, whose 
“success” proved meaningless. 

984* PIELD, RACHEL 

And now tomorrow. Macm* 1942* $2*75 
A character study of Emily Blair, whose family owned the Blair 
Mills in a New England town* 

985. PIELD, RACHEL 

Time out of mind* Macnu 1937* $2.50 
A log book of the happenings which chained a woman to her past. 

986. PISHER,DOROTHY CANFIELD 

Bent twig* Grosset* 1915* $1*00 
Life in a midwestern university town. 

987* PISHER, DOROTHT CANPIELD 

Seasoned timber* Harcourt* 1939* $2*50 
In this study of a poor academy in rural Vermont the author has 
symbolized the struggle between dictatorship and democracy* 

988. PISHER, VARDIS 
Children of God* Harcourt, 
A panorama of the Mormons* 

1939, $3*00 
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989 o PLAVIN, MARTIN 

Journey in the dark© Harper., 1943. $2.75 

A cross-section of American life during the last sixty years as 
reflected hy the life of a successful man., 

990o POSTER, MICHAEL 

American dream© Morrow© 1937© $3.00 

A historical novel dealing with three generations of an American 
family in which the author discovers that American dream which 
had been the guiding spirit of his pioneer forebears© 

9910 GLASGOW, ELLEN 

Barren groundo Modern Library., 1936. $095 

The barrenness is that of small southern holdings conquered by one 
girl with vision© One of the most powerful novels ever written by 
an American woman© 

992© GLASGOW, ELLEN 

In this our life© Grosset© 1942© $1©00 

An ironic commentary upon human c haracter in defeat and frustration© 

993© GOODRICH, MARCUS 

Delilah© Parrar© 1941© $2©75 
The destroyer, she°s a lady© 

994© HEMINGWAY, ERNEST 

Parewell to arms© Grosset© 1929© $1„00 
Story of an American who enlisted with the Italian army during the 
first World War© 

995© HEMINGWAY, ERNEST 

Por whom the bell tolls© Scribner© 1940© $2©75 
The Spanish Civil War seen through the eyes of an American volunteer. 

996© HEMINGWAY, ERNEST 

Portable Hemingway© Viking© 1944© $2„00 
Brings together the best of a varied cross section of his work© 

997© HERGESHEIMER, JOSEPH 

Three black Pennys© Grosset© $1©00 
Three generations of Pennsylvania iron masters described in episodes. 

998© HERSEY, JOHN 
A bell for Adano© Knopf© 1944© $2©50 
A deeply disturbing story of the American invasion of Italy. 

999© HEYWARD, DuBOSE ' 
Porgy© Grosset© $1©00 
Negro comedy and tragedy in Catfish Row, written with sympathy and 

respect© 

1000© HOBART, A©T© 
Their own country© Bobbs© 1940© $2©50 
American middle-class family keeping its integrity and courage in 

the face of insecurity© 
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1001 „ HUGHES „ LANGSTON 

Not without laughtero Knopf., 1930„ $2,50 
The story of a little hoy growing up in a Negro family.; 

1002o KANTOR, MacKINLAY 

Happy land, Cowardo 1942* $2.50 

Nothing could he more American than this story of a young hoy 
growing up in a snail mid we stem town just before World War II 
days, 

1003„ LA JARGE0 OLIVER 

Laughing hoy, Houghton* 1929, $2*50 

Modem Indian life and effect on it of contact with white man's 
civilization, 

1004<> LANE, ROSE E, 

Let the hurricane roarc Longman Greens, 1933, $lo50 
Pioneer courage in the Dakotas, told with simple drama, 

1005* LARDNER0 RING 

Collected short stories* Modern Library* 1941* $*95 
A collection of short stories by an author who raised illiterate 
speech to heights that gave him fame long before his craftsmn- 
ship was recognized, 

1006* LEWIS, SINCLAIR 

Arrowsmitho Modem Library* 1933* $1.79 
The story of an idealistic American physician and his struggle 
with the materialists who seek to dominate his life and work* 

1007o LEWIS, SINCLAIR 

Dodswortho Harcourt® 19390 $1*49 
Samuel ^odsworth, retired at 400 grows away from an ambitious wife 
in his quest for new values, 

1008. LONDON9 JACK 

Best short stories of Jack London* Sun Dial, 1945* $1*00 
Twenty one short stories selected from his writings* 

1009* LONDON, JACK 

Call of the wild* Grosset* 1903* $1*00 
Biography of a dog who relapses into wolfdom, 

1010. McKAY, ALLIS 

They came to a river* Macm* 1941* $2.,75 
Twentieth century pioneers indie Washingtongpple country, 

1011* MARQUAND, JOHN PHILLIPS 

HcMo Fulham, Esquire® Garden City* 1944* $1*00 
A novel satirizing the Boston Brahmin class* 

1012* MARQUAND, JOHN PHILLIPS 

The late George Apley* Little* 1941* $2,50 
The Boston tradition chronicled in letters of two generations* 

1013* MASON, VAN WYCK 
Three harbours* Sun Dial, 1938, $1*49 
Past-moving story of the American Hevolution 1774=1775, in the 
ports of Norfolk9 Boston and Bermuda* 
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1014, MAXWELL. WILLIAM 

The folded leaf. Harper, 1945, $2,50 
This story of the friendship between two young men is a sensitive 
study of adolescence0 told against a backdrop of hi^i school and 
college life in a small mid-western city, 

1015 „ MAXWELL, WILLIAM 

• They came like swallows. Harper, 1937, $2o50 
A tribute to true motherhood is found in this gentle story of a 
woman whose genuinely fine influence lingered with her family even 
after death, 

1016, MQRLEY, CHRISTOPHER 

Pour favorite books. Garden City, $1,98 
Parnassus on wheels* The haunted bookshop; Where the blue begins; 
and Thunder on the left, 

1017o MQRLEY p CHRISTOPHER 

Kitty Foyle, Lippincott, 1939, $2,50 
A witty and frank autobiographical novel dealing with the first 
28 years of its modem, middle~class, Philadelphia-born heroine# 

1018 o NATHAN, ROBERT 
One more spring, Knopf, 1933, $2,00 
A subtle and wise reflections on the depression of 1929, 

1019 o NATHAN0 ROBERT 
Portrait of Jennie, Knopf0 1939, $2,00 
A gentle fantasy about a poor young artist and his inspiration. 

1020, NATHAN, ROBERT 

They went on together, Knopf, 1941, $2,00 
An affirmation of faith in human brotherhood by two children, 

1021 o NORDHOFF0 CHARLES & HALL, JAMES N, 

The Bounty trilogy. Little, 1936, $3,00 
Long ago adventure in the South Seas8 MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY; 
MEN AGAINST THE SEA* PITCAIRN0 S ISLAND. 

1022, 0°HARA, MARY 
My friend Flicka, Lippincott, 1941, $2.50 
A boy and his colt in a world of dream and reality, 

1023, PAGE, ELIZABETH 
The tree of liberty, Farrar, 1939, $3,00 
A vast panorama of the beginnings of American national life and 
philosophy, as three generations of an American family have 
their part in great national events. 

1024, PARKERD DOROTHY 
Dorothy Paricer; introduction by Somerset Maugham, Viking# 

1944, $2,00 
A complete collection of the stories and poems of Dorothy Parker, 
including some new ones. 
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1025o PORTER, KATHERINE ANNE 
Pale horse, pale rider0 Harcourt* 1939. $2*00 
Three novelettes, written with fastidious clarity,, 

1026o PORTER, WILLIAM SIDNEY 

The best short stories of O.Henry, selected and with an introduct¬ 
ion hy Bennett A0 Cerf and Van H* Cartmell* Modern Library* 
1945o $lo00 

In selecting 38 of the more than 600 stories written by O.Henry, 
the editors of this volume chose those honored unanimously by 
anthologists and then added several of special interest,, 

1027o RAWLINGS, MARJORIE K* 
The yearling* Scribner0 1940* $1*29 
One year in the life of a sensitive native-loving boy who lived 
with his parents in the Plorida hammock country,, 

1028o RICHTER, CONRAD 
The treeso Knopf* 1940o $2*50 
An unusual lyric novel of pioneer wandering from Pennsylvania to 
Ohio and the heroine°s eventual planting of trees for stability, 
beauty and to mark finis to a hunter0 s existence* 

1029o ROBERTSp ELIZABETH M„ 
Black is my true love°s hair* Viking* 1938* $2o50 
A poignant love song distilled out of the shared experiences of 
all humanity. 

1030„ ROBERTS, ELIZABETH M* 
Time of man* Modem Library* 1935* $*95 
Mountaineer life described with poetic realism* 

1031* ROBERTS, KENNETH 
Northwest passage* Doubleday* 1937* $2*75 
A living history of the making of a nation* 

1032o ROLVAAG, OLE E* 
Giants in the earth; a saga of the prairie, tr* from the Norwegian* 
Blue Ribbon* 1927* $1*00 
The founding of a Norwegian settlement in South Dakota and its 
toll upon a sensitive woman, narrated with epic effects* 

1033o SANTAYANA, GEORGE 
The laftt Puritan; a memoir in the form of a novel. Scribner* 
19360 $2075 
A brilliant and ironic philosophical study of New England character 
by a poet and philosopher* 

1034* SAROYAN, WILLIAM 
Human comedy,. Ear court* 1942o $2*75 
Episodes in the life of a California family, written with humility 
and tenderness for the frailties of the human mce* 

1035* SINCLAIR, UPTON 
The jungle* The author* 1906* $2*50 
This book led to a government investigation of the Chicago stock- 
yards and was fruitful of much reform* 
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1036 o SINCLAIR, UPTON 

World0 s end* Viking* 1940o $3o00 
An American merchant of death and the world armament industry 
The first in the series of novels about lanny Buddo 

1037c SINCLAIR, UPTON 

Between two worldso Vikingo 19410 $3o00 
The second volume in the Lanny Budd series0 

1038o SINCLAIR, UPTON 

Dragon0s teeth0 Vikingo 1942* $3*00 
Lanny Budd in the Europe of the 0 thirties °0 Volume three in the 
serieso 

1039, SINCLAIR^, UPTON 

Wide is the worldQ Vikingo 19430 $3*00 
The fourth in the author °s series of novels about the American 
expatriate Lanny Budd0 It describes lanny0s anti-Nazi activities 
during the beginning of the Popular Pronto 

1040o SINCLAIR;, UPTON 
Presidential agent* Vikingo 19440 $3o00 
Pifth in the series of novels about Lanny Budd against a background 
of world-shaping events* 

1041u SMITH, BETTI 

Tree grows in Brooklyn Harper* 19430 $2*75 
Life in the slum section of Brooklyn-Williamsburg, during the first 
part of the 20th century0 

1042c STEINBECK, JOHN 
The grapes of wratho Viking* 1939* $2*50 
An exposure of social injustice* 

1043* STEINBECK, JOHN 
The moon is down* Vikingo 19420 $2o50 
The spirit of freedom transcends Nazism* 

1044* STEINBECK, JOHN 
Of mice and men* Vikingo 1937* $2o00 
Brutality and tenderness mingled in a strangely moving story* 

10450 STEWART, GEORGE 
The storm* £andom0 1941* $2o50 
A novelized biography of a hypothetical storm which affected the 
lives of millions of people* 

1046* STONG, PHILIP Do 
State fairc Grosseto 1933c $*75 
Country folk, a prize hog, and the ballyhoo of a country fairD 

1047* STRIBLING, THOMAS S* 
Teeftallov* Grosseto 1928c $1*00 
Abner Teeftallov and the grim piety of a poverty-stricken hill town 
in Tennessee0 
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1048o SUCKOW, HJTH 
The folks* Grosset* 19360 $1*00 
The bewilderment of people groping through the relentless changes 
of lifeo 

1049* SUCKOW, EDTH 
New hope0 Farrar0 19420 $2*50 
Two happy children in a small town parsonageo 

1050o TARKINGTON, BOOTH 
Alice Adamso Grosset* 1937e $1*00 
Generally considered his best novel- shrewd description of socially 
ambitious small town girlo 

105Xo TABKINGTONg BOOTH 
Seventeen* Harper* 1916* $2*50 
A tale of youth and summer time* 

1052o WALLER, WILLARD 
Veteran comes back* Dryden* 1944* $2*75 
A study of what our present war veterans will be like when they 
come baekg what they will want and how civilian society can help 
theme Written by a man who was once a veteran himself and knows 
the problems the men face* 

1053* WECTER9 DIXON 
When Johnny comes marching home* Houston* 1944o $3*00 
The author reviews demobilization in its methods and impact on 
the United States after three great wars of the past? the 
devolutions Civil War and the first World War, and so furnishes 
valuable guidance for coming events* 

y 

1054* WESCOTT, GLENWAY 
The grandmothers* Harper* 1927* $2o50 
A family portrait* 

1055* WICKENDENg DAN 
The wayfarers* Morrow* 1945* $2*75 
A family story in the midwest between the war period* 

1056* WILDER, THORNTON 
The bridge of San Luis Rey* Grosset* 1927* $1*00 
The simultaneous death of five people causes a priest to seek 
the reason for it in their past life* 

1057* WOLFE 0 1E0MAS 
" Of time and the river* Scribner0 19350 $3*00 

Man in quest of himself* 

1058* WOLFE, THOMAS 
The web and the reck* Harper* 19390 $3c00 
The turgid outpouring of emotional experience* 

1059* WOLFED THOMAS 
You can°t go home again* Harper* 1940* $3*00 
A lost modern who found himself* 

1060* WRIGHT9 RICHARD 
Native son* Harper0 1940* $2*50 
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